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Abstract 

Intermetallics adopt an array of crystal structures, boast diverse chemical compositions, 

and possess exotic physical properties that have led to a wide range of applications from the 

biomedical to aerospace industries. Despite a long history of intermetallic synthesis and 

crystal structure analysis, identifying new intermetallic phases has remained challenging 

due to the prolonged nature of experimental phase space searching or the need for 

fortuitous discovery. New approaches with a specific focus on realizing novel intermetallics 

have been proposed that expand on traditional methods for materials synthesis and 

characterization. One of the most notable methods is to merge traditional intermetallic 

synthesis and characterization with computation and materials informatics, when 

combined, provide a new set of tools capable of advancing the discovery of metal-rich 

solids.  

 Each chapter of this dissertation employs solid-state synthesis, first-principle 

calculations, and machine learning to modernize how intermetallics are discovered and to 

better understand their complex structures. For example, we combined exploratory solid-

state synthesis with ab initio calculations to investigate gold’s polyanionic bonding in 

intermetallic phases. The application of density functional theory goes beyond merely 

studying the electronic structure and chemical bonding of intermetallics. We also utilized an 

ab initio approach coupled with a structure-search algorithm (CALYPSO) to predict the 

crystal structure of intermetallics under pressure. Our research revealed the existence of 

two binaries in the A-Ir (A = Rb, Cs) system over ~10 GPa. Further, a new approach merging 

experimental work, computation, and data-driven analysis to discover intermetallics was 

created. We developed a machine-learning model to predict the formation energy of metal-
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rich solid based only on the constituent elements followed by experimental validation 

through the subsequent synthesis of a novel compound, YAg0.65In1.35. Finally, exploratory 

synthesis was carried out on the ternary RE-Au-Ge (RE = La, Ce, Pr, Nd) phase system 

leading to the discovery of six novel compounds: La3Au3Ge, La2Au2Ge, and RE2AuGe3 (RE = 

La, Ce, Pr, Nd). The research results presented in this dissertation discuss the opportunities 

and challenges in the discovery of new intermetallic phases while new approaches that 

merge synthesis, computation, and data science to accelerate the realization of metal-rich 

materials are created. 
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1.1 Classifying Intermetallics Compound 

One of the primary research goals pervasive across all subdisciplines of chemistry is to 

establish robust rules that allow for the categorization of compounds or materials using 

simple, recognizable empirical parameters such as the valence electron concentration or 

chemical composition. Intermetallic compounds in solid-state chemistry are no different. 

For instance, taking the ratio of valence electrons per atom (e/a) is a classical approach for 

classifying these materials into general groups, including Zintl phases, polar intermetallics, 

and Hume-Rothery phases. Generally, the conductive nature of intermetallic compounds 

increases by reducing the ratio of valence electrons per atom, (e/a), going from 

semiconducting Zintl phases to metallic Hume-Rothery phases.1 As illustrated in Figure 1.1, 

a majority of the periodic table can adopt at least one of these types of compounds, and 

most can assume all three depending on the mixture of elements.  
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Historically, Zintl phases have consisted of combinations of cations from the alkali 

and alkali earth metals, and anions from the p-block elements (groups 13-15), where (e/a) 

≥ 4. The significant difference in electronegativities between these elements results in a 

formal charge transfer between the ions allowing the elements to nominally follow the octet 

rule and making them salt-like semiconductors. For example, NaZnSb crystallizes in 

NaFeAs-structure type and is composed of alternating bilayers of Na+ cations and 

polyanionic [ZnSb]− slabs.2,3 Following the Zintl electron counting approach, the charge 

balanced composition, Na+Zn2-Sb+, can be considered implying that Sb with 5 valence 

electrons loses an electron to become 4-bonded while Zn gains 2 more electrons to be 4-

bonded and achieves an octet.2 Recently, this concept has been revised, and rare-earth 

metals and transition metals have also been included in the Zintl phase category.4 The 

ability for these compounds to achieve closed-shell electron configurations has allowed 

 

Figure 1.1. The elements in the periodic table that are reported in the literature to form 
intermetallics. The Zintl phase, polar intermetallics, and Hume-Rothery phases are shown 
by blue, yellow, and grey, respectively. The faded elements along the semi-metal line are 
also called intermetallics though this varies by the research field.  
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scientists to assign oxidation states, which is rare in solid-state chemistry. Moreover, simple 

electron counting rules can be created, helping scientists design numerous novel Zintl 

phases with applications ranging from thermoelectrics and photovoltaics to topological 

insulators and Dirac semimetals.1,5   

Reducing the number of electrons per atom to an (e/a) between ~ 1.2 and 4.0 

results in another type of inorganic solid called a polar intermetallic.6 Different from Zintl 

phases, there are currently no straightforward approaches to unambiguously count 

electrons or assign valence charges in these metals, making it hard to generalize polar 

intermetallics.7 However, there are specific compositions that can be classified as polar 

intermetallics. For example, Laves phases, with the general composition AB2, are one of the 

most significant subsets of polar intermetallics and can also be further classified into three 

groups based on the structure type: cubic MgCu2-type, hexagonal MgZn2-type, and 

hexagonal MgNi2-type.8,9 The primary factor governing the stability of these three relatively 

simple crystal structures is the electron concentrations of the constituent metals, allowing a 

homogeneity range for each crystal type.10 Polar intermetallics also form complex crystal 

structures and adopt distinct features of chemical bonding that range from networks to 

clusters and even quasicrystals.11 For example, K3Au5Tl, with e/a ≅ 1.83, form the puckered 

sheet of corner-connected gold tetrahedra while the voids are filled with potassium.6,12 

Finally, Hume-Rothery phases occur when the 1 ≤ e/a ≤ 2, and they also have homogeneity 

ranges (although they are not line-compounds). The electrons concentration mostly 

controls Hume-Rothery phase formation and plays a leading role in the selection of crystal 

structures, whereas electronegativity and size are not as important.13  

Although simple “design” strategies like these have allowed chemists to categorize 

compounds or crystal structures using empirical rules such as the electron count, the 
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creation of these rules was generally in retrospect. A majority of the known intermetallic 

phases were first discovered using classical trail-and-error solid-state synthesis or 

serendipitous discovery, and then the empirical rules were established. Given the critical 

importance of these materials, with many finding uses in modern applications like 

structural and magnetic materials, energy-storage and corrosion-resistant materials, heat-

resistant aerospace materials, and biomedical applications, an approach to discover new 

metal-rich solids would be valuable.14 Here, classical and modern strategies developed to 

identify new intermetallic compounds are discussed with a specific focus on merging 

synthesis and characterization with computation and materials informatics.  

1.2 Experimental Techniques for the Discovery of Complex Intermetallics  

1.2.1 Solid-State Synthetic Routes for Intermetallics Compounds 

Before any new computational or data-driven materials discovery can take place, it is 

necessary first to understand the importance of different synthetic techniques used to 

prepare intermetallics and how these experimental approaches have led to our current 

understanding of solid-state chemistry. In general, intermetallics are formed in a single-step 

process where starting materials (often elemental pieces) are reacted through solid-solid 

diffusion.15,16 The extreme temperatures used for these reactions necessitate containers that 

can not only withstand elevated temperatures but also do not react with the starting 

materials. Silica tubes, ceramic crucibles (e.g., MgO, Al2O3, ZrO2), metal crucibles (e.g., Ag, 

stainless steel, Pt), and metal tubes (e.g., Nb, Ta, W) are the most common reaction 

containers with the selection of the container depending entirely on the planned reaction 

temperature as well as the starting materials.17 The heating profile used for reaction usually 

starts by choosing a temperature treatment that is at least 2/3 of the lowest melting point 
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starting material to maximize diffusion (Tammann’s rule).18,19 These sintering reactions are 

carried out in muffle or tube furnaces when the maximum required temperature is less than 

~1700°C, which is usually the limit of conventional furnaces. If the reaction temperature is 

lower than ~1100°C, the samples can be sealed in evacuated silica tubes that have been 

flame sealed, whereas higher temperatures require using a vacuum furnace or flowing an 

inert gas like argon. To achieve an even high-temperature regime, another common reaction 

route for the preparation of intermetallics is arc-melting. Arc-melting can quickly achieve 

temperatures over ~2000°C using a water-cooled copper hearth to hold the sample, a gas 

(e.g., argon or nitrogen) filled chamber, and an electrode (often tungsten-based) to strike a 

plasma. Given the enormous temperatures produced, arc-melting is limited to nonvolatile 

elements allowing most transition metals to be reacted and complex intermetallics products 

to be formed. Some elements are challenging to arc-melt like Mn or Sb while elements like 

Zn are almost impossible owing to their high vapor pressure.20–24 If external pressure and 

temperature are both required to synthesize the desired compound, spark plasma sintering 

(SPS) is a viable approach to apply simultaneous temperature and pressure. Fast heating 

rates are achieved in SPS by employing pulsed, high DC current, and uniaxial pressure also 

allows shorter sintering times compared to using conventional furnaces, which can be 

advantageous. 25–27 An additional convenience of SPS is that the combination of temperature 

and pressure can produce a (nearly) fully dense sample that may be required for physical 

property measurements. Further, it is possible to use flux reactions where a molten solid 

can be used as a solvent. In many examples, the molten solvent (also called reactive flux) 

can also be used as a reagent that is required for the formation of final products.28 The flux 

method, with its lower temperature and slow cooling rates, is ideal for large single crystal 
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growth. In the following section, metal flux is described in more detail as an effective 

synthetic method for the growth of the single crystal. 

This brief description of synthetic approaches is by no means exhaustive, and all 

methods have their advantages and disadvantages, meaning it is essential to consider each 

possible route for every composition space explored. In some cases, multiple synthetic 

routes are required for the comprehensive investigation of a sophisticated composition 

space, which is one of the challenges in intermetallic synthesis.  

 

Figure 1.2. K−Au−Ga ternary phase diagram at 350°C. The open circles indicate 
compositions loaded, whereas points marked 1−5 were compounds identified by single-
crystal X-ray diffraction (1: KAu0.34Ga2.66, 2: KAu2.2Ga3.8, 3: K0.55Au2Ga2, 4: KAu3.1Ga1.9, 5: 
K4Au8Ga). This figure is adapted from reference 32. 

The most traditional method to discover new compounds using these synthetic 

techniques is to examine a phase diagram systematically. A phase diagram depicts a 

material’s state at thermodynamic equilibrium as a function of composition, temperature, 

and pressure; however, the pressure is often kept constant for more straightforward 

illustration. Experimental phase diagrams are constructed by either dynamic (thermal 
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analysis) or non-dynamic (static) methods. In the thermal analysis, the equilibrated phase is 

determined by analyzing a sample upon cooling or heating, while in the latter method, the 

phase diagram is achieved by studying the product of quenched samples to construct 

isothermal sections.29,30  

 

Figure 1.3. View of the crystal structure of a) K0.55(2)Au2Ga2 with space group I4/mcm, b) 
KAu3.08Ga1.92(1) with space group Cmcm, and c) KAu2.23Ga3.77(2) with space group Immm, with 
projections along and normal to cation tunnels (K) at the top and bottom. The K, Au, Ga 
atoms are shown in grey, yellow, and blue, respectively. The potassium atoms in the 
K0.55(2)Au2Ga2 structure is shown in the ellipsoid because of the disorder (reference 32). 
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Phase diagram exploration is an invaluable tactic that permits researchers to 

identify new compounds, and as a chemist looking for new crystal structures, exploring 

phase diagrams is arguably one of the most classical methodologies.31 Smetana et al.,32 for 

example, used this approach when they synthesized twenty-one different compositions in 

the K-Au-Ga ternary phase in a systematic search for new compounds. The results of this 

work were four ternary potassium gold gallides with compositions K0.55Au2Ga2, KAu3Ga2, 

KAu2Ga4, the solid solution KAuxGa3−x (x = 0−0.33), and confirmation of K4Au8Ga.33,34 Each 

new compound was solved by selecting single crystals picked from the bulk sample and 

using single-crystal X-ray diffraction to determine the crystal structure of the unknown 

phase.35 Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy was used to confirm the refined chemical 

composition.4 Subsequently, the phase diagram for the K-Au-Ga isothermal section (at 

350°C) could be created by analyzing the products from each reaction using powder X-ray 

diffraction and then constructing the plot shown in Figure 1.2 following the lever rule. The 

crystal structure of K0.55(2)Au2Ga2, KAu3.08Ga1.92(1), and KAu2.23Ga3.77(2) solved by single-crystal 

X-ray diffraction are shown in Figure 1.3 with two orthogonal views of each crystal 

structure. K0.55(2)Au2Ga2 , Figure 1.3a, adopts the body-centered tetragonal K0.5Pt2Si2 

structure type. The network structure are formed of a packing of tetrahedral stars (TSs, 

∼stellae quadrangulae), while each of which consists of an inner Ga4 and an outer Au4 

tetrahedron. KAu3.08Ga1.92(1), Figure1.3b, crystallizes with an orthorhombic Cmcm space 

group and is isostructural with BaZn5 and LaAl3Ni2. In this structure, Au and Ga build the 

polyanionic tunnels where the eleropositive K atoms are placed in between. In contrast to 

K0.55(2)Au2Ga2 structure, the polyanionic networks are not linear, and potassium atoms form 

two-dimentional zigzag chains. This peculiar packing is relatively dense; thus, it leaves no 

large voids in the structure. KAu2+xGa4−x (KAu2.23Ga3.77(2)), Figure 1.3c, represents a new 
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body-centered orthorhombic structure type with Immm space group. The polyanionic 

network of this structure is a 20-vertex K-centered Au8+1.5xGa12−1.5x (x = 0.23(1)) polyhedron 

with D2h symmetry. In terms of tunnels, this compound can be defined as an average variant 

of K0.55(2)Au2Ga2 and KAu3.08Ga1.92(1): the tunnels are linear as in K0.55(2)Au2Ga2, but with 

cations surrounded by Au/Ga cages, as observed in KAu3.08Ga1.92(1). 

1.2.2 Crystal Growth of Intermetallic Compounds 

Extremely high-temperature and lack of liquid solvents in solid-state synthetic routes lead 

to difficulties growing high-quality single crystal. High-quality single crystals are essential 

for measuring the magnetic, physical, and electronic properties of intermetallics.36 Flux 

growth is one of the more common techniques for producing large single crystal because of 

the methods simplicity and low cost.4 For intermetallic reactions, low melting point metals 

from group 13-15 or an excess of a reactant (called a self-flux) are used as a molten 

solvent.35 All the starting metals are weighed out in the desired stoichiometric ratios and 

placed in the inert crucible with metals the with higher melting temperatures are placed 

underneath the lower melting point metals, as shown in Figure 1.4.36 The crucible is then 

sealed in a fused silica tube and placed in a furnace programmed with the desired 

temperature profile.36 Reaction profile including heating/cooling rates, the dwell times at 

high/low temperatures, and the dwell temperatures can dictate the phase formation as well 

as the crystal sizes.35 After the reaction has run, the crystals can be separated from the 

excess flux either by centrifugation or chemical etching process. Centrifugation process can 

be performed by using the plug of quartz wool above the crucible that acts as a filter during 

the flux removal. After crystals grow, while the temperature is still above the melting point 

of the flux, the ampoule is placed in the cup of a centrifuge and quickly spun, leading to 
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separation of liquid flux with crystals.36 Care must be taken; centrifugation can be carried 

out for the reactions which there is no seeding problem caused by the presence of the 

quartz wool dust. Differently, chemical etching is another practical approach for the 

separation of crystals. For instance, the surface of single-crystal in many Al-flux growth can 

be cleaned by NaOH solution, and Ga and In flux can be eaten by diluted acid such as HCl.28 

Figure 1.4 illustrates an example of a flux reaction profile to prepare Ce-Pd-Ga ternary 

compounds where different cooling rates and dwell times results in the formation of 

different crystal structures.37–39 The temperature profile is not the only variable that can 

control crystal structure formation. In some cases, it is possible to relate the stoichiometric 

ratio of flux reactives with the resulting crystal structures. For example, by increasing the In 

amount as a molten solvent in the metal fluxes of Eu-In-Sb ternary phase system, the size of 

crystals as well as the crystal structures’ preference.4,40 

 

Figure 1.4. Schematic of a reaction container and temperature profile indicating the single 
crystal growth of CePdGa6, Ce2PdGa10, and Ce2PdGa12. This figure is adopted from reference 
34. 
 

Although flux techniques are well established and have led to numerous 

intermetallic discoveries, the size of crystal grown by this method are still generally too 
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small for certain experiments where very large crystals are needed, like inelastic neutron 

scattering. There are other suitable methods for the growth of intermetallic single crystals 

such as chemical vapor transporter (CVT) and the Czochralski method.41–44 

Despite decades of success on discovering new intermetallic compounds using this 

approach, phase space searching is laborious and challenging.45 Difficulties in crystal 

growth, the lower thermodynamic stability of intermetallics in comparison with oxides and 

chalcogenides, and complex phase diagrams remain significant obstacles for identifying 

new metal-rich compounds. Thus, more efficient techniques that combine classic 

exploratory synthesis with computational-based approaches might prove beneficial to the 

field. 

1.3 DFT-Based Intermetallics “Design” Approaches  

Predicting new inorganic solids solely from their chemical composition has been a long-

standing challenge in solid-state chemistry. The hope has been to improve the efficiency of 

materials discovery by reducing the number of synthetic attempts required to produce a 

new compound. Fortunately, using first-principles calculations has become a promising 

approach to predict the likely formation of new compounds. 

1.3.1 Crystal Structure Prediction, Formation Energy Prediction, and Convex 

Hull Analysis  

Computational efforts for intermetallic discovery have primarily focused on predicting the 

crystal structure for a given composition, then determining the formation energy from first-

principles, and in some cases, constructing complete phase diagrams using convex hull 

calculations. Evolutionary algorithms like particle swarm optimization (PSO)46, genetic 
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algorithms (GA),47 and ab initio random structure search (AIRSS)48 have each been paired 

with density functional theory (DFT) codes to create an effective methodology to predict 

crystal structure without previous knowledge of structure types. There are numerous 

implementations of these algorithms used for intermetallic with the most common codes 

for GA being Universal Structure Predictor Evolutionary Xtallography (USPEX),49 Global 

Space-Group Optimization (GSGO),50 XtalOpt,51 and EVO52 whereas the code Crystal 

Structure Analysis by Particle Swarm Optimization (CALYPSO)53 employs a PSO. In each 

case, these algorithms generate crystal structures following the PSO or GA algorithm, and 

DFT is used to calculate the total internal energy of the phases. The crystal structure with 

the lowest total energy (local or global) is suggested to be the most probable structure type 

for a given composition. The convex hull for each binary or ternary system can also be 

constructed using these computational data to identify the most thermodynamically stable 

phase for a composition space (at least at zero Kelvin). There are numerous imaginable 

applications where using such a crystal structure prediction algorithm would be 

advantageous; however, the most common use has been in the high-pressure community, 

which has driven the development of these codes. Only more recently have these 

approaches been applied to the identification of new functional materials.  

1.3.2 Intermetallic Crystal Chemistry under High-Pressure 

High-pressure synthesis and materials characterizations are incredibly complex, rigorous, 

and generally limited because it requires extensive synthetic resources and specialized 

techniques such as high-pressure presses or a diamond anvil set-up. Crystal structure 

prediction algorithms, in conjunction with DFT, are a practical alternative to discover 

crystal structures under non-ambient pressure. Indeed, computational crystal structure 
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prediction lessens the high-pressure synthesis efforts necessary to develop a fundamental 

understanding of high-pressure chemistry. DFT paired with crystal structure prediction 

algorithms have been successfully employed for the discovery of novel materials at non-

ambient conditions such as metal hydrides, oxides, nitrides, and noble gases.54–59 There are 

fewer examples reported in the literature for intermetallic crystal structure prediction 

using DFT, although there are some notable examples. CsAu, with a CsCl-type structure, is a 

classic Zintl phase. Interestingly, applying high-pressure to the semiconducting CsAu 

through the program CALYPSO revealed that this composition is expected to undergo a 

crystal structure transformation and that the resulting high-pressure phase should be a 

poor metal.60 As illustrated in Figure 1.5, the cubic crystal structure of CsAu with no metallic 

bonding transform orthorhombic space group Cmcm with metallic bonding. In a similar 

vein, first-principles calculations were employed to predict the formation of binary 

intermetallic compounds under high-pressure even though they do not form under ambient 

conditions; for example, the existence of A3Ir (A = K, Rb, Cs) above 10 GPa was suggested 

using CALYPSO.61,62 In each of these examples, computational modeling was essential due to 

difficulties in the high-pressure synthesis of alkali and alkali earth metals compounds. 

However, many questions regarding how intermetallics behave under pressure including 

crystal structure preference, the mechanisms governing phase transformations, and 

changes in the ensuing chemical bonding, remain unanswered; clearly, this is one field 

where additional research could lead to a unique understanding of high-pressure 

intermetallic crystal chemistry.  
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Figure 1.5. View of CsAu crystal structure at ambient pressure and pressure more than 14 
GPa. CsAu forms a cubic CsCl-type structure at 0 GPa, while the crystal structure transforms 
Cmcm space group by applying pressure more than 14 GPa. Cs and Au are shown in blue and 
yellow, respectively. This figure is adapted from reference 59. 
 

1.3.3 Functional Intermetallics 

A compound’s crystal structure is central for unlocking superior properties. As a result, 

predicting the structure of solid a priori has been a critical focus of researchers striving to 

find new functional materials. Computational chemists often focus on the prediction of 

interesting intermetallics with a wide range of industrial applications such as 

superconductors,63 high hardness materials,64,65 and intermetallics for lithium-ion batteries 

anodes,66 among numerous other uses. For example, stable superconducting phases of 

BaGe3 have been studied under normal and high pressure by using structural analogies and 

the evolutionary algorithm implemented in XtalOpt.67 In this study, the predicted phases are 

suggested to be possibly superconducting from the calculated electron−phonon coupling 

strength. In another report, the stable and metastable binaries in Li-Sn and Li-Sb systems 

have been discovered with the aid of ab initio random structure searching (AIRSS).68 Here, 

computational modeling was used to determine the trends in the lithiation process by 
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calculating the theoretical average voltage for predicted structures, which was not 

considered in the original experimental work. In the investigation for superhard materials, 

the crystal structure of ZrB4 was predicted and proved to be thermodynamically and 

dynamically stable.69 According to this research, the calculated bulk and shear moduli of 

ZrB4 predicted structures are close to the experimentally reported CrB4, WB4, and FeB4. This 

work highlighted the importance of using CALYPSO to predict a superhard response in ZrB4, 

although experimental confirmation is needed.  

1.3.4 DFT-Directed Intermetallic Synthesis 

 The ultimate aim of employing computation in chemistry is to guide the experimental 

efforts. In the last decade, DFT has been deployed to simplify experimental obstacles where 

the success in some syntheses would be impossible without computational accompaniment. 

Again, high-pressure chemistry is one of the research areas that DFT implementation has 

significantly aided the experimental attempts. For example, during the systematic search for 

heavy fermion and superconductor materials, YbMn2Ge2 has been examined under high 

pressure.70 YbMn2Ge2,  with the general composition RET2X2 (RE = rare earth, T = transition 

metal, and X = Ge or Si), crystallizes in the body-centered tetragonal space group I4/mmm 

with a ThCr2Si2-type structure. The experimental investigation of YbMn2Ge2 under high 

pressure indicates the existence of a new pressure-induced phase, where the USPEX 

evolutionary algorithm has been applied for identifying the structural transition. Their 

calculations demonstrate a P1 structure with lower enthalpy, while the Le Bail fitting 

confirms both phases with similar cell parameters.  

The creation of these crystal structure prediction algorithms combined with 

advances in highly parallel DFT-level calculations has also allowed researchers to 
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investigate unexplored ternary phase spaces efficiently. For example,  theoretical 

calculations have been applied to investigate the crystal structure of SrPtBi2, the only 

ternary composition in the Sr-Pt-Bi phase space, as illustrated in Figure 1.6.71 In this 

research, an adaptive genetic algorithm (AGA), without any assumptions on the Bravais 

lattice type, atom basis, or unit cell dimensions, predicted an orthorhombic crystal structure 

for SrPtBi2 (space group Pnma). The prediction was then proved by synthesizing the 

compound and analyzing the product using single-crystal X-ray diffraction. Further, the AGA 

methodology has assisted scientists in solving the puzzle of structural complexity in 

polymorphic structures. Zr2Co11 is one example of this idea. Prior studies showed that rapid 

quenching of the composition produced numerous metastable phases, which could not be 

distinguished using X-ray diffraction. However, AGA implemented in the POTFIT code 

allowed the researchers to determine each Zr2Co11 polymorph and understand their 

magnetic properties.72   
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Figure 1.6. a) Sr-Pt-Bi convex hull. Black dots indicate the stable phases, while the yellow 
dots are the metastable phases. According to the DFT calculation, SrPtBi2 is 
thermodynamically stable that was identified using computation. b) Crystal structure of the 
synthesized SrPtBi2. Sr, Pt, and Bi are shown in blue, grey, and yellow, respectively. The 
convex hull and crystal structure are adapted from reference 70. 
 

1.4 Materials Informatics for the Discovery of Intermetallic Compounds 

First-principles computational modeling has played a significant role in uncovering 

novel crystal structures. Developments in high throughput electronic structure calculations 

have also resulted in the creation of massive databases containing crystal-chemical 

information. Multiple DFT databases (The Materials Project,73 AFLOW,74, and OQMD75) have 

been produced, while CITRINE INFORMATICS76 has accumulated both experimental and 

DFT data. Researchers are now creating procedures to utilize this information for the 

development of new materials. In particular, materials informatics and machine-learning 

techniques have provided the ability to use the trove of information in these data sets to 

rapidly and often accurately predict the inorganic compound’s preferred crystal structure 

or physical properties.77  
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The general procedure of machine learning models consists of three integral 

components: (i) Data collection, (ii) Data representation, (iii) Model construction. Figure 1.7 

indicates the schematic of the machine-learning process. The initial step is to select an 

appropriate resource for training data. Since the data in chemistry and materials science is 

not as well-developed as other research communities like biology and computer science, 

this step requires additional attention.78 Primarily, chemistry databases were restricted to 

crystal structure experimental-based, such as Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD)79 

and Pearson’s Crystal Data (PCD). However, with growing of computational capability, DFT 

databases (The Materials Project, AFLOW, and OQMD) have been introduced, while CITRINE 

INFORMATICS has accumulated both experimental and DFT data. Once a set of data is 

collected, features (descriptors/attributes) need to be created. In chemistry framework, 

they are generally based on physical/chemical properties and crystal structures. Finally, the 

last part of the ML process is model construction, where an appropriate ML algorithm for 

learning a function is chosen. Broadly, the learning process can be supervised (labeled) and 

unsupervised (unlabeled), relying on whether the prediction outputs are qualitative or 

quantitative. In chemistry and materials science, the most common algorithms are 

supervised ones. Support vector machine (SVM),80 support vector regression (SVR),81 and 

random forest algorithms82 are the perfect example of this case, which is used mostly for 

 

Figure 1.7. Schematic of a machine learning procedure flow. This figure is adapted from 
reference 64. 
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predicting the novel crystal structures, formation energies, and energy of convex hull. 

Machine learning guided studies for uncovering new materials are categorized into two 

subgroups, as outlined here. 

1.4.1 Data-Driven Formation-Energy Prediction 

Formation energy is vital for identifying novel compositions since this property is directly 

related to the energetic stability of a compound with respect ot the starting materials. The 

more negative the value of formation energy, the more stable the phase is expected to be 

with respect to decomposition to competing phases. This is further revealed by determining 

the convex hull of a compound, which shows phase relationships at equilibrium. Machine 

learning has been mostly applied to predict both the formation energy as well as calculate 

the convex hull for specific crystal structure types. For example, novel quaternary Heusler 

compounds (𝐹4̅3𝑚, XX’YZ) were identified by predicting the favorable formation of energy 

and convex hull distances. These materials show superior properties such as ultralow 

thermal conductivity and high dielectric constant,  therefore identifying new compositions 

of potential interest.83,84 Kim et al.85 applied the 462,148 crystalline compounds contained 

in the OQMD database as a training set for a Random Forest algorithm. The formation 

energies and convex hull of each composition were then used to predict the existence of 55 

previously unknown quaternary Heusler compounds. It is suggested that novel, stable 

compounds could be discovered at a rate of 30 times faster than undirected search. Machine 

learning models have also been created based on predicting the formation energy of 

compounds using DFT training data, producing a model that can suggest compositions that 

are likely to form new compounds. For example, the Y-Ag-In ternary system is one of the 

phase spaces where energetically favorable areas in the phase diagram were identified by 
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machine learning the formation energies. This allowed the researchers to target 

compositions with a high probability of forming new compounds.86 The successful 

outcomes from each of these examples highlight the power of machine learning guided 

synthesis as a general methodology for materials discovery. 

1.4.2 Crystal Structure Prediction from Big Data  

Predicting the crystal structure of intermetallics is a multidimensional problem because 

adopting a specific crystal structure type relies on a combination of number intrinsic factors 

like elemental properties as well as extrinsic factors such as synthetic conditions. Recently, 

machine learning has been successfully applied to overcome some of these barriers and 

predict the most likely crystal structure for any given chemical composition.87,88 Indeed, the 

capability for machine learning to address the crystal structure prediction problem has led 

to the discovery of thermoelectric, semiconductor, photovoltaic, and battery materials.89–94 

The success of applying machine learning to crystal structure prediction has also assisted in 

solving inherent experimental synthesis and characterization issues. For example, CsCl-

type, Heusler, and inverse Heusler structures are extremely difficult to distinguish by X-ray 

diffraction, as illustrated in Figure 1.8, because the superstructure peaks (111, 311, 331) are 

generally very weak, even with synchrotron radiation. To address this issue, machine 

learning was applied to predict the most likely Heusler structure with AB2C compositions.95 

The prediction engine was constructed using random forest algorithms and contained 

almost 400,000 compounds for the training set. Subsequently, a series of 12 predicted 

gallides with the general composition MRu2Ga and RuM2Ga (M = Ti−Co) were synthesized to 

confirm the crystal structure prediction. 
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Figure 1.8. a) Simulated powder X-ray diffraction of CsCl-type, Heusler (Cu2MnAl-type), and 
inverse Heusler (Hg2CuTi-type) crystal type structure for LiAg2Al. b) Powder X-ray 
diffraction for TiRu2Ga, illustrating the weak superstructure reflections for a Heusler 
structure. c) Crystal structure of TiRu2Ga. The small diffraction peaks labeled by their Miller 
indices highlight the difficulty confirming the correct structure type. This figure is adapted 
from reference 94.  
 

The idea of using materials informatics and machine learning for crystal structure 

prediction has been expanded to also simplify structure determination and refinements for 

extended solids. Viswanathan et al. developed a model, single-crystal automated refinement 

(SCAR), using data mining and machine learning to indicate the most acceptable crystal 

structure.96 In this study, the accuracy of this model was confirmed by solving the crystal 

structures of two unreported, novel intermetallic phases (ZrAu0.5Os0.5 and Nd4Mn2AuGe4). 

Manually refined single crystal and the SCAR refinement of ZrAu0.5Os0.5 are compared in 

Table 1.1, indicating similar refinement.  
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Table 1.1. Comparing manually refined and SCAR refinement of ZrAu0.5Os0.5 

 Manually-Refined SCAR-Refined 

Formula ZrAu0.5(1)Os0.5(1) ZrAu0.5(1)Os0.5(1) 

Formula mass (g mol-1) 284.80 

Space group Pm3̅m (No. 221) 

a (Å) 3.318(9) 

V (Å3) 36.5(2) 

Z 1 

calc (g cm–3) 12.952 

T (K) 273 

(Mo K) (mm–1) 100.014 

No. of variables 5 (6) 6 

R(F) for Fo2 > 2(Fo2) a 0.0258 (0.0254) 0.0253 

Rw(Fo2) b 0.0258 (0.0254) 0.0253 

Goodness of fit 1.359 (1.357) 1.793 

()max, ()min (e Å–3) 1.369, −1.273 1.364, −1.028 

 

 Finally, there is a long history of searching for equiatomic binary intermetallic 

compounds with the general composition AB. In a recent study, the exis tence of a new 1:1 

stoichiometric intermetallic compound RhCd along with its crystal structure was first 

predicted by employing machine learning, following by synthesis.97 Machine learning was 

instrumental in the discovery of this new phase because it is the only reported compound in 

Rh-Cd binary system and had not been reported even though nearly all simple binary 

phases were presumably discovered.  

Over the last three centuries, chemists have endeavored to understand the crystal 

structure and chemical behavior of intermetallic compounds. Although a massive number of 
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compounds have been discovered and a dramatic improvement in our fundamental 

chemical understanding of these systems developed during this time, these achievements 

have primarily stemmed from serendipitous discovery or extensive trial-and-error 

synthesis. Nowadays, the ever-increasing industrial demand for these types of phases has 

made scientists strive to develop more efficient techniques for materials discovery. Indeed, 

the paradigm has shifted from exploratory synthesis to DFT assisted synthesis and has 

continued to materials discovery using machine learning.98 Despite the reliability of each 

method, their real power is realized when all three techniques are combined. However, the 

computation and data-driven methodologies are still comparatively in their early stages, 

and improvements are needed. Firstly, there are intrinsic complexities in real extended 

solids, such as local structure distortions and structural defects that are not necessarily 

accounted for in computational models. This is especially true for intermetallics, where the 

nature of the chemical bond in these metallic systems allows the formation of extremely 

complex crystal structures. For example, the binary HfIn structure was predicted by both 

machine learning and CALYPSO to adopt the tetragonal CuAu-type structure.99 After 

experimental investigation, the structure of the bulk sample was γ-brass (Cu5Zn8-type), 

which can be viewed as a superstructure of the CsAu-type structure. This discovery was 

also surprisingly different from the crystals picked from the surface of the product (CuPt7-

type). The apparent failure of DFT and machine learning to predict the structure of HfIn 

highlights the complexity observed in intermetallic compounds. Moreover, while the 

implementation of machine learning in natural sciences has been dramatically increased 

during the past years, utilizing machine learning to accelerate materials discovery, 

chemistry, and materials, science has not necessarily experienced the same progress. This is 

primarily because the size of the databases available for training is limited, and the data 
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available tend to be sparse and inconsistent. Therefore, increasing database ability and 

diversity of crystalline structures will remain an essential and active field indefinitely. 

Nevertheless, there are ample computational and informatics resources available today that 

can assist in the identification of new intermetallic compounds. Researchers simply need to 

find creative ways to merge these approaches with solid-state synthesis to allow the 

unprecedented discovery of new metal-rich solids.  

1.5 Research Goals 

The goals of the research presented in this thesis are to discover novel intermetallic phases 

and understand their captivating crystal structures as well as their complex bonding 

behavior using a combination of solid-state synthesis, first-principle calculations, and 

machine-learning. Merging these traditionally disparate research approaches has allowed 

chemists to understand the intermetallic structure-composition-property relationship 

better and accelerate solid-state inorganic materials discovery. For example, this research 

combines the exploratory synthesis of ternary intermetallics in the RE-Au-Sn (RE = La, Ce, 

Pr, Nd) phase system with DFT ab initio computations to investigate the origin of gold’s 

polyanionic bonding network. In this research, a series of compounds with the general 

composition of REAu1.5Sn0.5 (RE = La, Ce, Pr, Nd) were discovered, and their structural 

preference, as well as the existence of the desired polyanionic bonding network that 

stabilizes the crystal structure, were confirmed using DFT calculations. This idea has been 

expanded to the other rare-earth gold ternaries like RE-Au-Ge (RE = La, Ce, Pr, Nd) ternary 

phase system, where six novel compositions have been identified experimentally, and their 

electronic structure was studied using DFT calculation.    
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This research also goes beyond the experimental identification of crystal structures 

of intermetallics. Using an ab initio approach within the DFT framework coupled with a 

state-of-the-art structure-search algorithm, thermodynamically stable phases with the 

general composition AnIrm (A = Rb, Cs and n = 1-3, m = 1-3) are studied under the high-

pressure. Furthermore, a method is established in this thesis to combine solid-state 

experimental synthesis, DFT calculation, and machine learning for efficient discovery of 

intermetallic phases. Here, a machine-learning model is developed to predict the formation 

energies of compounds with a training set based on the DFT calculation formation energies 

of compounds compiled in the Materials Project and OQMD databases. This approach 

screens 313,965 formation energies data and predicts formation energy of 253 compounds 

per system in the Tr-Ag-In (Tr = B, Al, Ga, In). The resulting tool allows locating the fruitful 

areas in the phase diagram, leading to the directed-synthesis of YAg0.65In1.35. The success of 

this work highlights the potential of deploying machine-learning methods that can predict 

the formation for any new compounds to speed up the discovery of novel materials by 

directing synthesis efforts. 

1.6 Organization of the Thesis 

Chapter 1 features a minireview on the discovery of novel intermetallics through synthesis, 

computation, and data-driven analysis. This section discusses recent research efforts where 

experimental, computational, and data-driven inorganic chemistry has been used to 

produce novel intermetallics as well as understand their complex crystal chemistry.  

[S. Lotfi, J. Brgoch, Establishing the Complex Crystal Chemistry of Intermetallic Phases 

through Synthesis and Data-driven Analysis, Chem.: Eur. J, 2020 DOI: 

10.1002/chem.202000742] 
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Chapter 2 describes the solid-state experimental, first-principles computational, and 

machine-learning methods explored in the research presented in this thesis. 

Chapter 3 combines experimental synthesis and first-principle computation for a better 

understanding of gold's polyanionic bonding in the gold-rich polar intermetallic phases. 

Here, a series of compounds with the general composition of REAu1.5Sn0.5 (RE = La, Ce, Pr, 

Nd) were discovered, and their chemical bonding was examined. 

[S. Lotfi, A. Oliynyk, J. Brgoch, Polyanionic Gold–Tin Bonding and Crystal Structure 

Preference in REAu1.5Sn0.5 (RE = La, Ce, Pr, Nd), Inorg. Chem. 2018, 57 (17), 10736–10743] 

Chapter 4 is a computational approach to investigate the formation of alkali metals Iridides 

under high-pressure. Using an ab initio approach within the density functional theory 

framework coupled with the PSO structure-search algorithm reveals the existence of 

binaries A3Ir (A = Rb, Cs) above 10 GPa. Further, their electronic structures and chemical 

bonding was then studied in this research. 

[S. Lotfi, J. Brgoch, Predicting Pressure-Stabilized Alkali Metal Iridides: A−Ir (A = Rb, Cs). 

Comput. Mater. Sci. 2019, 158, 124–129] 

Chapter 5 develops a framework to merge machine-learning methodology, first-principle 

computation, and solid-state experimental synthesis. In this research, a machine-learning 

model was developed to predict the formation energy of metal-rich solids with 95% 

accuracy using support vector regression combined with high-throughput DFT 

computational data. Subsequently, the experimental synthesis based on the predictive 

model revealed the novel compound in the Y-Ag-In ternary phase with the general 

composition of  YAg0.65In1.35.  
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[S. Lotfi, Z Zhang, G. Viswanathan, K. Fortenberry, A. Mansouri Tehrani, J. Brgoch, Targeting 

Productive Composition Space through Machine-learning Directed Inorganic Synthesis, 

Matter, accepted, 2020.] 

Chapter 6 investigates the exploratory synthesis in the RE-Au-Ge (RE = La, Ce, Pr, Nd] 

ternary system. The existence of La3Au3Ge, LaAu2Ge2, and RE2AuGe3 (RE = La, Ce, Pr, Nd) 

composition were confirmed with single-crystal X-ray analysis. Here, the structural 

preference and electronic structure calculation of La2AuGe3 was studied by first-principle 

computation. 

Chapter 7 presents conclusions derived from the research presented in this thesis as well as 

providing an outlook for future research directions. 
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Chapter 2 

Experimental Techniques, Computational Procedure, and Machine 

Learning Methods 

 

This chapter includes an overview of the main experimental, computational, and data 

science techniques used throughout this thesis. More detailed descriptions are included in 

each of the following chapters. 

2.1 Experimental Synthesis 

2.1.1 Starting Materials  

All starting materials for syntheses (presented in Table 2.1) were used as purchased. Unless 

specified to the contrary, chemicals were stored in closed containers in ambient conditions 

in the Brgoch Laboratory. Air sensitive starting materials and compounds were stored in an 

argon atmosphere glovebox (O2 < 0.1 ppm; H2O < 0.1 ppm). 
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Table 2.1 Starting materials used for all synthesis 

Compound Form Source Purity 

La filings HEFA Rare Earth 99.8% 

Ce filings HEFA Rare Earth 99.8% 

Pr filings HEFA Rare Earth 99.8% 

Nd filings HEFA Rare Earth 99.8% 

Au splatter Materion Advanced Chemicals 99.999% 

Sn powder  Alfa Aesar 99.985% 

Y filings HEFA Rare Earth 99.8% 

Ag powder Alfa Aesar 99.9% 

In pieces Alfa Aesar 99.99% 

B crystalline pieces Alfa Aesar 99.5% 

Ge powder Alfa Aesar 99.999% 

 

2.1.2 Glovebox 

Since rare-earth metals are air-sensitive, all product compounds are stored in an argon 

atmosphere glovebox from MBRAUN. The total O2 and H2O content are maintained at less 

than 0.1 ppm by continuous cycling through a copper-based catalyst. The glovebox is 

regenerated every eight months, and the level of moisture is monitored regularly by the 

glovebox sensors as well as performing the classic light bulb test. 5% hydrogen/95% argon 

gas from Matheson Trigas Company is utilized for the regeneration. 
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2.1.3 Solid-state synthesis via Arc-Melting 

All compounds were first synthesized using arc-melting (Centorr Furnace). Arc-melting is a 

practical technique for intermetallic synthesis due to its inherent advantages, including high 

temperature, non-contact method, and extremely fast procedure. However, arc-melting 

does not always yield high-quality single crystals. Thus, it is essential to anneal the product 

after arc melting. This also helps ensure that near thermodynamic ground state compounds 

are obtained. For this process, the starting materials were first weighed out in the desired 

stoichiometric ratios targeting a total mass of ~0.2 g to 0.3 g. These reagents were pressed 

(up to 2500 psi) into a 5 mm pellet to promote better contact between the starting 

elements. This pellet was placed on a water-cooled copper hearth along with a Ti ingot or 

sponge. To generate an inert atmosphere, the arc-melter chamber was purged with argon 

gas at least eight times before the melting process started. The Ti was melted before the 

sample to act as a getter and ensure an oxygen-free environment The samples were all 

reacted by striking an arc between the thoriated tungsten electrode and the copper hearth 

using a current of ~35 A to 55 A. To ensure the homogeneity, the sample was flipped over 

and re-melted at least three times. The weight loss for each sample was measured after arc-

melting to determine if the approximate composition remained constant during synthesis.  

The arc-melted ingots were sealed in fused silica tubes under vacuum 

(2 ×  10−3 mbar) and annealed within the temperature range of 700-850°C using 

Lindberg/Blue™ furnaces. Annealing lasted for one week, followed by cooling to warrant 

near-equilibrium phases are present in the product. All of the furnaces used in this work 

are programmable with a maximum operating temperature of 1200°C. The temperature 

is monitored by a K-type thermocouple as well as SiC heating elements (I Squared R 
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Element Co., Inc.) as the primary source of heating. Lastly, all products were stored in 

the glovebox for further characterization. 

2.2  Characterization 

2.2.1 Powder X-ray Diffraction 

To confirm the phase purity of all synthesized compounds, they were first characterized by 

powder X-ray diffraction. Since the majority of compounds are sensitive to moisture and air, 

the sample preparation for powder diffraction was performed in the glovebox with an inert 

argon atmosphere. The products were ground using an agate mortar and pestle until small 

and evenly distributed particles (≈10 µm) were obtained. The homogenous powders were 

placed on a zero-background silicon stage, ensuring the sample is distributed as evenly as 

possible. The silicon stage was placed in an aluminum ring and covered with a Kapton film 

to prevent oxidation of the samples. X-ray powder diffraction analysis was performed using 

a PANalytical X'Pert Pro powder diffractometer with Cu Kα (λ = 1.54183 Å). The powder 

diffractogram was obtained by scanning from 10 2𝜃 to 80 2𝜃 in the step size of 0.008° over 

14 minutes or 28 minutes. The powder X-ray diffractorgrams were subsequently indexed 

manually by comparing the collected dataset against known patterns assisted by the 

software X'pert Highscore Plus 2.2 software loaded with the International Center for 

Diffraction Data (ICDD) powder diffraction database.100101 Lastly, the calculated X-ray 

pattern from single-crystal measurement was used for Le Bail refinement to confirm phase 

purity and obtain accurate lattice parameters.102 Le Bail refinements were performed using 

the EXPGUI interface for the General Structure Analysis System (GSAS).103–105 The 

background was fit with a shifted-Chebyshev function by using seven parameters, and peak 

shapes were described using a Psuedo-Voigt function. 
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2.2.2 Single-Crystal X-ray Diffraction 

Single-crystal X-ray diffraction is the most useful experimental technique to identify the 

atomic arrangement and crystal structure of unknown compounds. Due to the air sensitivity 

of these samples, the well-faceted crystals were picked from crushed samples in the 

glovebox with the aid of an optical microscope. The idea crystal size is in the size range of 

0.1 to 0.01 mm, which is a compromise on maximizing scattering intensity while lowering 

absorption. The most suitable crystals were floated in Paratone-N oil, and then placed on 

dual thickness MiTeGen MicroLoops LD, and immediately mounted onto the goniometer 

under nitrogen flow to minimize oxidation. The single-crystal X-ray diffraction 

measurement was carried out using a Bruker APEX II platform diffractometer equipped 

with a 4K CCD APEX II detector, and a Mo Kα radiation source (λ = 0.71073 Å).106 The data 

was collected at a 6-cm detector distance by taking four sets of 726 frames with 0.3° scans 

in ω and an exposure time of 30-50 s per frame at a temperature of 213 K or room 

temperature. The data were integrated using the Bruker-Nonius SAINT program, with the 

intensities corrected for Lorentz factor, polarization, air absorption, and absorption due to 

variation in the path length through the detector faceplate. The absorption correction was 

applied using TWINABS for twinned crystals or SADABS for one domain crystal based on 

the entire data sets.106,107 XPREP program was utilized to carry out for unit cell reduction as 

well as the determination of possible space groups according to systematic absences and 

the internal R-value of the data.108 The crystal structures were subsequently solved by 

employing direct methods and refined using full-matrix least-squares calculations on 

FO2.109,110 The atomic positions for all elements were easily identified by using direct 

methods, and the thermal parameters were considered anisotropically for all crystals. All 
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crystallographic calculations were performed using the SHELXTL program package (version 

6.12).111 

In the structure solution, the atomic coordinates, atomic displacement parameters, 

scale, weighting, and extinction factors are refined. The accuracy of the structural solution is 

evaluated by the residual factors R1 and wR2 and goodness of fit where they are calculated 

by the following equation: 

R1= 
∑||Fo|-|Fc||

∑|Fo|
 (2.1)) 
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where, 𝐹𝑜 is the measured structure amplitude, 𝐹𝑐  is the calculated structure amplitude. The 

weighting factor is defined as 𝑤 = (𝜎2𝐹𝑜
2 + 𝑎2𝑃2 + 𝑏2𝑃2)−1, where  𝑃 =  

1

3
𝐹𝑜

2 +  
2

3
𝐹𝑐

2, 𝑛 is 

number of independent reflections, and 𝑝 is number of refined parameters. The residual 

values should be as small as possible, while the goodness of fitness value should slightly 

deviate from one for an acceptable refinement. All the crystal structures visualized in this 

thesis were created using Visualization for Electronic and Structural Analysis (VESTA) 

software.112 
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2.2.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Energy Dispersive X-ray 

Spectroscopy (EDS) 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a powerful magnification method for analyzing the 

external morphology of solid specimens. The significant advantage of this electron 

microscopy over optical microscopy is the high spatial resolution down to tens of 

angstroms.   If the electron dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) is combined with SEM, the 

chemical composition can also be determined. A high-resolution image of the surface can be 

generated by detecting secondary or backscattered electrons emitted as a result of incident 

beam electrons interacting with the material. Generally, this technique works best for 

elements with atomic number Z > 3. The accuracy of EDX analysis depends on various 

factors including the nature of sample as well as possible peak overlaps, however, ~2 wt. % 

for a given element is acceptable. SEM was conducted using a JEOL JSM-6400 to visualize 

the single crystals and bulk sample at 500X-1200X magnification while electron gun was set 

to accelerating voltage of 15kV and a constant emission current of 12 μA. The semi-

quantitative compositions of the compound were determined by an AMETEK EDAX Octane 

Pro energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer. Because all the compounds analyzed in this 

thesis are metals, carbon coating to minimize charging was not required. It is sufficient to 

stick the single crystals to double-sided carbon tape. The bulk samples were mounted in the 

epoxy and covered with graphite paste on the surface. 

2.3  Electronic Structure Calculation 

2.3.1 Vienna ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) 
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Solving the Schrödinger equation is unmanageable for multi-electron systems. A viable 

alternative is density functional theory (DFT), which suggests valence electrons are 

primarily responsible for bonding, and core electrons, combined with the nucleus compose 

an inert core, can be treated as two independent densities by following the Hohenburg-

Kohn theorems.113,114 Using these densities, the wave functions can be approximated by 

reducing the number of variables from 3N, where N is the number of electrons in a system, 

to 3 (the x, y, and z directions), simplifying the calculations without sacrificing 

accuracy.115,116 

In this work, DFT is implemented within the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package 

(VASP), a computer program, which utilizes pseudopotentials to model exchanges and 

correlations between the valence electrons and the inert core.117,118 Throughout this thesis, 

the projector augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotentials were utilized to improve 

calculation efficiency while still maintain an accurate description of the valence electrons' 

behaviors.119 To simplify calculations and allow for easier convergence, a plane wave basis 

set with an energy cutoff was utilized to describe the valence electron density. In addition, 

the exchange-correlation energy was characterized using the generalized gradient 

approximation (GGA) in the way of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE), which again improves 

the accuracy of the calculation by better modeling electron-electron correlation.120,121 

Implementing this method, structure optimizations were performed to determine 

electronic properties, including bandgap (Eg), the density of states (DOS), and total 

formation energy (EF,DFT). In this thesis, all the structures have initially been optimized by 

relaxing all degrees of freedom in the structure, including the cell shape, cell volume, and 

atomic positions. Also, for accurate calculations of the structure’s energetics, total energies 

are calculated through a static step using the tetrahedron method. Further computational 
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details, including specific k-mesh, energy cut-off ranges, and specific atomic potentials, are 

presented in the appropriate research chapters. 

2.3.2 Particle Swarm Optimization 

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a stochastic global optimization method, inspired by 

the collective behavior of social organisms in a group, such as bird flocking, fish schooling, 

or ant colonies.46 In PSO, each particle can learn from history and is influenced by its best-

achieved positions or the group best position. Thus, the initial position (𝑥(𝑡)) and velocity 

(𝑣(𝑡)) of particles are generated randomly. Later, the position of each particle (𝑥(𝑡 + 1)) is 

generated depending on its former position (𝑥(𝑡)) and its velocity (𝑣(𝑡 + 1)). At every step, 

the position and velocities are calculated according to the Formulae: 

(𝑥(𝑡 + 1)) = 𝑥(𝑡) + 𝑣(𝑡 + 1)    (2.4) 

𝑣(𝑡 + 1) =  𝜔𝑣(𝑡) +  𝑐1𝑟1(𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑡) − 𝑥(𝑡)) +  𝑐2𝑟2(𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑡) − 𝑥(𝑡))      (2.5) 

Here, 𝜔 is inertia weight which can be varied linearly between 0.9 to 0.4; the 

coefficients 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 are self-confidence factor and swarm confidence factor, respectively; 

𝑟1 and 𝑟2 are two random numbers that uniformly varied in the range [0; 1], generated 

separately for every particle at every step; 𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑡) is considered as best fit of a position 

(i.e., the lowest enthalpy for individual structure), and 𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑡)is the best fit for the entire 

swarm, as illustrated in Figure 2.1.122 
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Figure 2.1. The deception of position and velocity updates in particle swarm optimization. 
The solid grey line approximates a typical energy landscape. Arrows illustrate the velocity 
at the relative position of a particle. This figure is adapted from reference 24. 

 

In this thesis, the global structure prediction method, particle swarm optimization, 

as implemented in the Crystal Structure Analysis by Particle Swarm Optimization 

(CALYPSO) is used.122,123 This approach employs DFT to optimize CALYPSO generated 

crystal structures and calculate their total energies. Generally, the CALYPSO process 

includes four significant steps: (i) random structure generation with the symmetry 

constraint; (ii) local structural optimization; (iii) post-processing for the identification of 

unique local minima by bond characterization matrix; (iv) generation of new structures by 

PSO for iterations. Here, the structure search was carried out on different stoichiometric 

ratios of the elements, including A3B, A2B, AB, AB2, and AB3, in a pressure range from 

1×10−4 GPa (herein referred to as 0 GPa) to 20 GPa in steps of 5 GPa. Also, the simulation 

unit cell size was distributed between 2 and 4 formula units (f.u.). Total energy calculations 
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required for the crystal structure search were performed using DFT within the Vienna ab 

initio Simulation Package (VASP). 

2.3.3 Calculating Approximate Structural Thermodynamic Stability 

Once the crystal structure of an unknown compound was predicted, the thermodynamical 

stability of the novel structure can be determined. To compare the phase stability of 

compositions, the formation energy of each composition should be determined at zero 

kelvin following Equation 2.6: 

  ∆𝐻 = [𝐻(𝐴𝑥𝐵1−𝑥) − 𝑥𝐻(𝐴) − (1 − 𝑥)𝐻(𝐵)] (2.6) 

The convex hull can then be constructed by plotting the formation energy of 

compounds versus the composition curve. The convex hull distance is calculated as the 

energy released by decomposing into the stable phases. The structures fall above the hull 

are thermodynamically unstable, while compositions on the convex hull are considered 

thermodynamically stable and energetic potential to form. Figure 2.2 indicates the convex 

hull plot for A-B binary systems, illustrating the blue dots as stable compositions and yellow 

dots as thermodynamically unstable compounds. To ensure the dynamical stability of a 

structure, the phonon density of state (phDOS) can be calculated using the PHONOPY 

package, which employs the modified Parlinski−Li−Kawazoe ab initio force constant 

method.124,125 Supposing that phDOS indicates imaginary modes, the structure is unstable, 

even though it is thermodynamically favorable.  
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Figure 2.2. The convex hull of binary A-B system. Blue circles show stable compositions on 
the hull, while the yellow dots are thermodynamically unstable and will decompose to 
compositions on the convex hull. 

 

2.4 Data-Driven Analysis 

2.4.1 Machine Learning Workflow 

Data-driven science has been introduced as the 4th paradigm in science, where the first 

three are empirical, model-based theoretical, and computational science, respectively.126 

Currently, chemistry and materials science have employed informatics, albeit rather later 

than other natural sciences. The purpose of transition from experiment and computation to 

machine learning is not just to replace them with predictive models, but rather to alleviate 

experimental work, resulting in materials accelerated discovery. Machine-learning 

techniques have provided the ability to rapidly, and often accurately, predict the inorganic 

compounds preferred crystal structure or physical properties. The general machine-

learning procedure is defined as follows: data collection, data representation, and model 

construction. The first process is required to obtain the known dataset, also called a training 

set. The data representation, as a set of "features or descriptors set," is required to 

distinguish the correlations within the data. Lastly, the appropriate predicting model can be 
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constructed based on the training set and the descriptor set. Herein, the following sections 

describe the implementation of these procedures that are used in this thesis.  

2.4.2 Data Collection 

Identifying the appropriate source of the training set is the initial step in the machine-

learning approach. The availability of data for a machine-readable format is limited in 

chemistry and materials science comparing to other research communities such as 

computer science and biology. The primary reason for insufficient data availability in 

chemistry is inconsistent formats of literature making extractions laborious. Further, 

literature more often includes solely successful approaches resulting in a bias. Thus, the 

organized experimental compiled datasets, such as Crystal Structure Database (ICSD)79 and 

Pearson’s Crystal Data (PCD), are limited. However, the advance in computational capability 

has assisted the development of DFT databases like The Materials Project127, AFLOW128, and 

OQMD75.  In this thesis, the DFT calculated formation energies are extracted from the 

Materials Project and the OQMD databases and further used as the training set. 

2.4.3 Identifying Descriptors 

After collecting the set of data, the descriptors (also called features or attributes) need to be 

developed. In the framework of the inorganic material, there are a variety of descriptors 

based on property-related compositions, crystal structures, or a combination of both. 

Physical descriptors are chosen in this thesis, as presented in Table 2.2. In this thesis, there 

are 35 distinct physical descriptors each further expended to four mathematical expansions, 

leading to 140 total descriptors. Although there is not a strict rule in choice of descriptors, 

extreme caution needs to be taken for selecting the descriptors. For example, materials that 

are very similar (or different) need to characterize very similarly (or different). Another 
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significant the used descriptor di should uniquely characterize the material i.129 Finally, a set 

of suitable descriptors should readily available, easily calculable, as well as universal. 

Table 2.2. Compositional descriptors used in machine-learning model 

Descriptors  Descriptors  

Atomic number 1-4 Number of valence electrons   73–76 

Atomic weight 5–8 Gilman number of valence electrons   77–80 

Period number 9–12 Number of s electrons   81–84 

Group number 13–16 Number of p electrons   85–88 

Family number 17–20 Number of d electrons   89–92 

Mendeleev number 21–24 Number of outer shell electrons   93–96 

Atomic radius 25–28 First ionization energy   97–100 

Covalent radius 29–32 Polarizability   101-104 

Zunger radius 33–36 Melting point   105–108 

Ionic radius 37–40 Boiling point   109-112 

Crystal radius 41–44 Density   113-116 

Pauling EN 45–48 Specific heat   117-120 

Martynov-Batsanov EN 49–52 Heat of fusion   121-124 

Gordy EN 53–56 Heat of vaporization   125-128 

Mulliken EN 57–60 Thermal conductivity   129-132 

Allred-Rochow EN 61–64 Heat atomization   133-136 

Metallic valence 65-68 Cohesive energy   137-140 

Electron affinity 69-72   
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2.4.4 Support Vector Regression (SVR) 

Once the descriptor set has been completed, the suitable machine-learning model can be 

constructed. There are a massive number of machine-learning algorithms available for 

chemists, including supervised and unsupervised learning. The choice of the machine-

learning model relies on the output as well as the number of input data. Given the training 

dataset, 𝑇 = {(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖): 𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑁}. Where 𝑥𝑖  is a multivariate input consisting of all the 

independent variables, and 𝑦𝑖 is the corresponding output, and 𝑁 is the number of the 

training dataset. The SVR is defined as a function,  

𝑦𝑖 = 𝑓(𝑥, 𝜔) =  ∑ 𝜔.𝑖(𝑥) + 𝑏
𝑛

𝑖
 

(2.7) 

Where 𝜔 is the weight vector, 𝑖(𝑥) is a nonlinear transformation mapping 

function, and 𝑏 is a constant threshold. For all the training data, the SVR finds the function 

that has at most 𝜀 deviation from the obtained targets 𝑦𝑖, while being as flat as possible.81 To 

seek the flatness, the norm ||𝜔||2 = < 𝜔, 𝜔 > should be minimized, also the slack variables 


𝑖
,

𝑖
∗ are introduced to improve the optimizations: 

Minimize, 
1

2
||𝜔||2 + 𝐶 ∑ (

𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 + 

𝑖
∗)  (2.8) 

 

{

𝑦𝑖 − 𝐹(𝑥𝑖 , 𝜔) − 𝑏 ≤ 𝜀 + 
𝑖

𝐹(𝑥𝑖 , 𝜔) + 𝑏 − 𝑦𝑖 ≤ 𝜀 + 
𝑖
∗


𝑖
, 

𝑖
∗ ≥ 0

 

(2.9) 

where 𝐶 is defined as a trade-off between the flatness of f (x) and the amount of the allowed 

deviation, as shown in Figure 2.3. Furthermore, the SVR uses a kernel function to map the 
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data in high-dimension feature space, such as radius basis function (RBF), which contains a 

free variable, γ. The optimization of C and γ are carried out using a 10-fold cross-validation 

(CV) scheme. In 10-fold cross-validation, the model is trained on 9/10 of the data while 

being tested on the remaining 1/10.   

 

Figure 2.3. A schematic diagram of support vector regression. 
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3.1 Introduction 

The diverse crystal structures and distinctive bonding patterns of compounds containing 

gold are often described as Hume-Rothery,130 Zintl-Klemm,131,132 or polar intermetallic 

phases depending on the constituent elements.6 This simple classification system is 

governed by the ratio of valence electrons per atom (e/a), where Hume-Rothery 

compounds are between 1 ≤ (e/a) ≤ 2, polar intermetallics fall in the range 2 ≤ (e/a) ≤ 4, 

and Zintl-Klemm compounds have an (e/a) ≥ 4.133 Binary gold compounds mostly form 

Hume-Rothery and polar intermetallic compounds although Au in combination with 

selected metals from groups 11–14 exclusively adopt Hume-Rothery phases, such as Au5Zn8 

with 1.6 (e/a) ratio.134 Increasing the Au content reduces the (e/a) ratio yielding polar 

intermetallics like AAu2 (A = Na, K) and AEAu2 (AE = Ca, Sr), which tend to contain puckered 
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hexagonal gold-gold networks.135,136 Interestingly, a recent investigation of the gold-rich 

polar intermetallic NaAu2 showed excellent potential as an active catalyst for CO oxidation 

at a relatively low temperature (400 K) due to the unique chemical bonding in this crystal 

structure.137,138  

 Binary gold compounds are not readily described by the Zintl-Klemm concept 

because of electron counting rules; however, some ternary compounds containing gold and 

electron-rich p-block elements can be categorized as Zintl-Klemm compounds. The most 

prominent gold-based ternary Zintl phase is perhaps Na2AuBi, which contains planar 

[AuBi]2⁻ ribbons.139 Indeed, the combination of gold with p-block metals such as In, Sn, and 

Sb tend to form unique crystal structures with a complex polyanionic backbone. These 

polyanionic networks have been observed in numerous chemical systems with an array of 

connectivities including tunnels, diamondoids, and polygonal cages.140,141 For example, 

SrAu2Sn2 adopts the CaBe2Ge2-type crystal structure which features bonds dominated by 

Sn–Au interactions forming a [Au2Sn2]2⁻ polyanionic network with Sr in a Au8Sn8 cage.142 

The EuAuGe-type CaAuSn phase incorporates puckered hexagonal layers of Au and Sn 

bonds with Au–Au interconnected layers.143 Gold-rich ternary compounds also tend to show 

statistical mixing between Au and the main group elements since p-block metals such as 

indium and tin have similar covalent radii to gold. For example, Ba2Au6(Au/T)3 (T = In, Sn, 

Ga) is an example of a gold-rich ternary compound that has Au/T atomic mixing that also 

features Au–Au bonding.144 Ba2Au6(Au/T)3 adopts trigonal space group R3̅c and also forms 

hexagonal-diamond-like Au/T bonding. 

Although a number of ternary compounds involving alkali or alkaline earth, gold, 

and p-block metals have been discovered, the exploration of the rare-earth RE–Au–Sn 

ternary phase space is limited.145 In this case, only two ternary phase diagrams, Pr–Au–Sn 
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and Ce–Au–Sn, have been examined.146,147 There are also independent reports of REAuSn 

(RE = La–Ho), which crystallizes in space group P63mc (No. 186) with the LiGaGe-type 

structure.11,148,149 The [AuSn]n- anionic sublattice in this compound features strong polar-

covalent bond between Sn–Au and Au–Au, generating a three-dimensional polyanionic 

backbone. Recently, the compound RE3Au6Sn5 (RE = La, Ce, Pr, Nd) has been synthesized 

and found to contain a [Au6Sn5] polyanionic network as well as interesting magnetic 

properties.150  

In this work, we focus on the synthesis of compounds in the RE–Au–Sn (RE = La, Ce, 

Pr, Nd) ternary phase space to further understand the influence and limits of Au in 

polyanionic bonding networks. In gold-rich polar intermetallic phases, Au often participates 

in homoatomic bonding; however, the bonding patterns in these compounds are difficult to 

justify and predict. Exploring the Au-rich region of the RE–Au–Sn (RE = La, Ce, Pr, Nd) 

ternary phase space to find polyanionic bonding led us to the existence of REAu1.5Sn0.5. 

Herein, the synthesis and crystal structure of these intermetallic compounds are reported 

and a topological comparison with binary REAu2 (RE = La, Ce, Pr, Nd) is shown.151,152,153,154 

Their structural refinements were performed based on single crystal data, and composition 

corroborated by SEM-EDX. The chemical bonding networks were then confirmed using DFT 

calculations on an ordered LaAu1.5Sn0.5 model. Finally, the preference for REAu1.5Sn0.5 to 

adopt the observed orthorhombic crystal structure is established. Merging synthetic solid-

state chemistry and computational analysis provides a better understanding of gold’s 

chemical behavior when combined with main group elements and rare-earth atoms in polar 

intermetallics. 
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3.2 Experimental 

3.2.1 Synthesis 

The starting metals, gold (99.999%, Materion Advanced Chemical), tin (99.9985%, Alfa 

Aesar), and the rare-earth elements La, Ce, Pr, and Nd (99.8%, HEFA Rare Earth) were 

weighted out in the stoichiometric ratio 1 RE: 1.5 Au: 0.5 Sn (RE = La, Ce, Pr, Nd) with a total 

weight of 250 mg and pressed into pellets. The samples were first reacted using arc melting 

(Centorr Furnace). To ensure homogeneity, each sample was melted three times 

intermittently flipping the button. The weight loss for each sample after arc melting was 

less than 1%. The arc melted samples were then sealed in fused silica tubes under vacuum 

(10-3 torr) and annealed at 800°C for one week followed by quenching in water. Annealing 

the samples at different temperatures (700°C and 1000°C) and longer times (up to 3 weeks) 

did not yield any discernable changes to the product, based on X-ray powder diffraction 

pattern. The products all had a silver luster, were brittle, and air sensitive. Additionally, the 

preparation of LaAu2−xSnx (x = 0.2, 0.25, 0.35, 0.4, 0.6, 0.65, 0.75, and 0.80) was attempted 

following the same synthetic procedure; however, the products from these reactions were 

all multiphase based on powder X-ray diffraction with a substantial number of unindexed 

peaks, and the single crystal quality was too poor for analysis. Therefore, these 

compositions were not pursued further. The products were handled and stored in a 

glovebox with an argon atmosphere (O2 < 0.1 ppm; H2O < 0.1 ppm). 

3.2.2 Powder X-ray Diffraction 

Powder diffraction data were collected using a PanAnalytical X'Pert powder diffractometer 

and Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.54183 Å) at room temperature. The samples were prepared for 
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powder diffraction by grinding the annealed ingots in the glovebox using an agate mortar 

and pestle and then spreading the fine powder on zero-diffraction silicon plate and covering 

the sample with Kapton® film. Le Bail refinements were performed to check for phase 

purity and determine the lattice parameters using the EXPGUI interface for the General 

Structure Analysis System (GSAS).103,104 A shifted-Chebyshev function was used to model 

the background. All crystal structures were visualized using VESTA.112 

3.2.3 SEM-EDX 

 Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) data were collected on selected crystals and 

polished bulk samples using a JEOL JSM-6400 scanning electron microscope attached with 

an AMETEK EDAX Octane Pro energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer and accelerating 

voltage of 15 eV and an emission current of 12 μA. To avoid the influence of sample tilting 

for the bulk samples, pieces of the crushed ingots were mounted in epoxy resin and 

polished using a 1 μm diamond slurry. Selected single crystals were mounted on carbon 

tape and analyzed by SEM-EDX. In both cases, at least ten independent data points were 

analyzed on different areas of each compound to determine the average composition. 

3.2.4 Single-Crystal X-ray Diffraction 

Single crystals were picked from crushed ingots using an optical microscope. The data were 

collected using a Bruker APEX II platform diffractometer equipped with a 4K CCD APEX II 

detector and a Mo Kα radiation source. Reflections were collected by taking 4 sets of 726 

frames with 0.3° scans in ω and an exposure time of 50 s per frame at a temperature of 213 

K. The data were scaled, and an absorption correction was applied using TWINABS.107 

Structure solution and refinement were carried out using the SHELXTL program package 

(version 6.12),155 and refined by full-matrix least-squares on FO2 including anisotropic 
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displacement parameters. All crystals were determined to be twins and were therefore 

integrated as twin crystals with the aid of Bruker-Nonius SAINT. The single crystal data 

were then solved and refined with two domains. The final crystal structure solutions, in CIF 

format, have been sent to The Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDS), and can be 

obtained from the CCDC using the depository numbers: CCDC-1840651 (RE = La), CCDC-

1840655 (RE = Ce), CCDC-1841059 (RE = Pr), CCDC-1840654 (RE = Nd). 

3.2.5 Electronic and Chemical Bonding Calculations  

First principles calculations on ordered models of LaAu1.5Sn0.5 including total energy 

calculations and chemical bonding analyses were performed using the Vienna ab initio 

simulation package (VASP).117,118 The calculations employed a plane-wave basis set with 

projector augmented wave (PAW) potentials,119 a cutoff energy of 500 eV, a 4×2×2 Γ-

centered Monkhorst−Pack k-point grid, and a convergence criteria of 1 x 10-8 eV and 1 x 10-6 

eV was set for electronic and structure relaxation, respectively. The chemical bonding of 

LaAu1.5Sn0.5 was calculated based on the crystal orbital Hamilton population (–COHP) using 

the Local-Orbital Basis Suite toward Electronic Structure (LOBSTER).156,157 The phonon 

density of states (phDOS) was calculated using the PHONOPY package, which implements 

the ab initio force constant method125,124 on 2 × 1 × 1 supercells. The valence electron 

localization function (ELF), as implemented in VASP,158,159,160 and Bader charge analysis161 

were used to examine charge redistribution and bonding in the crystal structure. 
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3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Crystal structure solution 

 Preparing LaAu1.5Sn0.5, CeAu1.5Sn0.5, PrAu1.5Sn0.5, and NdAu1.5Sn0.5 by arc melting mixtures of 

the elemental metals produced a poorly crystalline product. Subsequent annealing of the 

samples at 800°C produced a crystalline product with the resulting diffractogram for 

LaAu1.5Sn0.5 shown in Figure 3.1. The powder diffractograms for the other compositions are 

shown in Figure S3.1-S3.3. Comparing these data against the compounds complied in the 

Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD) did not reveal any possible matches.79 The 

products were therefore analyzed using SEM-EDX data on polished surfaces of the crushed 

ingots to confirm homogenous distribution of the elements and show that no trace impurity 

elements, such as silicon, were picked up during synthesis (Figure S3.4). A semi-

quantitative EDX analysis of the bulk samples indicates the compositions are 

La₁.₀₆₍₄₎Au₁.₄₇₍₆₎Sn₀.₄₆₍₆₎, Ce1.06(4)Au1.49(4)Sn0.45(4), Pr₁.₀₄₍₅₎Au₁.₄7₍₅₎Sn₀.₄6₍₄₎, and 

Nd₀.₉₉₍₄₎Au₁.₅₁₍₄₎Sn₀.₄₈₍₄₎ agreeing with the nominally loaded composition. 

From the crushed bulk ingots, small (≈20 μm) single crystals were selected using an 

optical microscope. The crystals of REAu1.5Sn0.5 (RE = La, Ce, Pr, Nd) measured using single 

crystal X-ray diffraction all appeared to be twinned based on the reciprocal lattice 

intensities and the single crystal X-ray diffraction patterns. The existence of multi-domains 

in non-merohedral twinned crystals were further confirmed using “CELL_NOW”162 and 

corrected and detwinned with the TWINABS program. The single crystal could then be 

refined with the resulting crystallographic data for all four compounds given in Table 3.1, 

3.2 and the atomic positions and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters provided in 

Table 3.3. Based on systematic absences, the data set showed a body-centered 
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orthorhombic lattice with two possibilities, Imma or Ima2; however, intensity statistics for 

NdAu1.5Sn0.5 (<E2 ‒ 1>) gave a clear indication of a centrosymmetric space group. The other 

compositions (RE = La, Ce, Pr) were refined using both space groups with the 

centrosymmetric structure refinement always yielding the best statistics. All four 

compounds were thus solved in space group Imma (No. 74, Z = 4) with the CeCu2-type 

structure. Interestingly, this is the same space group as the binary REAu2 (RE = La, Ce, Pr). 

Since tin has a larger covalent radius than gold (rAu = 1.34 Å, rSn= 1.40 Å),163 the unit cell 

parameters for REAu1.5Sn0.5 from single crystal X-ray diffraction are slightly larger than 

REAu2. For example, comparing LaAu1.5Sn0.5, which has Sn substituted into the structure of 

LaAu₂ increases the a lattice parameter by 1.2%, the b lattice parameter by 2.2%, and c 

increases 0.5%. The only exception is the c lattice parameter of RE = Pr. The single crystal 

data was then refined for the site occupancies by mixing Au and Sn on a single 

crystallographic site (Wyckoff 8h site) for all the compounds. Mixing on the 8h site was 

required to correctly describe electron density at the position, which also led to the 

expected composition. Finally, with the crystal structure solved, a Le Bail refinement of the 

powder X-ray diffraction patterns revealed the major phase is indeed REAu1.5Sn0.5 (RE = La, 

Ce, Pr, Nd) with slight impurities of REAu2 as well as a third unidentified phase. All four 

compounds have similar lattice parameters and unit cell volumes due to the minor 

differences of the rare-earth atom sizes, as expected.  
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Figure 3.1. Le Bail refinement of X-ray powder diffractogram of LaAu1.5Sn0.5. The 
measured data are shown in black, the fit by the gold line, and the difference between the 
data and the fit by the gray line. The + indicates the presence of minor unindexed peaks.  

 

Figure 3.2. a) View of the REAu1.5Sn0.5 structure nearly along the b axis. b) Stacking along 
the a axis. c) Coordination of RE (RE = La-Nd) and d) M (M = Au/Sn) with their site 
symmetry. Gold, tin, and rare-earth are drawn as yellow, blue, and grey, respectively. 
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Table 3.1. Crystallographic data for REAu1.5Sn0.5 (RE = La, Ce) 

collected at 213 K 

Refined formula LaAu1.50(1)Sn0.50(1) CeAu1.48(1)Sn0.52(1) 

Formula mass (g mol-1) 493.70 494.91 

space group; Z          Imma (No. 74); 4 

a (Å) 4.7579(4) 4.7375(7) 

b (Å) 7.4546(6) 7.3088(1) 

c (Å) 8.1911(7) 8.1890(1) 

V (Å3) 290.52(4) 283.55(7) 

ρcalc (g cm–3) 11.29 11.60 

absorption correction                   empirical 

radiation graphite monochromated;  

Mo Kα, λ = 0.7107 Å 

μ (mm–1) 93.906 97.204 

θ range (deg.) 3.70-27.50 3.74-27.46 

hkl ranges 0≤ h≤6,  

0≤ k≤9,  

0≤ l≤10 

0≤ h≤6,  

0≤ k≤9,  

0≤ l≤10 

No. reflections; Rint 3033; 0.0420 1261;0.0501 

No. unique reflections 274 288 

No. parameters 13 13 

R(F) for Fo2 > 2σ (Fo2) a 0.0273 0.0299 

Rw(Fo2) b 0.0651 0.0760 

Goodness of fit 1.12 1.15 

(Δρ)max, (Δρ)min (e Å–3) 3.83, –1.83 2.12, –2.05 

twin angle, matrix 180, [1 0 1] 180, [1 0 1] 

BASF value 0.42 0.26 

 . 
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Table 3.2. Crystallographic data for REAu1.5Sn0.5 (RE = Pr, Nd) 

collected at 213 K 

Refined formula PrAu1.54(2)Sn0.46(2) NdAu1.52(1)Sn0.48(1) 

Formula mass (g mol-1) 495.70 499.81 

space group; Z            Imma (No. 74); 4 

a (Å) 4.718(3) 4.7143(5) 

b (Å) 7.279(4) 7.2444(8) 

c (Å) 8.164(4) 8.1586(9) 

V (Å3) 280.4(3) 278.63(5) 

ρcalc (g cm–3) 11.74 11.91 

absorption correction empirical 

radiation graphite monochromated;  

Mo Kα, λ = 0.7107 Å 

μ (mm–1) 99.447 101.896 

θ range (deg.) 3.75-27.44 3.76-27.54 

hkl ranges 0≤ h≤6,  

0≤ k≤9,  

0≤ l≤10 

0≤ h≤6,  

0≤ k≤9,  

0≤ l≤10 

No. reflections; Rint 2002; 0.0480 4342; 0.0505 

No. unique reflections 271 277 

No. parameters 13 13 

R(F) for Fo2 > 2σ (Fo2) a 0.0370 0.0259 

Rw(Fo2) b 0.0883 0.0633 

Goodness of fit 1.15 1.10 

(Δρ)max, (Δρ)min (e Å–3) 3.58, – 3.21 1.17, –2.63 

twin angle, matrix 180, [1 0 1] 180, [1 0 1] 

BASF value 0.36 0.45 
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Table 3.3. Refined atomic coordinates and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters 

for REAu1.5Sn0.5 (RE = La, Ce, Pr, Nd) 

Compound atom Wyck. site Occ. x y z Ueq (Å2)a 

(a) LaAu1.5Sn0.5        

  La 4e 1 0 1/4 0.5299(2) 0.016(1) 

 
Au 8h 0.75(1) 0 0.0375(1) 0.1659(1) 0.012(1) 

 
Sn 8h 0.25(1) 0 0.0375(1) 0.1659(1) 0.012(1) 

(b) CeAu1.5Sn0.5        

 Ce 4e 1 0 1/4 0.5294(2) 0.018(1) 

 Au 8h 0.74(1) 0 0.0353(1) 0.1657(1) 0.014(1) 

 Sn 8h 0.26(1) 0 0.0353(1) 0.1657(1) 0.014(1) 

(c) PrAu1.5Sn0.5 
  

 
    

 
Pr 4e 1 0 1/4 0.5284(3) 0.017(1) 

 
Au 8h 0.77(2) 0 0.0356(1) 0.1659(1) 0.012(1) 

 
Sn 8h 0.23(2) 0 0.0356(1) 0.1659(1) 0.012(1) 

(d) NdAu1.5Sn0.5 
  

 
    

 
Nd 4e 1 0 1/4 0.5283(2) 0.018(1) 

  Au 8h 0.76(1) 0 0.0341(1) 0.1659(1) 0.014(1) 

 
Sn 8h 0.24(1) 0 0.0341(1) 0.1659(1) 0.014(1) 

a Ueq is defined as one-third of the trace of the orthogonalized Uij tensor. 
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Table 3.4. Selected bond length [Å] for REAu1.5Sn0.5 (RE = La, Ce, Pr, Nd) 

LaAu1.5Sn0.5 CeAu1.5Sn0.5 PrAu1.5Sn0.5 NdAu1.5Sn0.5 

La−Ma 3.2773(9) Ce−M 3.253(1) Pr−M 3.243(2) Nd−M 3.234 (1) 

La−M 3.287(1) Ce−M 3.2599(8) Pr−M 3.248(2) Nd−M 3.2422(8) 

La−M 3.376(2) Ce−M 3.3470(7) Pr−M 3.339(2) Nd−M 3.3250(7) 

La−M 3.3904(7) Ce−M 3.367(2) Pr−M 3.345(3) Nd−M 3.344(1) 

La−La 3.7592(5) Ce−Ce 3.6861(6) Pr−Pr 3.669(2) Nd−Nd 3.651(5) 

M−M 2.7489(8) M−M 2.7420(8) M−M 2.729(2) M−M 2.7271(7) 

M−M 2.775(2) M−M 2.762(1) M−M 2.760(3) M−M 2.753(1) 

M−M 3.168(2) M−M 3.139(2) M−M 3.120 

(3) 

M−M 3.127(2) 

aM = Au/Sn 

 

Illustrating the refined crystal structure provides an overview of REAu1.5Sn0.5 (RE = 

La, Ce, Pr, Nd). Looking along the b direction (Figure 3.2a) shows hexagonal tunnels formed 

by the polyanionic M-M (M = Au/Sn) interactions stemming from the layers of 6-membered 

rings. This type of Au–Sn polyanionic bonding was also observed recently in the related 

LaAuSn system.11 Based on the crystal structure’s symmetry and refined occupancies, there 

does not appear to be a Au/Sn site preference in REAu1.5Sn0.5, which contrasts with LaAuSn 

where the anions form a fully ordered, alternating Sn–Au polyanionic bonding network. 

Examining REAu1.5Sn0.5 along the a direction shows the hexagonal channels are actually 

puckered rings that are stacked along the b direction (Figure 3.2b). This stacking allows for 

interlayer M–M (M = Au/Sn) contacts to stabilize the anionic hexagonal tunnels. The 

coordination environments around the rare-earth atoms are a 12-coordiated distorted 
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hexagonal prism environment with site symmetry mm2 (Figure 3.2c). The effective 

coordination polyhedron for the M (Au/Sn) atoms corresponds to a distorted tetrahedron 

with site symmetry m.. (Figure 3.2d). 

Examining the crystal chemistry of these compounds by comparing selected bond 

lengths (Table 3.4) shows the RE–M bond lengths decrease going from LaAu1.5Sn0.5 to 

NdAu1.5Sn0.5, which is consistent with the slight reduction in unit cell volume following the 

decrease in rare-earth size. The gold-tin contacts are also of interest because in gold 

containing compounds, the bonding tends to be rather covalent in nature resulting in 

surprisingly short (for heavy metals) bond lengths. In fact, the M–M bond lengths in these 

compounds are ≈2.75 Å making them shorter than the 2.88 Å distance in elemental Au and 

in agreement with other Au–Sn containing compounds, where the interatomic distances 

generally range from 2.7-2.8 Å.164 Finally, the RE−RE contacts are in the range from 

3.6514(5) Å to 3.7593(5) Å, which broadly correspond to the sums of covalent radii of the 

rare-earth atoms. 

3.3.2 Crystal Structure Preference, Electronic structure, and Chemical Bonding 

in LaAu1.5Sn0.5 

To understand the crystal chemistry of REAu1.5Sn0.5, electronic structure calculations were 

employed. Knowing that DFT fails at calculating the highly correlated 4f electrons present in 

CeAu1.5Sn0.5, PrAu1.5Sn0.5, and NdAu1.5Sn0.5, electronic structure calculations were focused on 

LaAu1.5Sn0.5. Because the LaAu1.5Sn0.5 crystal structure contains a statistically mixed Au/Sn 

position, ordered models where the Wyckoff 8h site is split to contain two Sn atoms and six 

Au atoms, were created. The possible combinations of placing the two Sn atoms on this 

originally 8-fold site were then enumerated using “Supercell”165 generating seven separate 
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ordered crystal structures (Table S3.1, and Table S3.2). These structural models were each 

optimized using DFT and the relative total energies (Figure S3.5) calculated to obtain the 

most favorable distribution of Au and Sn in the structure. The lowest energy structures 

always contained alternating Sn-Au-Sn contacts, although the energy difference between 

the models was always <16 meV/atom, supporting the observation of statistical mixing 

from single-crystal X-ray diffraction.  

The lowest DFT energy structural model was then applied to understand the 

preference for LaAu1.5Sn0.5 to adopt the observed orthorhombic crystal structure. 

Experimentally, it is known that LaAu2 crystallizes in space group Imma. Substituting 25 

mol% of Sn for Au, forming LaAu1.5Sn0.5, shows the compounds remain isostructural; 

however, increasing the content of tin to 50 mol%, i.e., LaAuSn, causes the crystal structure 

to change to P63mc (LiGaGe-type structure), and the tin and gold order. The origin of this 

structural change was probed using DFT to calculate formation energy of all three 

compositions (LaAu2, LaAu1.5Sn0.5, and LaAuSn) in both the orthorhombic and hexagonal 

unit cells. As shown in Table 4, LaAu2 is unexpectedly predicted to slightly (19 meV/atom) 

prefer the hexagonal space group, which contrasts with the reported crystal structure. 

Because the energy difference is small, it is possible the structure preference changes at an 

elevated temperature. Thus, the Helmholtz free energy was also calculated for LaAu2 in both 

crystal structures. The phonon density of states shows LaAu2 is dynamically stable, i.e., no 

imaginary phonon modes, in both structure types. The difference in Helmholtz free energy 

of orthorhombic and hexagonal (Figure S3.6) reveals a switch in the structure preference 

with the orthorhombic space group becoming more favorable at elevated temperature. 

Considering LaAu2 was synthesized at 800°C followed by quenching in water the resultant 

orthorhombic group has a considerably lower free energy compared to an orthorhombic 
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model of LaAuSn, and has imaginary phonon modes, supporting the experimentally 

reported hexagonal crystal structure (Figure S3.7).11 Finally, total energy calculations on 

LaAu1.5Sn0.5 in both space groups confirms the orthorhombic structure type is indeed more 

energetically favorable, consistent with the crystal structure reported in this work. 

LaAu1.5Sn0.5 in the hexagonal structure also has imaginary phonon modes (Figure S3.8) 

further bolstering the refinement of an orthorhombic crystal structure. 

 

Table 3.5. The crystal structure preference for LaAu2-xSnx (x = 0, 

0.5, 1) is determined by calculating the relative total energy of 

each compound in the orthorhombic (Imma) and hexagonal 

(P63mc) crystal structures 

Compound Eortho 

(eV)/atom 

Ehex 

(eV)/atom 

ΔEortho – hex 

(eV)/atom 

LaAu2 –4.600 –4.619 0.019 

LaAu1.5Sn0.5 –4.711 –4.687 (i)a –0.024 

LaAuSn –4.715 (i) –4.859 0.144 

a (i) is defined as existence of imaginary modes in phDOS 

 

Examining the density of states (DOS) for LaAu1.5Sn0.5 in the orthorhombic unit cell, 

illustrated in Figure 3.3a, shows continuous bands across the Fermi level (EF) indicating 

metallic nature for LaAu1.5Sn0.5. Decomposing the total DOS into its component orbitals 

show the Au 5d orbitals are mainly populated in the range of –6 to –2 eV, similar to most 

Au-rich polar intermetallic compounds,33 whereas the s and p orbitals of Au and Sn are 

spread across the entire energy range examined. The La orbitals tend to fall primarily above 

the Fermi level as expected for the most electropositive element in the compound. Using 
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these electronic structure calculations, the covalent-like chemical bonding can also be 

extracted based on –COHP analyses using LOBSTER. As plotted in Figure 3.3b, the Au–Au 

and Au–Sn interactions are over bonded with all bonding orbitals (positive in the plot) full 

and a number of occupied antibonding orbitals (negative in the plot) falling below Ef. 

Nevertheless, these contacts show a net positive interaction based on the integrated crystal 

orbital Hamilton populations (–ICOHP). In fact, the Au–Au contacts are 0.882 eV/bond while 

Au–Sn is 1.353 eV/bond implying both are a net bonding interaction while the latter is a 

≈35% stronger interaction. The La–Au and La–Sn interactions were also calculated and 

show the La–Sn bonding (1.684 eV/bond) is larger than La–Au (0.909 eV/bond) interaction.   

 

 

Figure 3.3. a) Calculated density of states (DOS) for LaAu1.5Sn0.5. The total DOS is shown by 
the black line, while the partial DOS is shown for the Au 5d states (yellow), the Au 6s states 
(red), the La states (grey), and the Sn states (blue). b) Crystal orbital Hamilton population (–
COHP) curves plotting the total average of anionic sublattice interaction (black lines), the 
average Au–Au interactions (yellow), and the average Au–Sn interactions (purple). The 
dashed lines are –ICOHP curves for Au–Au (yellow) and Au–Sn (purple) interactions. The 
positive direction on the abscissa are bonding interactions whereas negative values are 
antibonding interactions. The Fermi level is set to 0 eV. 
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Visualizing the atomic interactions in this crystal structure was further achieved by 

calculating valence ELF. Because even a qualitative interpretations of ELF is relative, the 

calculations were also conducted for LaAu2 (orthorhombic), LaAu1.5Sn0.5 (orthorhombic), 

and LaAuSn (hexagonal) to identify how the interactions evolve upon adding Sn.166,167 The 

ELF plot of LaAu2 (Figure 3.4a) for the (010) plane shows minimal localization between the 

Au atoms. Substituting Sn for Au in the LaAu1.5Sn0.5 causes a redistribution of the electron 

probabilities in the hexagon network, as illustrated in Figure 3.4b, with a significant 

increase in the localization of electrons on the (010) plane around the Sn atoms and 

between the Au–Sn contacts. Inserting more tin when modeling LaAuSn (Figure 3.4c) 

further enhances the electron localization around Sn. Based on these calculations, the 

interactions in the anionic sublattice are improved by replacing gold with the tin in the 

hexagonal bonding network based on the greater localization between Au and Sn.  

 

 

Figure 3.4. a) ELF of LaAu₂ near the (010) plane. b) ELF of LaAu1.5Sn0.5 near the (010) plane. c) 
ELF of LaAuSn near the (001) plane. The approximate positions of the La, Au, and Sn atoms are 
shown for clarity. 
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COHP and ELF analyses both provide convincing evidence of minimal covalent 

interactions for LaAu1.5Sn0.5. Bader’s quantum mechanics atom-in-molecule (QM-AIM) 

charge analysis was also calculated for LaAu2, LaAu1.5Sn0.5, and LaAuSn to approximate the 

electronic charge on each atom. These results show that LaAu2 has an average charge of 

+1.59 e per La, and –0.79 e per gold, whereas LaAu1.5Sn0.5 has the average charge of +1.52 e 

per La, –0.94 e per Au, and –0.19 e per Sn. As tin begins to preferentially occupy a 

crystallographic site, the negative charge on Au and Sn increase with an average charge of 

+1.43 e per La, –1.13 e per Au, and –0.30 e per Sn in LaAuSn. These results confirm that 

LaAu2 contains greatest charge transfer from cation to anion as indicated by the QT-AIM 

charge on La, i.e., La is the most positive, suggesting LaAu2 is the most ionic in nature. 

Increasing Sn causes less charge transfer signified by the lower charge on La, suggesting 

more covalent-like interactions. These calculations emphasize the presence of strong 

interaction in anionic sublattice for all three compounds, where the electropositive rare-

earth atoms donate their electrons to the electronegative [Au2-xSnx] polyanionic network. 

3.4 Conclusion 

The exploratory synthesis in the RE–Au–Sn phase space resulted in the discovery of four 

ternary compounds with the general composition REAu1.5Sn0.5 (RE= La, Ce, Pr, Nd). The 

crystal structures were analyzed and solved using single crystal X-ray diffraction analysis 

and SEM-EDX. REAu1.5Sn0.5 (RE= La, Ce, Pr, Nd) crystallizes in space group Imma, 

isostructural with CeCu2 and contains a [Au1.5Sn0.5] polyanionic bonding network. Electronic 

structure and chemical bonding calculations on LaAu1.5Sn0.5 reveal the compounds metallic 

nature and supports the presence of an anionic backbone (Au–Au, Sn–Au). These results 

support that in systems where gold is combined with electropositive rare-earth metals and 
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main group elements, like in RE–Au–Sn ternary phase space, there is potential to have 

complex intermetallic bonding including the presence of polyanionic bonding. 
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Supporting Information 

 

 

 
Figure S3.1. Le Bail refinement of X-ray powder diffraction data of CeAu1.5Sn0.5. The 
measured data are shown in black, the fit by the gold line, and the difference between the 
data and the fit by the gray line. 
 

 
Figure S3.2. Le Bail refinement of X-ray powder diffraction data of PrAu1.5Sn0.5. The 
measured data are shown in black, the fit by the gold line, and the difference between the 
data and the fit by the gray line. 
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Figure S3.3. Le Bail refinement of X-ray powder diffraction data of NdAu1.5Sn0.5. The 
measured data are shown in black, the fit by the gold line, and the difference between the 
data and the fit by the gray line. 
 

 
Figure S3.4. SEM-EDX analysis on the bulk sample of LaAu1.5Sn0.5 
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Figure S3.5. a) The ∆𝐸 of seven ordered crystal structures generated by Supercell. b) the 
lowest energy ordered crystal structure. 
 

 

Table S3.1. Optimize- crystal structure LaAu1.5Sn0.5    
 Cal. LaAu1.5Sn0.5 Exp. LaAu1.5Sn0.5  Difference % 
a (Å) 4.753 4.758 ‒0.10% 
b (Å) 7.685 7.455 3.08% 
c (Å) 8.308 8.191 1.43% 
V (Å3) 303.515 290.520 4.47% 
 

Table S3.2. Atomic coordinates for LaAu1.5Sn0.5 
 x y z 
Au 0 0.037 0.166 
Au 0 0.463 0.166 
Au 0 0.537 0.834 
Au 0 0.96251 0.834 
Au 1/2 0.537 0.666 
Au 1/2 0.037 0.334 
Sn 1/2 0.963 0.666 
Sn 1/2 0.463 0.334 
La 0 1/4 0.530 
La 0 3/4 0.470 
La 1/2 3/4 0.03 
La 1/2 1/4 0.97 
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Figure S3.6. Difference in Helmholtz energy of orthorhombic and hexagonal 

 

 

 
Figure S3.7. a) Calculated phonon density of states of LaAuSn in hexagonal space group 
shows no imaginary modes and in therefore dynamically stable. b) Calculated phonon 
density of states of LaAuSn in orthorhombic space group shows large imaginary modes 
causing structural instability. 
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Figure S3.8. a) Calculated phonon density of states of LaAu1.5Sn0.5 in hexagonal space group 
shows large imaginary modes causing structural instability. b) Calculated phonon density of 
states of LaAu1.5Sn0.5 in orthorhombic unit cell shows no imaginary modes and in therefore 
dynamically stable 
 

 

 
Figure S3.9. Crystal orbital Hamilton population (–COHP) curves plotting the average La–
Au interactions (blue), and the average La–Sn interactions (red). The positive direction on 
the abscissa are bonding interactions, whereas negative values are antibonding 
interactions. The Fermi level is set to 0 eV. 
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Table S3.3. Bond angles for REAu1.5Sn0.5 

Atom Angle (°) Atom Angle (°) 

Au(1)#1-RE(1)-Au(1)#2 79.73(5) Au(1)#3-RE(1)-Au(1)#9 112.192(13) 

Au(1)#1-RE(1)-Au(1)#3 133.219(18) Au(1)#4-RE(1)-Au(1)#9 87.077(15) 

Au(1)#2-RE(1)-Au(1)#3 93.877(12) Au(1)#5-RE(1)-Au(1)#9 167.83(5) 

Au(1)#1-RE(1)-Au(1)#4 93.877(12) Au(1)#6-RE(1)-Au(1)#9 49.40(2) 

Au(1)#2-RE(1)-Au(1)#4 133.219(18) Au(1)#7-RE(1)-Au(1)#9 77.06(3) 

Au(1)#3-RE(1)-Au(1)#4 121.30(5) Au(1)#8-RE(1)-Au(1)#9 90.10(2) 

Au(1)#1-RE(1)-Au(1)#5 93.877(12) Au(1)#1-RE(1)-Au(1)#10 49.073(18) 

Au(1)#2-RE(1)-Au(1)#5 133.219(18) Au(1)#2-RE(1)-Au(1)#10 98.25(4) 

Au(1)#3-RE(1)-Au(1)#5 57.56(3) Au(1)#3-RE(1)-Au(1)#10 87.077(15) 

Au(1)#4-RE(1)-Au(1)#5 93.21(3) Au(1)#4-RE(1)-Au(1)#10 112.192(13) 

Au(1)#1-RE(1)-Au(1)#6 133.219(18) Au(1)#5-RE(1)-Au(1)#10 49.40(2) 

Au(1)#2-RE(1)-Au(1)#6 93.877(12) Au(1)#6-RE(1)-Au(1)#10 167.83(5) 

Au(1)#3-RE(1)-Au(1)#6 93.21(3) Au(1)#7-RE(1)-Au(1)#10 90.10(2) 

Au(1)#4-RE(1)-Au(1)#6 57.56(3) Au(1)#8-RE(1)-Au(1)#10 77.06(3) 

Au(1)#5-RE(1)-Au(1)#6 121.30(5) Au(1)#9-RE(1)-Au(1)#10 141.06(6) 

Au(1)#1-RE(1)-Au(1)#7 49.073(18) Au(1)#1-RE(1)-Au(1) 167.92(4) 

Au(1)#2-RE(1)-Au(1)#7 98.25(4) Au(1)#2-RE(1)-Au(1) 112.354(17) 

Au(1)#3-RE(1)-Au(1)#7 167.83(5) Au(1)#3-RE(1)-Au(1) 48.851(19) 

Au(1)#4-RE(1)-Au(1)#7 49.40(2) Au(1)#4-RE(1)-Au(1) 77.92(4) 

Au(1)#5-RE(1)-Au(1)#7 112.192(13) Au(1)#5-RE(1)-Au(1) 77.92(4) 

Au(1)#6-RE(1)-Au(1)#7 87.077(15) Au(1)#6-RE(1)-Au(1) 48.851(19) 

Au(1)#1-RE(1)-Au(1)#8 98.25(4) Au(1)#7-RE(1)-Au(1) 125.82(3) 

Au(1)#2-RE(1)-Au(1)#8 49.073(18) Au(1)#8-RE(1)-Au(1) 90.259(17) 

Au(1)#3-RE(1)-Au(1)#8 49.40(2) Au(1)#9-RE(1)-Au(1) 90.259(17) 

Au(1)#4-RE(1)-Au(1)#8 167.83(5) Au(1)#10-RE(1)-Au(1) 125.82(3) 

Au(1)#5-RE(1)-Au(1)#8 87.077(16) Au(1)#1-RE(1)-Au(1)#11 112.354(17) 

Au(1)#6-RE(1)-Au(1)#8 112.192(13) Au(1)#2-RE(1)-Au(1)#11 167.92(4) 

Au(1)#7-RE(1)-Au(1)#8 141.06(6) Au(1)#3-RE(1)-Au(1)#11 77.92(4) 

Au(1)#1-RE(1)-Au(1)#9 98.25(4) Au(1)#4-RE(1)-Au(1)#11 48.851(19) 

Au(1)#2-RE(1)-Au(1)#9 49.073(18) Au(1)#5-RE(1)-Au(1)#11 48.851(19) 
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Table S3.3 Continued from previous page 

Au(1)#6-RE(1)-Au(1)#11 77.92(4) RE(1)#2-RE(1)-RE(1)#12 164.97(9) 

Au(1)#7-RE(1)-Au(1)#11 90.259(17) Au(1)#6-Au(1)-Au(1)#3 119.51(5) 

Au(1)#8-RE(1)-Au(1)#11 125.82(3) Au(1)#6-Au(1)-Au(1)#13 119.66(2) 

Au(1)#9-RE(1)-Au(1)#11 125.82(3) Au(1)#3-Au(1)-Au(1)#13 119.66(2) 

Au(1)#10-RE(1)-Au(1)#11 90.259(17) Au(1)#6-Au(1)-Au(1)#11 90 

Au(1)-RE(1)-Au(1)#11 55.57(4) Au(1)#3-Au(1)-Au(1)#11 90 

Au(1)#1-RE(1)-RE(1)#2 137.38(7) Au(1)#13-Au(1)-Au(1)#11 100.76(3) 

Au(1)#2-RE(1)-RE(1)#2 57.65(3) Au(1)#6-Au(1)-RE(1)#2 67.25(2) 

Au(1)#3-RE(1)-RE(1)#2 57.22(2) Au(1)#3-Au(1)-RE(1)#2 67.25(2) 

Au(1)#4-RE(1)-RE(1)#2 114.41(4) Au(1)#13-Au(1)-RE(1)#2 129.38(5) 

Au(1)#5-RE(1)-RE(1)#2 114.41(4) Au(1)#11-Au(1)-RE(1)#2 129.86(2) 

Au(1)#6-RE(1)-RE(1)#2 57.22(2) Au(1)#6-Au(1)-RE(1)#5 150.997(15) 

Au(1)#7-RE(1)-RE(1)#2 131.39(2) Au(1)#3-Au(1)-RE(1)#5 67.62(3) 

Au(1)#8-RE(1)-RE(1)#2 54.972(16) Au(1)#13-Au(1)-RE(1)#5 66.94(3) 

Au(1)#9-RE(1)-RE(1)#2 54.972(16) Au(1)#11-Au(1)-RE(1)#5 61.220(17) 

Au(1)#10-RE(1)-RE(1)#2 131.39(3) RE(1)#2-Au(1)-RE(1)#5 133.219(18) 

Au(1)-RE(1)-RE(1)#2 54.70(3) Au(1)#6-Au(1)-RE(1)#4 67.62(3) 

Au(1)#11-RE(1)-RE(1)#2 110.27(6) Au(1)#3-Au(1)-RE(1)#4 150.997(15) 

Au(1)#1-RE(1)-RE(1)#12 57.65(3) Au(1)#13-Au(1)-RE(1)#4 66.94(3) 

Au(1)#2-RE(1)-RE(1)#12 137.38(7) Au(1)#11-Au(1)-RE(1)#4 61.220(17) 

Au(1)#3-RE(1)-RE(1)#12 114.41(4) RE(1)#2-Au(1)-RE(1)#4 133.219(18) 

Au(1)#4-RE(1)-RE(1)#12 57.22(2) RE(1)#5-Au(1)-RE(1)#4 93.21(3) 

Au(1)#5-RE(1)-RE(1)#12 57.22(2) Au(1)#6-Au(1)-RE(1)#14 141.194(19) 

Au(1)#6-RE(1)-RE(1)#12 114.41(4) Au(1)#3-Au(1)-RE(1)#14 63.67(2) 

Au(1)#7-RE(1)-RE(1)#12 54.972(16) Au(1)#13-Au(1)-RE(1)#14 63.66(3) 

Au(1)#8-RE(1)-RE(1)#12 131.39(2) Au(1)#11-Au(1)-RE(1)#14 128.530(16) 

Au(1)#9-RE(1)-RE(1)#12 131.39(3) RE(1)#2-Au(1)-RE1)#14 81.75(4) 

Au(1)#10-RE(1)-RE(1)#12 54.972(16) RE(1)#5-Au(1)-RE(1)#14 67.808(13) 

Au(1)-RE(1)-RE(1)#12 110.27(6) RE(1)#4-Au(1)-RE(1)#14 130.60(2) 
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Table S3.3 Continued from previous page 

Au(1)#3-Au(1)-RE(1)#15 141.194(19) RE(1)#3-Au(1)-RE(1) 63.53(2) 

Au(1)#13-Au(1)-RE(1)#15 63.66(3) RE(1)#13-Au(1)-RE(1) 162.97(5) 

RE(1)#11-Au(1)-RE(1)#15 128.530(16) RE(1)#11-Au(1)-RE(1) 62.22(2) 

RE1)#2-Au(1)-RE(1)#15 81.75(4) RE(1)#2-Au(1)-RE(1) 67.646(17) 

RE(1)#5-Au(1)-RE(1)#15 130.60(2) RE(1)#5-Au(1)-RE(1) 102.08(4) 

RE(1)#4-Au(1)-RE(1)#15 67.808(13) RE(1)#4-Au(1)-RE(1) 102.08(4) 

RE(1)#14-Au(1)-RE(1)#15 90.10(2) RE(1)#14-Au(1)-RE(1) 125.82(3) 

RE(1)#6-Au(1)-RE(1) 63.53(2) RE(1)#15-Au(1)-RE(1) 125.82(3) 

 

 

Table S3.4. Anisotropic displacement parameters (Å2) for LaAu1.5Sn0.5 

Atom U11 U22 U33 U23 U13 U12 

La 0.0199(9) 0.0105(6) 0.0177(9) 0 0 0 

Au 0.0063(4) 0.0225(5) 0.0067(5) 0 0 0 

Sn 0.0063(4) 0.0225(5) 0.0067(5) 0 0 0 

 

Table S3.5. Anisotropic displacement parameters (Å2) for CeAu1.5Sn0.5 

Atom U11 U22 U33 U23 U13 U12 

Ce 0.0212(9) 0.0063(6) 0.0209(8) 0 0 0 

Au 0.0063(4) 0.0245(5) 0.0102(4) 0 0 0 

Sn 0.0063(4) 0.0245(5) 0.0102(4) 0 0 0 

 

Table S3.6. Anisotropic displacement parameters (Å2) for PrAu1.5Sn0.5 

Atom U11 U22 U33 U23 U13 U12 

Pr 0.0223(1) 0.0091(8) 0.0191(1) 0 0 0 

Au 0.0071(6) 0.0213(8) 0.0077(6) 0 0 0 

Sn 0.0071(6) 0.0213(8) 0.0077(6) 0 0 0 
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Table S3.7. Anisotropic displacement parameters (Å2) for NdAu1.5Sn0.5 

Atom U11 U22 U33 U23 U13 U12 

Nd 0.0245(9) 0.0111(6) 0.0198(8) 0 0 0 

Au 0.0072(4) 0.0264(6) 0.0079(4) 0 0 0 

Sn 0.0072(4) 0.0264(6) 0.0079(4) 0 0 0 
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Chapter 4 
 

Predicting Pressure-Stabilized Alkali Metal Iridides: 
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4.1 Introduction  

High pressure significantly alters the crystal chemistry of elements complicating our 

understanding of chemistry’s fundamental rules. More specifically, applying high pressure 

can change a compound’s crystal structure and/or bonding pattern resulting in the 

formation of materials with interesting and unexpected chemical and physical 

properties.168–170 One example is the pressure induced crystal structure transformation in 

high-entropy alloys, which are mostly constrained to face- or body-centered cubic crystal 

structures. However, applying pressure (starting at ≈14 GPa) can lead to a crystal structure 

transformation like from fcc to hpc in CrMnFeCoNi alloys.171 Exerting external pressure on 

the Na‒Cl binary system provides an excellent example of how chemical bonding patterns 

and charge transfer can also behave differently in extreme environments. Classically, NaCl is 
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the only stable binary solid in the Na‒Cl system, adopting the archetypal structure type held 

together by prototype ionic interactions. Subjecting Na and Cl to more than 120 GPa leads to 

the extraordinary discovery of Na3Cl with the experimentally confirmed P4/mmm space 

group and two-dimensional metallic behavior.172 Although the capability to conduct high-

pressure synthesis has been significantly expanded, these experiments remain complex, 

limiting the potential to understand the resulting chemistry.  

Since high-pressure synthesis and crystal structure analysis are arduous, 

computational modeling paired with efficient crystal structure prediction algorithms has 

become a valuable tool for understanding the complex crystal chemistry of inorganic solids 

at non-ambient conditions.113,122,123,173–176 For example, elemental cesium is classically 

considered to react with halogen atoms and oxidize to the +1 state. Yet, recent work in the 

Cs‒F binary phase space under high pressure (>10 GPa) suggests the formation of other 

compounds following the general formula CsFn (n>1).177 These captivating results imply 

that cesium’s oxidation state can differ from the conventionally accepted +1 state due to the 

participation of the Cs 5p orbitals under high pressure. There are numerous other examples 

of unexpected chemistry at high pressure.178,179 For example, the Mg‒NG (NG = Xe, Kr, Ar) 

system forms binary compounds above ~125 GPa, even though noble gasses are virtually 

inert under normal conditions.58 The potential for different crystal structures of solid CO2,180 

binary compounds in the Xe−Fe and Xe−Ni systems,59 and novel polyhydrides181 have all 

been revealed with the aid of computational techniques.  

Applying high pressure is sufficient to also influence the chemistry of transition 

metals. For example, CsAu is one of the simplest gold containing binary compounds 

adopting the CsCl-type structure containing isolated an Au− anion. However, applying >14 

GPa to the crystal structure is predicted to cause a phase transformation from the cubic 
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Pm3̅m structure to an orthorhombic Cmcm structure with a zigzag Au‒Au chain. The 

pressure shifts the atomic orbital energies of gold, causing sufficient electronic instabilities 

to drive a crystal structure change. Applying high pressure can also allow this late transition 

metal to adopt unusual oxidation states. Gold was predicted to achieve unexpected and 

diverse negative oxidation states in the range of ‒1 to ‒3 for Li-rich aurides when squeezed 

to 25−100 GPa.182 The surprising observation of an anionic transition metal under pressure 

is not limited to gold, applying high pressure in the investigation of K‒Ir binary system 

demonstrates that above 10 GPa the formation of K3Ir becomes favorable.61 K3Ir is of great 

interest not only for being the first suggested compound formed between an alkali metal 

and iridium, but this compound also was calculated to contain Ir in an anionic oxidation 

state (−1.64 e−/Ir) as well as undergo a superconducting transition at low temperature.61  

In this work, the particle swarm optimization (PSO) method CALYPSO (crystal 

structure analysis by particle swarm optimization) was employed to identify other 

examples of anionic iridium in inorganic solids.46 The PSO algorithm has been proven to 

perform successfully in many optimization problems.63 Indeed, PSO’s fast learning ability, 

multidimensional search, simplicity, and a limited number of variables has made it an 

effective approach to predict crystal structures under high pressure. Here, the research 

started by constructing convex hulls for Rb−Ir and Cs−Ir using ab initio calculations and 

particle swarm optimization methods to predict the most likely crystal structures at various 

compositions and elevated pressures. The results indicate that above ≈10 GPa compounds 

with the formulae A2Ir and A3Ir (A = Rb, Cs) are energetically favorable to form, although 

only the latter is dynamically stable according to phonon calculations. Further analysis of 

the electronic structure for A3Ir shows this combination of a highly electropositive alkali 

metal with iridium results in significant chemical interactions, while the transition metal 
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once more adopts an unusual anionic oxidation state. These calculations provide further 

evidence that charge-separated iridides are indeed likely to exist with exotic oxidation 

states under high pressure. 

4.2 Computational Details 

The most probable binary crystal structures in the Rb−Ir and Cs−Ir systems were obtained 

using a particle swarm optimization (PSO) approach, as implemented in the Crystal 

Structure Analysis by Particle Swarm Optimization (CALYPSO).53 The structure search was 

carried out on different stoichiometric ratios of the elements, including A3Ir, A2Ir, AIr, AIr2, 

and AIr3 (A = Rb, Cs) in a pressure range from 1×10−4 GPa (herein referred to as 0 GPa) to 20 

GPa in steps of 5 GPa. The simulation unit cell size was varied between 2 and 4 formula 

units (f.u.). Total energy calculations required for the crystal structure search, as well as the 

ensuing electronic structure calculations for the chemical bonding analyses, were all 

performed using Density Functional Theory (DFT) within the Vienna ab initio Simulation 

Package (VASP).117,118 The calculations employed a plane-wave basis set and projector-

augment-wave (PAW) potentials.119 The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) was 

used with exchange and correlation described by the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) 

functional. The basis set for the calculation included Rb (4p, 5s); Cs (5p, 6s); Ir (5d, 6s) 

wavefunctions. The total energy calculations used a cutoff energy of 500 eV, a 4×4×4 Γ-

centered Monkhorst−Pack k-point grid, and convergence criteria of 1 x 10−8 eV and 1 x 10−6 

eV for the electronic and structure relaxation, respectively. The phonon density of states 

(PhDOS) was calculated using the PHONOPY package,124,125 which uses the modified 

Parlinski−Li−Kawazoe ab initio force constant method and 2×2×2 supercells. The band gap 

of Rb3Ir was additionally evaluated with the Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof screened hybrid 

exchange and correlation functional, HSE06, which implements a mixture of PBE (75%) and 
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Hartree-Fock exact exchange (25%) and a range-separation of 0.2 Å−1.183 The chemical 

bonding of Rb3Ir and Cs3Ir was finally evaluated based on the crystal orbital Hamilton 

population (−COHP) using the Local-Orbital Basis Suite toward Electronic Structure 

Reconstruction (LOBSTER) code,156,157 the electron localization function(ELF),158,166 and a 

Bader charge analysis.161 All crystal structure drawings were visualized using program 

VESTA.112 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Particle Swarm Optimization Structure Search 

The particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm can efficiently predict novel crystal 

structures without previous knowledge of reported structures types. This approach uses 

DFT to optimize CALYPSO generated crystal structures and calculate their total energies, 

which are necessary to determine the formation enthalpies. In these calculations, 60% of 

the crystal structures with the most favorable enthalpies (lowest energies) from previous 

generations were employed in the next generation, while the other 40% of the structures 

were randomly created. For each composition and all pressures probed, between 40 and 50 

generations were produced with each generation containing 20 individual structures. 

Overall, ≈1000 crystal structures were constructed by paring CALYPSO with DFT for each 

data point on the convex hull. 

Once the most favorable crystal structure for each composition was identified by 

comparing the relative total energies of the CALYPSO generated structures, the formation 

enthalpy per atom (∆𝐻) was then calculated using Equation 1,  

 ∆𝐻 = [𝐻(𝐴3𝐼𝑟) − 3𝐻(𝐴) − 𝐻(𝐼𝑟)] (4.1) 
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where 𝐻(𝐴3𝐼𝑟) (𝐴 = Rb, Cs) is the enthalpy of 𝐴3Ir per atom, 𝐻(𝐴)is enthalpy of 𝐴 (𝐴 = Rb, 

Cs) per atom, and 𝐻(𝐼𝑟) is enthalpy of Ir per atom. Because Rb and Cs both undergo phase 

transformations at elevated pressures, the crystal structures of the alkali metals (Rb and Cs) 

were treated differently at each pressure step. For instance, Rb is known to adopt space 

group Im3̅m from 0 to 7 GPa, then transform to space group Fm3̅m from 7 to 13 GPa, 

followed by space group C2221 from 13 to 16.8 GPa, and finally space group I4/mmm from 

16.8 to 20 GPa.184–187 For Cs, the known crystal structures are, Fm3̅m from 0 to 4.3 GPa, 

C2221 from 4.3 to 8 GPa, I41/amd from 8 to 12 GPa, Cmca from 12 to 13.3 GPa, I41/amd from 

13.3 to 18 GPa, and P42/mbc from 18 to 20 GPa.188–190 Iridium maintains its fcc crystal 

structure at all pressures considered in these calculations.191  

To examine a range of stoichiometries in the binary A‒Ir (A = Rb, Cs) systems, the 

convex hulls were calculated based on ∆𝐻 obtained from Equation 1 and plotted in Figure 1 

at applied pressures of 0 GPa, 10 GPa, and 20 GPa. The calculated formation enthalpies at 0 

GPa show ∆𝐻 is positive for every composition, indicating decomposition into the starting 

materials. This supports the absence of thermodynamically stable compounds reported in 

these binary systems at ambient pressure. As the pressure increases, the calculated 

formation enthalpy decreases. Once the pressure increases above 10 GPa, two 

compositions, A2Ir and A3Ir, have negative formation enthalpies revealing the energetic 

potential to form at elevated pressure. Subsequent phonon calculations were, therefore, 

conducted to confirm these crystal structures are also dynamically stable, i.e., the crystal 

structures are not expected to undergo a phase transformation. First, the PhDOS 

calculations performed for A2Ir show the presence of imaginary modes for both A = Rb and 

A = Cs (Figure S1), which means these compositions are not dynamically stable in their 

respective predicted structure types. Moreover, constructing the convex hulls for both 
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binary diagrams shows that A2Ir falls above the hull (Figure 1) signifying these compounds 

should decompose to A3Ir and elemental A. Thus, even though A2Ir (A = Rb, Cs) has a 

negative formation enthalpy, based on the convex hull and phonon calculations, it is 

unlikely either compound will form in the pressure ranges examined.  

 

Figure 4.1. The relative enthalpies of formation per atom for a) the binary Rb‒Ir system, 
and b) the binary Cs‒Ir system at 0, 10, and 20 GPa. The solid line indicates the convex hull 
and neighboring points are connected by dotted lines. 
 

Given that A3Ir (A = Rb, Cs) are the only phases on the convex hull, as illustrated in 

Figure 1, their probable crystal structures were examined in more detail. Both compositions 

are predicted to form as two different crystal structures with similar formation enthalpies. 

For Rb3Ir, the predicted phases adopt space groups R3m and Pmnm, whereas Cs3Ir was 

predicted to adopt P21/m or P63cm. Plotting the ∆𝐻 versus pressure (Figure 2) proves both 

compounds should decompose into the elements until the pressure is >10 GPa, in 

agreement with the convex hulls. Above ≈10 GPa, the most favorable crystal structures have 

a negative ∆𝐻, meaning the compounds will no longer decompose and are expected to form 
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the products. Investigating each predicted space group shows that Rb3Ir in the R3m and 

Pmnm crystal structures have close formation enthalpies, differing by only ≈19 meV/atom 

eV at 20 GPa. Therefore, the dynamic stability of both crystal structures was calculated. The 

PhDOS calculations indicate both structures are also dynamically stable at 20 GPa (Figure 

2c). The similar ∆𝐻, which is less than the energy available at ambient temperature (25 

meV), along with dynamic stability suggests that both crystal structures may be expected at 

a reasonably elevated temperature. Care must therefore be taken in any experimental 

determination of the crystal structure. Nevertheless, for the further investigation here, Rb3Ir 

was only considered in the Pmnm space group because it has the lowest DFT calculated ∆𝐻. 

For completeness, the crystal structure information for Rb3Ir in R3m is still provided in 

Table S4.1, and the structure is illustrated in Figure S4.2.  

Likewise, two crystal structures (P21/m and P63cm) with the lowest formation 

energy were also analyzed for Cs3Ir composition, as shown in Figure 2b. Again, below ≈10 

GPa the compounds are expected to decompose; above 10 GPa the P21/m has the lowest ΔH 

by 21 meV/atom. However, phonon density of state calculations, in this case, shows the 

P63cm structure is dynamically unstable, whereas P21/m is dynamical stable, illustrated in 

Figure 2d. These results support P21/m as the most likely crystal structure for Cs3Ir.  
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Figure 4.2. Calculated formation enthalpy (∆𝐻) as a function of pressure between 0 to 20 
GPa. Two plausible crystal structures predicted by particle swarm optimization (PSO) for a) 
Rb3Ir and b) Cs3Ir. c) PhDOS for Rb3Ir at 20 GPa showing that both crystal structures are 
dynamically stable. d) PhDOS for Cs3Ir at 20 GPa showing P21/m crystal structure is 
dynamically stable, whereas P63cm has imaginary modes. 
 

4.3.2 Crystal Chemistry, Electronic Structure, and Chemical Bonding 

An in-depth examination of the lowest energy crystal structures for Rb3Ir and Cs3Ir at high 

pressure shows noteworthy crystal chemistry. Rb3Ir is predicted to crystallize in space 

group Pmnm (No. 59, Z = 2) with an ordered Cu3Ti-type crystal structure, as shown in 

Figure 4.3a. Previously, K3Ir was also predicted as an isostructural analog, albeit with a 

slightly smaller unit cell volume compared to Rb3Ir due to the size difference between K and 

Rb.61 This orthorhombic space group of Rb3Ir has optimized lattice parameters of a = 5.290 

Å, b = 5.446 Å, c = 7.075 Å, and a unit cell volume of 203.819 Å3. The optimized atomic 

positions for Rb3Ir are provided in Table 1. In Rb3Ir, Rb forms a distorted square net that 

stacks in a ⋯ 𝐴𝐵𝐴𝐵 ⋯ arrangement along the c-direction resulting in a three-dimensional 

face-sharing network of very distorted square prisms. These distorted cubes are centered 
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by a combination of additional Rb and Ir atoms ([Rb@Ir8] and [Ir@Rb8]) in an alternating 

fashion, as illustrated in Figure 4.3b. Each iridium in the cube has site symmetry mm2 and is 

8-coordinated by Rb, whereas Rb occupies two crystallographically independent sites with 

symmetry m.. (in the square net) and mm2 (in the cubes). The interatomic distances for Rb‒

Ir are in the range 3.22−3.28 Å, and the Rb‒Rb bond lengths are 3.155 Å and 3.245 Å. These 

Rb‒Rb distances in the high-pressure phase of Rb3Ir are significantly shorter compared to 

the other compounds containing Rb‒Rb interactions at ambient pressure (3.66 Å−4.68 Å), 

as expected.184,192,193 

Cs3Ir is predicted to form a different crystal structure (Ni3Ta-type) adopting space 

group P21/m (No. 11, Z = 2) with lattice parameters of a = 5.705 Å, b = 6.677 Å, c = 5.328 Å, 

and a unit cell volume of 202.874 Å3. The optimized atomic positions for Cs3Ir are provided 

in Table 1. The crystal structure is shown in Figure 3c, and contains two independent 

crystallographic positions for Cs and one independent position for Ir. Cs3Ir is constructed of 

an Ir centered 12-vertex distorted cuboctahedron with a 3-6-3 arrangement of cesium 

atoms oriented along c direction, as illustrated in Figure 3d. Cs1 occupies the general 

position Wyckoff site 4f whereas Cs2 sits at Wyckoff site 2e with site symmetry m. Probing 

the optimized bond lengths in this structure shows the Cs‒Ir, and Cs‒Cs interatomic 

distances are in the range of 3.21-3.65 Å and 3.20-3.29 Å, respectively. The Cs‒Cs bond 

lengths in this compound are similar to Cs‒Cs interactions under pressure (3.25 Å).190   
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Table 4.1. VASP-optimized atomic positions of Rb3Ir (Pmnm; Z = 2, a = 5.290 Å, b = 5.446 Å, 
and c = 7.075 Å) and Cs3Ir (P21/m; Z = 2, a = 5.705 Å, b = 6.677 Å, and c = 5.328 Å).  
  atoms Wyck.  x y z  

Rb3Ir       

  Rb1 4f 0 0.1550 1/4 

  Rb2 2b 1/2 0.3450 0 

  Ir1 2a 0 0.6550 0 

Cs3Ir       

  Cs1 4f 0.67592 0.5001 0.7556 

  Cs2 2e 0.84601 1/4 0.26042 

  Ir1 2e 0.81140 3/4 0.2499 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3. a) View of the Rb3Ir structure along the b-axis and b) stacked along the c-axis. c) 
View of the Cs3Ir structure along the c-axis and d) the polyhedral around Ir. Iridium, 
rubidium, and cesium are shown as grey, red, and blue, respectively. 

 

Calculating the electronic structure of A3Ir (A = Rb, Cs) at 20 GPa reveals that Rb3Ir 

is nonmetallic with the Fermi level falling in a band gap, shown in Figure 4.4a, whereas 

Fermi level for Cs3Ir falls into pseudogap (Figure 4b). The calculated band gap (Eg) from 

PBE function value is approximately 1 eV for Rb3Ir, which is slightly smaller than for K3Ir (Eg 

≈1.6 eV).61 A hybrid functional (HSE06) calculation was subsequently performed to 
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determine a more precise Eg of 1.33 eV for Rb3Ir. Decomposing the total electronic density 

of states (DOS) into its component orbitals show the Ir 5d orbitals are mainly populated just 

below the Fermi level in the range of –1 to 0 eV and are entirely filled for both Rb3Ir and 

Cs3Ir. Interestingly, because the 5d orbitals of the late transition metals, e.g., Ir, Pt, and Au, 

reside near the Fermi level, when combined with electropositive elements, the result is the 

potential for anionic character on the metal sites.33 For both compounds, 6s orbital has 

fallen below the 5d orbital of Ir, and alkali metals’ bands are spread across the entire energy 

range examined.  

For a better understanding of the crystal chemistry and chemical bonding in these 

two compounds, the interatomic interactions were calculated based on a crystal orbital 

Hamilton population (‒COHP) analysis using LOBSTER. As shown in Figure 4, Rb3Ir contains 

Rb−Ir interactions with the bonding and half of the antibonding orbitals filled. Examining 

the integrated COHP (‒ICOHP) curves proves that although most of the antibonding orbitals 

are filled, the Rb‒Rb contacts are still favorable with a value of 0.532 eV/bond, while the 

Rb‒Ir interactions are more significant (0.972 eV/bond). The Cs‒Cs interactions in Cs3Ir are 

mainly optimized in this crystal structure. This contrasts with the Cs‒Ir interactions which 

contain half-occupied antibonding orbitals. The ‒ICOHP values in Cs3Ir are still significantly 

larger compared to Rb3Ir with values of 2.286 eV/bond for the Cs‒Cs contacts and 2.660 

eV/bond for the Cs‒Ir interactions. Considering that the COHP curves are known to scale 

with bond strength, comparing the ‒ICOHP values for both Rb3Ir and Cs3Ir provide 

convincing evidence that the interactions in Cs3Ir are greater in Rb3Ir. Stronger interactions 

are also supported by the DOS calculations that show a gap at Fermi level in the Rb3Ir 

crystal structure, while Fermi level falls at pseudogap for Cs3Ir. More significant bonding 
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interactions will result in larger band dispersion that can close the band gap, as observed 

here.  

 

 

Figure 4.4. a) DOS using PBE functional for Rb3Ir in Pmnm crystal structure. The total 
density of states is shown in by the black line, while the partial DOS is shown grey, yellow, 
and red for Ir 5d, Ir 6s, and Rb, respectively. b) Total and partial DOS using the PBE 
functional for Cs3Ir in the P21/m crystal structures. Total DOS is shown in by the black line, 
while the partial DOS is shown grey, yellow, and blue for Ir 5d, Ir 6s, and Cs, respectively. c) 
‒COHP curves plotting the average Rb‒Ir and Rb‒Rb interactions. d) ‒COHP curves plotting 
the average Cs‒Ir, and Cs‒Cs interactions. The Fermi level is set to 0 eV in all plots, and in 
the −COHP curves, the negative directions on the abscissa are antibonding interactions, 
whereas positive values are bonding interactions.  

 

To understand the difference between the atomic interactions in Rb3Ir and Cs3Ir in 

greater detail, the interactions in the crystal structures were also visualized by calculating 

the valence electron localization function (ELF). As illustrated in Figure 4.5, the higher 

values (red color) indicates more electron localization, whereas the lower values (dark 

blue) correspond to weaker localizations. The ELF plot of Rb3Ir (Figure 4.5a) suggests weak 

interactions between Rb and Ir atoms near the (040) plane, implying 
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nonbonding/noncovalent interactions in Rb3Ir calculated crystal structure. The ELF plot of 

Cs3Ir (Figure 4.5b) illustrates the interactions near the (030) plane in the distorted Cs‒Cs 

hexagon. Based on this calculation, interactions between Cs‒Cs, and Cs‒Ir atoms display low 

values of ELF, also indicating weak localization and no significant covalent component to 

these interactions. The ELF analysis supports the charge transfer and the nominal 

assignment of A+ (A = Rb, Cs) and Ir-.  

Finally, Bader’s quantum mechanics atom-in-molecule (QM-AIM) charge analysis 

was performed for Rb3Ir and Cs3Ir to approximate the oxidation states and charges on all 

atoms. Bader charge analysis shows that Rb3Ir has an average ‒1.59e− per Ir and +0.53e− per 

Rb atoms whereas Cs3Ir has an average ‒1.39e− per Ir and +0.46e− per Cs atoms. This 

comparison gives solid support of charge transfer from the alkali metal to Ir in A3Ir (A = Rb, 

Cs), confirming the presence of iridide anion. Although the Bader charge analysis usually 

underestimates the anticipated charge on atoms, the oxidation state of iridium under 

applied pressure is beyond ‒1 for A3Ir (A = Rb, Cs).  

These oxidation states are somewhat surprising considering the lower 

electronegativity of Cs relative to Rb should promote charge transfer even though the 

calculations here suggest a greater charge transfer occurs in Rb3Ir compared to Cs3Ir. 

Examining the charge transfer as a function of pressure, plotted in Figure 4.5c and 4.5d, 

reveals that the average Bader charge on each atom decreases with increasing pressure. 

This response is similar to other previously reported high-pressure compounds194, and 

likely stems from the enhanced metallic character as band dispersion increases under 

pressure. Also, Rb3Ir gains more average charge compared to Cs3Ir, indicating more metallic 

nature of Cs3Ir. Interestingly, the DOS calculations indicate larger band gaps for Rb3Ir, and ‒
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COHP analysis offers less covalent interactions for Rb3Ir, in support of the Bader charge 

calculations.  

 

Figure 4.5. a) ELF of Rb3Ir near (040). b) ELF of Cs3Ir near (030) plane. c) The average 
Bader charge of the Rb and Ir atoms in Rb3Ir and d) Cs and Ir atoms in Cs3Ir as a function of 
pressure. 
 

4.4 Conclusion 

At ambient pressure, the alkali metals and Ir do not form binary compounds; however, 

applying high pressure enhances their reactivities and allows the formation of inorganic 

compounds. In this research, two phases with the general composition of A3Ir (A = Rb, Cs) 

are predicted by CALYPSO after constructing the convex hull for the Rb−Ir and Cs−Ir. At 

high pressure, Rb3Ir is predicted to adopt the Cu3Ti-type crystal structure, and Cs3Ir should 

form the Ni3Ta-type structure. Both crystal structures are not only thermodynamically 

favorable, but they are also dynamically stable from ≈10 GPa until at least 20 GPa, which is 

the maximum pressure studied here. Electronic structure analysis reveals nonmetallic and 

semi-metallic nature of Rb3Ir and Cs3Ir, respectively, while the chemical bonding in these 

compounds indicates interactions in Cs3Ir are likely stronger than Rb3Ir. In conjunction with 
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the electronic structure and ‒COHP analysis, the Bader charge analysis confirms the 

presence of iridide. These results show that mixing heavy transition metals with 

electropositive alkali metals, and applying pressure is one route to drive the oxidation state 

of iridium to be reduced beyond ‒1 state.  
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Supporting Information 

 

 

 
Figure S4.1. PhDOS for a) Rb2Ir with space group C2/m, and b) Cs2Ir with space group P1. 
There are imaginary modes for both compounds at 20 GPa, imply the instability of crystal 
structures. 
 

Table S4.1. VASP-optimized atomic positions of R3m-Rb3Ir at 20 GPa(a = 

4.34 Å, 𝛼 = 84.95°)  

  atoms Wyck.  x y z  

Rb3Ir       

  Rb1 3e 0 1/2 1/2 

  Ir1 1a 0 0 0 
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Figure S4.2. View of the R3m structure for Rb3Ir composition along the a-axis. Iridium and 
rubidium are shown as purple and grey, respectively. 
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5.1 Introduction 

There is a continual need to prepare novel, complex inorganic solids with captivating crystal 

structures and the potential for superior functional properties. This has required 

researchers to employ a range of inorganic and solid-state synthesis methodologies ranging 

from direct reaction of the elements using high-temperature furnaces to more elegant 

molten metal flux reactions.16 Historically, one of the most straightforward methods to 

identify new compounds using these synthetic approaches has been through classical 

exploratory synthesis, where phase diagrams are exhaustively studied. However, the 

construction of phase diagrams and the identification of new compounds using this 

traditional idea requires methodical synthesis and thorough thermal analyses,195 which to 
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do correctly is exceptionally time-consuming and often costly. Thus, a significant research 

advance would be to directly pinpoint new compounds a priori, thereby reducing the 

number of experiments required to explore under-studied composition spaces and more 

rapidly obtain the tremendous number of compounds and crystal structures that remain 

unreported. 

The ability to computationally search for thermodynamically stable phases has long 

been sought as a way to minimize the number of synthesis attempts for the discovery of 

new compounds. Most recently, density functional theory (DFT) has become a practical tool 

for calculating accurate formation energies at zero-Kelvin. When combined with genetic 

algorithm-based structure search methods this computational approach is capable of 

predicting unknown crystal structures.49,63,123 This approach has been widely employed to 

predict the formation of compounds especially under non-ambient conditions,62,122,172,182 

such as the formation of binary noble gas containing phases or unusual oxidation states on 

alkali metals at high pressure.58,196,197 These ideas have been expanded to the construction 

of convex hulls using DFT calculated formation energies as a way to examine unstudied 

phase spaces in the search for new compounds. For example, constructing the convex hull 

using predicted formation enthalpies has led to the discovery of novel superconducting, 

semiconducting,198 and superhard materials.199 Furthermore, the ever-increasing 

accessibility to high-throughput DFT databases, such as the Materials Project,73 AFLOW,74 

and OQMD,75 provides all researchers with massive DFT data sets that contain formation 

energies, which can be analyzed as a way to discover potential new compounds. Despite the 

reasonably high-fidelity and access to these calculations, however, it remains often 

impractical to use only DFT as a predictive screening tool due to its inheret shortcomings, 
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including difficulty calculating statistical disorder (site-sharing) in a crystal structure, 

limited unit cell sizes, and limited ability to expand beyond absolute zero. 

A common supplement to DFT that has been adopted by the inorganic materials 

community to address some of these shortcomings is data-centered, machine-learning 

algorithms. These methods have been widely suggested for rapid materials discovery and 

have been made possible almost entirely by the prior creation of massive crystal structure 

databases and the complementary computational (DFT) databases. The content in these 

databases include crystal structure type, electronic structure information, elastic moduli, 

and calculated formation energies, and more.200–204 Recent studies have proven that 

machine learning can use this information to reliably predict a host of material properties 

or recommend the most probable structure type for a given composition with accuracies 

approaching DFT but at a fraction of the computational cost.205 It is also possible to predict 

phase formation as well as the formation energies of compounds. For example, a machine-

learning model has been created to predict metallic glass-forming ability in the Al-Ni-Zr 

system by locating favorable compositions on the ternary phase diagram.206 In another 

study, the total internal energies (Etot) and formation enthalpies (∆𝐻𝑓) were predicted for 

metal-nonmetals compounds using linear regression.207 Additionally, a random forest 

algorithm has been successfully applied to discover novel quaternary Heusler compounds 

by predicting the stability of crystalline material, while, in the other study, the stability of 

full-Heusler compounds has been predicted using convolutional neural networks.85,208 The 

thermodynamic stability of perovskite and anti-perovskite phases are another example of 

accelerating materials discovery using machine learning.202 In each of these studies, the 

data-driven methods can predict specific crystal structures or compositions in systems 

where there is sufficient training data. However, extrapolating these ideas to identify new 
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compounds in unexplored regions of composition space has proven difficult, which is why 

most of the previous data-centered predictions are restricted to specific composition 

regions or crystal structure types. Given the fact that researchers have long-established 

synthetic approaches to skilfully search through composition space and identify new 

phases, it would be valuable to merge classic solid-state phase space searching with data 

science to produce a new methodology that can efficiently examine under-explored regions 

containing new compounds.  

In this work, we established a method that combines experimental synthetic 

inorganic chemistry and machine learning to accelerate the discovery of new inorganic 

solids by identifying productive regions of composition space using ensemble data mining 

and machine learning. The model is developed using a support vector regression (SVR) 

algorithm with a training set based on DFT formation energies, ∆𝐸𝑓,DFT, data compiled by 

the Materials Project and OQMD, and a descriptor set based only on chemical composition. 

This allows the machine-learning model to predict ∆𝐸𝑓,SVR of any composition, which can 

then be used to construct the convex hull and identify the most energetically favorable 

compounds. Although, strictly speaking, these “phase diagrams” represent a zero-Kelvin 

isothermal section, the entropy of solid-solid reactions considered in most solid-state 

chemistry is negligible allowing DFT/machine learning derived ∆𝐸𝑓,SVR to still be useful in 

predicting the formation of compounds at any reasonable temperature at equilibrium. As a 

result, this approach can sufficiently approximate phase diagrams and provide a new 

opportunity for data-directed exploratory synthesis. 

This new data-centric approach is first used to investigate the Y-Ag-Tr (Tr = B, Al, 

Ga, In) ternary composition space, which is likely to contain diverse crystal chemistry but is 
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mostly unexplored. The machine-learning model suggests regions of the ternary diagram 

with a high probability for novel compounds depending on the triel element. Reducing the 

ternary composition space to the most probable regions of the composition diagram allows 

new compounds to be efficiently targeted. Indeed, high-temperature solid-state synthesis of 

selected compositions on these approximate phase diagrams subsequently validates the 

presence of a new intermetallic phase in the Y−Ag−In system. The success of this work 

highlights the potential of deploying machine-learning methods to speed up the discovery of 

novel materials by directing synthesis efforts.  

5.2 Experimental Details 

5.2.1 Machine-learning Model Construction 

The machine-learning model was constructed using a Support Vector Regression (SVR) 

algorithm as implemented in Scikit-learn within Python 3.6 environment.209 The SVR 

employed a radial basis function as the kernel function and was optimized using Venetian 

blinds cross-validation (CV) with 10-fold data splits. Hyper-parameter settings were 

adjusted with a grid search method, which exhaustively evaluates all parameter 

combinations. The searching space was defined as cost parameter (C) ranging in [1, 5, 10, 

30, 50, 100] and gamma (γ) ranging in [0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1], where C regulated the tradeoff 

between minimization of error and maximization of the margins and γ is the kernel 

parameter that controls the influence of each support vector. The source code and training 

data are shared in the open source Github repository at https://github.com/BrgochGroup. 
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5.2.2 Synthesis  

The starting metals, silver (powder, 99.9%, Alfa Aesar), indium (pieces, 99.99%, Alfa Aesar), 

boron (crystalline pieces, 99.5%, Alfa Aesar), and yttrium (filings, 99.8%, HEFA Rare Earth) 

were weighed out in the desired stoichiometric ratios and ground together to form a 

uniform sample with a total weight of 250 mg and then pressed into pellets. The pellet size 

had a diameter of 6 mm and was pressed with an applied pressure of 2500 psi. The pellets 

were then arc-melted (Centorr Furnace) under argon gas at a current of about 50 A. To 

confirm homogeneity, each sample was melted at least three times, including intermittently 

flipping the button. The weight loss for each sample after arc-melting was <2%. The arc-

melted samples were then sealed in fused silica tubes under vacuum and annealed at 850°C 

for ten days, followed by quenching in water. The products all had a silver luster, were 

brittle, and air-stable.  

5.2.3 Powder X-ray Diffraction  

Powder diffraction data were collected using a PanAnalytical X'Pert powder diffractometer 

and Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.54183 Å) at room temperature. The samples were prepared for 

powder diffraction by grinding the annealed ingots using an agate mortar and pestle and 

then spreading the fine powder on a zero-diffraction silicon plate.  

5.2.4 Single-Crystal X-ray Diffraction 

 Single crystals were picked from crushed ingots with the aid of an optical microscope. The 

data were collected using a Bruker APEX II platform diffractometer equipped with a 4K CCD 

APEX II detector and a Mo Kα radiation source at 296 K. Reflections were collected by using 

a narrow-frame algorithm with scan widths of 0.3° in ω and an exposure time of 30 s per 
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frame (four sets of 726 frames) and a 6 cm detector distance. The data were integrated 

using the Bruker Apex-II program, with the intensities corrected for Lorentz factor, 

polarization, air absorption, and absorption due to variation in the path length through the 

detector faceplate. Structure solution and refinement were carried out using the SHELXTL 

program package (version 6.12),155 and refined by full-matrix least-squares on FO2, including 

anisotropic displacement parameters. The final crystal structure solutions, in CIF format, 

have been sent to The Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDS) and can be obtained 

from the CCDC using the depository numbers: 1980533. All crystal structures were 

visualized using VESTA.112 

5.2.5 SEM-EDX 

Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) data were collected on the polished bulk 

sample and selected crystals using a JEOL JSM-6400 scanning electron microscope attached 

with an AMETEK EDAX Octane Pro energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer and an 

accelerating voltage of 15 eV and an emission current of 12 μA. To prevent the samples from 

tilting, a portion of the bulk ingots were mounted in epoxy resin and polished using a 1 μm 

diamond slurry, while the selected single crystals were mounted on carbon tape. In both 

cases, at least seven independent data points were analyzed on different areas of each 

crystal to determine the average composition. 

5.2.6 Electronic and Chemical Bonding Calculations 

First-principles total energy calculations on ordered models of YAg0.65In1.35 were performed 

using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP).117,118 The calculations employed a 

plane-wave basis set with projector augmented wave (PAW) potentials,119 a cutoff energy of 
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500 eV, a 4×4×4 Γ-centered Monkhorst−Pack k-point grid, and a convergence criteria of 1 x 

10-8 eV and 1 x 10-6 eV was set for electronic and structure relaxation, respectively. 

5.3 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 Constructing Machine-Learning Formation Energy Models 

 A machine-learning training set was developed using 313,965 formation energies produced 

from high-throughput DFT calculations and contained in the Materials Project (v2019.11) 

database127 and Open Quantum Materials Database (OQMD v1.3)75. The data were initially 

cleaned according to the following criteria: (i) only the lowest ΔEf,DFT was considered for 

each composition because it represents the most energetically favorable compound, (ii) 

compounds without a ΔEf,DFT were eliminated from the training set, and (iii) any compounds 

containing group 18 elements, Tc, or Z>83 (except for U and Th) were omitted. Additionally, 

for each composition diagram, any compound related to the specific ternary composition 

diagram being analyzed was removed from the training set to limit potential bias. After 

preprocessing, the data set was reduced to 279,943 compounds. This was then randomly 

split into five independent training (90%) and test (10%) sets. The compounds in the 

training set were represented with a descriptor set containing 35 distinct compositional 

variables along with four mathematical expressions including the difference, the average, 

the maximum value and the minimum value. The complete list of variables is provided in 

Table S5.1 of the Supporting Information. The training set with 140 total descriptors was 

normalized, mean-centered and rescaled to the unit variance. The SVR model employed an 

optimized cost parameter (C) and gamma (γ) functions of 100 and 0.01, respectively.  

The model performance on the test set is plotted in Figure 5.1 with the diagonal line 

representing the ideal fit. After training, the model achieved a coefficient of determination 
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(r2) value of 0.94 and a mean absolute error (MAE) of 0.085 eV/atom (~986 K). The most 

significant error occurs for compounds that have ΔEf > 0 eV/atom; however, this is not a 

significant concern here since positive formation energy compounds are highly unlikely to 

be synthesized, which is the ultimate goal of this work. The error is also comparable with a 

previous model developed using similar compositional descriptors with reduced-error 

pruning tree algorithm,210 which achieved an MAE of 0.088 eV/atom (~1021 K). Given that 

the model constructed here was reliable, a composition grid containing 253 hypothetical 

chemical compositions within the YxAgyTr(1-x-y), (Tr = B, Al, Ga, In) composition space was 

created by varying the value of x and y and then using the machine-learning model to 

predict their corresponding formation energy (ΔEf,SVR).  

 

Figure 5.1. Predicted formation energy (ΔEf,SVR) shows excellent agreement with the DFT 
calculated formation energy (ΔEf,DFT) for 27,994 compounds in the test set (10% of the 
training set). Darker regions of the plot correspond to overlapping data points. The 1:1 line 
is shown as the black dashed line and the regression line is shown as the solid yellow line.  
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5.3.2 Applying Formation Energy Predictions to Identify Under-explored 

Composition Space 

The predicted ΔEf,SVR for the composition grid containing 253 compositions of each ternary 

system was plotted in Figure 5.2 as a contour plot. The formation energies range from −0.63 

eV/atom to +0.59 eV/atom across all four data sets. To confirm the reliability of using this 

machine-learning model, the location of every experimentally reported compound in ICSD 

(Inorganic Crystal Structure Database) and PCD (Pearson’s Crystal Data) was also plotted 

on the ternary diagrams to ensure “real” compounds exist in energetically favorable 

(negative) regions of the plots. The experimentally reported compounds, shown as black 

circles in Figure 5.2, indicate there is some correlation between the regions of the most 

negative formation energies (the redder regions) and the reported existence of compounds, 

as expected. The only notable exception occurs on the Y-Ag-B diagram for the compound 

AgB2, which falls in a positive (blue region) of the composition diagram. Interestingly, this 

phase was only reported once in 1961, and no experimental details were included in the 

report.211 We reexamined AgB2 for this work by attempting to synthesize the phase but 

failed to produce any discernible results making the presence of this phase questionable.  

Formation energy itself cannot serve as a sufficient criterion to predict phase 

formation because the more crucial limiting factor of whether a phase will form or not is the 

thermodynamic stability of the competing compounds. The best method for identifying the 

most favorable phase is constructing the convex hull.128 Thus, the ternary convex hull for 

the Y-Ag-Tr (Tr = B, Al, Ga, In) systems were constructed using methodologies previously 

developed212 using the grids of stoichiometric coordinates and the formation energies 

predicted by SVR. This is an efficient approach to construct the equilibrium facets, e.g., lines 
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in two dimensions and triangles in three dimensions, by iteratively partitioning space until 

no points are outside of the convex hull. The resulting compositions residing immediately 

on the resulting convex hull represent the lowest formation energy phases in each ternary 

system at should be observed at equilibrium.  

Strictly speaking compounds on a phase diagram at equilibrium should exist only 

for compositions on the convex hull (Ehull = 0), whereas positive values of Ehull indicate lower 

stability with respect to nearby compositions occurring on the hull and should result in 

decomposition to the more energetically favorable compositions. However, there are many 

examples of experimentally reported compounds with formation energies above Ehull. 

Indeed, this was highlighted by the convex hull analysis of the Sr and Co-doped La-Fe-O 

system, where La0.375Sr0.625Co0.25Fe0.75O3 as a well-known commercial solid oxide fuel cell 

cathode material falls +47 meV/atom (~545 K) above the convex hull.213 This was further 

emphasized through a previous analysis on the DFT calculated Ehull values of compounds 

contained in ICSD, which have all been experimentally synthesized, showed that more than 

80% of the compounds in ICSD do not reside on Ehull but fall within 36 meV/atom (~417 K) 

of Ehull.214 The significant number of materials with Ehull > 0 that can still be synthesized is 

likely because the formation energies are calculated at zero-Kelvin, and the experimentally 

reported compounds can be stabilized by any number of synthetic conditions (entropy). 

Taking into consideration the high-temperature synthetic routes generally used for solid-

state synthesis, we deemed 50 meV/atom (~580 K) as a reasonable energetic upper 

threshold to determine whether or not a compound from these systems can be prepared. 

This additional energetic buffer should act as a small correction for making phases near 

(but not at) equilibrium as well as account for differences in entropy in these systems. The 

compositions falling in the range 0 ≤ Ehull ≤ 50 meV/atom were therefore identified and 
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plotted in Figure 5.2, represented by the gray squares. These points are considered the most 

energetically favorable compositions and thus should have the highest probability of being 

experimentally obtained.  

 

Figure 5.2. The machine learning predicted formation energy for a) Y-Ag-B, b) Y-Ag-Al, c) Y-
Ag-Ga, and d) Y-Ag-In ternary systems. The most negative and positive formation energy is 
represented with red and blue, respectively. The gray squares represent phases with 0 ≤ 
Ehull ≤ 50 meV/atom based on the convex hull analysis. All experimentally reported phases 
in ICSD and PCD are represented with black circles. 

Analyzing these convex hull data points revealed a stronger correlation with the 

experimentally reported compounds compared to the plots based only ΔEf,SVR alone. For 

example, in the Y-Ag-In ternary system, the only reported phase YAg2In did not fall in the 

most energetically favorable region; however, it was located within the 50 meV/atom 
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threshold of the hull. Also, the predicted formation energies of the Y-Ag binary phases, 

including YAg, YAg2 and Y14Ag51 did not fall into the most negative region, but based on the 

convex hull analysis they were all located within 50 meV/atom above the hull supporting 

their experimental reports. Finally, AgB2 does not fall within the 50 meV/atom range, 

further supporting our difficulty in resynthesizing the phase. These observations 

substantiate the reliability of using Ehull as a criterion to evaluate whether or not a phase can 

form. Moreover, the results suggest that in search of intermetallic phases, a convex hull 

analysis is an essential tool to help us identify regions of composition space where new 

compounds have the highest probability of existing. 

5.3.3 Data-Directed Synthesis and Crystal Structure Solution 

The success of quickly analyzing composition diagrams is only valuable, provided new 

compounds can be identified in the unexplored regions of these plots. The prevalence of 

triel-rich phases in the Al and Ga composition diagrams is in agreement with machine-

learning predicted Ehull provides strong evidence for the soundness of this approach. 

However, the lack of reports in the equivalent B and In containing systems, despite the 

expectation of phases within 50 meV/atom of the convex hull, was somewhat surprising. 

Therefore, the Y−Ag−B and Y-Ag-In were investigated to validate the suggestion of new 

compounds in the black dashed line areas. Given the suggested existence of a new phase 

with the stoichiometry of 1:1:1 on both ternary diagrams, this composition was selected as 

the first target phase. For YAgB, the arc-melted sample was poorly crystalline based on the 

powder X-ray diffractogram and showed the presence of binary phases. Singles crystals 

could not be selected using an optical microscope corroborating the poor crystallinity of the 

product. Additional synthetic attempts were made for the YAg2B and Y2AgB compositions, 
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where the convex hull dots are focused; however, these reactions also failed to form a 

ternary compound with the product consisting of only binary phases. The powder X-ray 

diffraction pattern for some of the loaded compositions in this ternary phase system are 

shown in Figures S5.1, S5.2, and S5.3. The lack of Y−Ag−B phases is likely stemming from a 

significant entropy component arising from high-temperature arc melting that is not 

accounted for in this model. Unfortunately, including entropy is not trivial owing to the 

computational cost of these calculations but must be addressed in future iterations of the 

data-driven model.  

Examining the Y−Ag−In phase space started by arc-melting a sample of YAgIn, which 

was suggested by the convex hull, followed by analyzing the product using powder X-ray 

diffraction. The diffractogram revealed the presence of a minor component that indexed as 

the YAg2In as well as a set of intense peaks that could not be indexed to any known phase. 

Following the lever-rule to avoid forming YAg2In, subsequent synthesis was carried out 

moving toward the In-rich region of the composition diagram. Reducing the silver content 

following YAgxIn2-x showed the disappearance of the secondary phase, as expected until a 

pure sample was achieved when x = 0.65 (Figure 5.3b). Analyzing the product of YAg0.65In1.35 

under an optical microscope showed the occurrence of single crystals that could be selected 

from the crushed bulk ingot for further analysis. The single crystal crystallographic data, 

refined atomic positions, equivalent isotropic displacement parameters, selected bond 

lengths, and anisotropic displacement parameters are provided in Table 5.1 and Table S5.2, 

S5.3, S5.4. According to the systematic absences, the data set indicates a primitive 

hexagonal lattice with two possibilities, centrosymmetric P6/mmm or noncentrosymmetric 

P6̅m2. Refining the structure using both space groups yielded significantly better statistics 

for the centrosymmetric space group. As a result, the higher symmetry group was selected, 
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and the compound was easily solved in the space group P6/mmm (No. 191; Z = 1) with the 

AlB2-type structure. The refinement of the structure in P6̅m2 is provided for comparison in 

Table S5.5. This well-known structure type contains two crystallographically independent 

positions, with Y occupying Wyckoff site 1a and the (Ag/In) statistically mixing on Wyckoff 

2d site. The site occupancies of the latter position were fixed to reflect the nominally loaded 

composition YAg0.65In1.35 because of the similar X-ray scattering power between Ag and In. A 

semi-quantitative EDX analysis of both bulk sample and measured single crystal, Figures 

S5.4 and S5, verifies the composition is Y0.94(4)Ag0.61(9)In1.48(5), which is in agreement with the 

loaded compositions. The refined crystal structure, illustrated in Figure 5.3c, contains an 

infinite honeycomb network formed by (Ag/In)—(Ag/In) interactions separated 2.7650(7) 

Å. These layers stack along the [001] direction, separated by 3.57(6) Å. The Y atoms sit in 

the center of the hexagonal network with Y—(Ag/In) bonds of 2.07650(4) Å. 

 

Figure 5.3. a) The predicted formation energy for Y-Ag-In ternary phase and synthesis 
direction. White squares indicate the compositions experimentally prepared, and the white 
circle is the composition of the final, phase pure product. b) X-ray powder diffraction for a 
series of compositions with general formula YAgxIn2-x (x = 1, 0.85, 0.75, 0.70, 0.65). The “+” 
sign indicates the presence of YAg2In as the second phase. c) View of the YAg0.65In1.35 crystal 
structure nearly along c axis. Y, Ag, and In are shown in gray, blue, and yellow, respectively. 
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Table 5.1. Crystallographic data for YAg0.65In1.35 collected at 296 K 

Formula YAg0.65In1.35 

mass (g mol-1) 314.03 

space group; Z P6/mmm; 1 

a (Å) 4.801(2) 

c (Å) 3.576(1) 

V (Å3) 71.38(4) 

ρcalc (g cm–3) 7.306 

absorption correction empirical 

μ (mm–1) 35.02 

θ range (deg.) 4.92-27.28 

hkl ranges -3≤ h≤6,  

-5 ≤ k≤6,  

-4≤ l≤3 

no. reflections; Rint 285, 0.0120 

no. unique reflections 47 

no. parameters 5 

R(F) for Fo2 > 2σ (Fo2) a 0.0132 

Rw(Fo2) b 0.0282 

goodness of fit 1.24 

(Δρ)max, (Δρ)min (e Å–3) 0.0397, –0.536 

 

5.3.4 Crystal Structure Preference and Atomic Ordering in YAg0.65In1.35 

To understand the crystal chemistry of YAg0.65In1.35, electronic structure calculations were 

employed, as described in the Supporting Information. Since the YAg0.65In1.35 crystal 

structure contains statistically mixed Ag/In position on Wyckoff 2d site, ordered supercell 
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models were created using the program “Supercell.”165 A 2x2x2 supercell was necessary to 

achieve the approximate chemical composition of the compound resulting in 68 separate 

ordered crystal structures with different distributions of Ag/In in the model. The most 

favorable ordered model of “YAg0.65In1.35” was then computationally determined by 

optimizing the hypothetical structure using DFT and comparing the relative total energies 

of each model. The energy differences are plotted in Figure S5.6 and show all models have 

remarkably similar total energies differing by <7 meV/atom, which supports statistical 

mixing between Ag and In.215,216 The three lowest DFT energy structural models were then 

examined in greater detail to substantiate the lack of site preference in this structure 

further, known as the coloring problem.217 Single crystal refinement indicates P6/mmm and 

P6̅m2 are both possible space groups and differ based on the Ag and In order. First, it is 

possible that atoms statistically mix on all possible sites of the hexagonal network 

(P6/mmm). Alternatively, two possible crystallographic sites can be produced in the AlB2-

like structure with inequivalent statistically mixing on each site, where one position is filled 

with In and the other is filled with Ag/In (P6̅m2). These different possibilities are clearly 

visualized in Figure S5.7. Analyzing the distribution among the different models shows that 

there is no specific site preference for the Ag or In atoms, which implies the random 

distribution of In and Ag in the honeycomb layer. This supports the fact centrosymmetric 

space group, P6/mmm, is preferred, as recommended by single crystal refinement. In 

addition to the ordered Supercell model calculation, the ratio of Ag/In was studied by 

examining the electronic structure of the parent compound, YAg2. As plotted in Figure S5.8, 

YAg2 in a hypothetical P6/mmm crystal structure (note that YAg2 is experimentally reported 

in I4/mmm)218 has 33 valence electrons causing the Fermi level to fall on a peak in the 

density of states. However, there is a notable pseudogap above the Fermi level falling at 
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35.7 valence electrons. The additional electrons necessary to shift the Fermi level to this 

position can be obtained by substititon an more electron-rich element like In. Calculating 

the ideal composition to place the Fermi level into the pseudogap results in the approximate 

composition, YAg0.65In1.35, which is in excellent agreement with our experimental results. 

This classic electronic structure analysis provides further evidence for the formation of this 

new compound. 

5.4 Conclusion 

The ever-increasing application of machine learning to materials chemistry has been 

proposed on numerous occasions as a viable option for novel materials discovery. In this 

research, a machine-learning model is developed to predict the formation energy of ternary 

compounds as well as constructing convex hull in the Y-Ag-Tr (Tr = B, Al, Ga, In) ternary 

composition space. Correlating the location of predicted compounds and the experimentally 

reported phases show excellent agreement indicating that the zero-kelvin machine-learning 

derived phase diagrams are generally reliable. Although it may not be possible to targe 

exact compositions that will form new crystal structures, the ability to reduce the size of a 

composition diagram and hone in on regions where new compounds are likely to be present 

is a significant advance. In this work, we use this new idea to specifically investigate ternary 

compounds by predicting the regions where Y-Ag-In compounds are likely to exist, leading 

to the discovery of a new phase, YAg0.65In1.35. This compound had not been previously 

reported, and by using machine learning to highlight its likely existence, the phase could be 

prepared using a minimal number of reactions. First-principle calculations were then 

carried out to identify the site preference Ag/In as well as support the refined space group 
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(P6/mmm). The success of this work is to present a predictive machine-learning paradigm 

that can be employed to screen the other ternary phase systems for novel compounds.  
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Supporting Information 

 

Table S5.1. Compositional descriptors for predicting the formation energy 

(∆𝐸) 

Atomic number Number of valence electrons 

Atomic weight Gilman number of valence electrons 

Period number Number of s electrons 

Group number Number of p electrons 

Family number Number of d electrons 

Mendeleev number Number of outer shell electrons 

Atomic radius First ionization energy 

Covalent radius Polarizability 

Zunger radius Melting point 

Ionic radius Boiling point 

Crystal radius Density 

Pauling EN Specific heat 

Martynov-Batsanov EN Heat of fusion 

Gordy EN Heat of vaporization 

Mulliken EN Thermal conductivity 

Allred-Rochow EN Heat atomization 

Metallic valence Cohesive energy 

Electron affinity   
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Figure S5.1. The powder X-ray diffraction pattern of Y2AgB composition. The black lines, 
red lines, and blue lines indicate Y2AgB, YAg, and Y, respectively. 

 

 
Figure S5.2. The powder X-ray diffraction pattern of YAg2B composition. The black lines 
and red lines indicate YAg2. 
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Figure S5.3. The powder X-ray diffraction pattern of YAgB3 composition. The black lines, 
red lines, yellow lines, and blue lines indicate YAgB3, YAg2, YAg, and YB2, respectively. 
 

 

Table S5.2. Equivalent isotropic displacement parameters for YAg0.65In1.35  

atom Wyck. site Occ. x y z Ueq (Å2)a 

Y 1a 1 0 0 0 0.0108(4) 

Ag 2d 0.325 0.666 0.333 0.5 0.0222(4) 

In 2d 0.675 0.666 0.333 0.5 0.0222(4) 
a Ueq is defined as one-third of the trace of the orthogonalized Uij tensor. 

 

Table S5.3. Selected bond length for 
YAu0.65In1.35 

YAg0.65In1.35 

Y−Ma 3.2984(9) Å 

M−M 2.772(1) Å 

Y−Y 3.576(3) Å 

M−M 2.7489(8) Å 

aM = Ag/In 
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Table S5.4. Anisotropic displacement parameters (Å2) for YAu0.65In1.35 

Atom U11 U22 U33 U23 U13 U12 

Y 0.0124(4) 0.0124(4) 0.0077(7) 0 0 0.0062(2) 

Ag 0.0078(3) 0.0078(3) 0.0509(7) 0 0 0.0039(2) 

In 0.0078(3) 0.0078(3) 0.0509(7) 0 0 0.0039(2) 

 

Table S5.5. Crystallographic data for YAg0.65In1.35  

collected at 296 K 

Formula YAg0.65In1.35 

mass (g mol-1) 314.03 

space group; Z P6̅m2; 1 

a (Å) 4.801(2) 

c (Å) 3.576(1) 

V (Å3) 71.38(4) 

ρcalc (g cm–3) 7.306 

absorption correction empirical 

μ (mm–1) 35.02 

θ range (deg.) 4.92-27.28 

hkl ranges −3≤ h≤6,  

−5 ≤ k≤6,  

−4≤ l≤3 

no. reflections; Rint 350, 0.0116 

no. unique reflections 80 

no. parameters 8 

R(F) for Fo2 > 2σ (Fo2) a 0.0155 

Rw(Fo2) b 0.0363 

goodness of fit 0.0774 

(Δρ)max, (Δρ)min (e Å–3) 0.0447, –0.561 
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Figure S5.4. SEM-EDX analysis on the bulk sample of YAg0.65In1.35 

 

 

 
Figure S5.5. SEM-EDX analysis on the single crystal  of YAg0.65In1.35 
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Figure S5.6. The ∆𝐸 of 68 ordered crystal structures generated by Supercell 

 

 

 

Figure S5.7. The three lowest total energy models for YAg0.65In1.35. In and Ag are drawn 
with yellow and blue, respectively.   
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Figure S5.8. The DOS of YAg2 with P6/mmm crystal structure. The Fermi level is set at 0 eV. 
By adding In to the structure ( YAg0.65In1.35), the Fermi level moves up and falls into the 
psuedogap (the dashed line). 
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Table S5.6. Machine-learning predicted formation energy versus compositions 
for Y-Ag-B ternary phase system 

composition energy composition energy composition energy 

Y0Ag1B20 0.3317844 Y1Ag19B1 -0.05137 Y4Ag0B17 -0.579864 

Y0Ag2B19 0.3709617 Y1Ag20B0 -0.077122 Y4Ag1B16 -0.42279 

Y0Ag3B18 0.4336028 Y2Ag0B19 -0.292813 Y4Ag2B15 -0.488747 

Y0Ag4B17 0.6244142 Y2Ag1B18 -0.256488 Y4Ag3B14 -0.50075 

Y0Ag5B16 1.3241507 Y2Ag3B16 -0.277473 Y4Ag5B12 -0.396551 

Y0Ag6B15 1.0510089 Y2Ag4B15 -0.352006 Y4Ag6B11 -0.307871 

Y0Ag7B14 0.7332951 Y2Ag5B14 -0.333801 Y4Ag7B10 -0.181074 

Y0Ag8B13 0.7712275 Y2Ag6B13 -0.244715 Y4Ag8B9 -0.174999 

Y0Ag9B12 0.9059931 Y2Ag7B12 -0.234497 Y4Ag9B8 -0.244652 

Y0Ag10B11 0.9340268 Y2Ag8B11 -0.197284 Y4Ag10B7 -0.177085 

Y0Ag11B10 0.7110436 Y2Ag9B10 -0.09235 Y4Ag11B6 -0.220141 

Y0Ag12B9 0.6668837 Y2Ag10B9 -0.085212 Y4Ag12B5 -0.174543 

Y0Ag13B8 0.5577221 Y2Ag11B8 -0.197459 Y4Ag13B4 -0.210746 

Y0Ag14B7 0.50476 Y2Ag12B7 -0.156391 Y4Ag14B3 -0.19643 

Y0Ag15B6 0.4814413 Y2Ag13B6 -0.150995 Y4Ag15B2 -0.180936 

Y0Ag16B5 0.6452752 Y2Ag14B5 -0.121935 Y4Ag16B1 -0.179912 

Y0Ag17B4 0.4232955 Y2Ag15B4 -0.140644 Y4Ag17B0 -0.135663 

Y0Ag18B3 0.3676468 Y2Ag16B3 -0.126927 Y5Ag0B16 0.1119208 

Y0Ag19B2 0.3460414 Y2Ag17B2 -0.127279 Y5Ag1B15 -0.434794 

Y0Ag20B1 0.3284547 Y2Ag18B1 -0.106481 Y5Ag2B14 -0.508128 

Y0Ag21B0 0 Y2Ag19B0 -0.095058 Y5Ag3B13 -0.479326 

Y1Ag0B20 -0.227355 Y3Ag0B18 -0.448526 Y5Ag4B12 -0.466086 

Y1Ag2B18 -0.185277 Y3Ag1B17 -0.43224 Y5Ag6B10 -0.211076 

Y1Ag3B17 -0.163453 Y3Ag2B16 -0.416962 Y5Ag7B9 -0.204449 

Y1Ag4B16 -0.104633 Y3Ag4B14 -0.479871 Y5Ag8B8 -0.122343 

Y1Ag5B15 -0.172548 Y3Ag5B13 -0.393014 Y5Ag9B7 -0.220065 

Y1Ag6B14 -0.171596 Y3Ag6B12 -0.321099 Y5Ag10B6 -0.204256 

Y1Ag7B13 -0.161104 Y3Ag7B11 -0.31624 Y5Ag11B5 -0.199508 

Y1Ag8B12 -0.158526 Y3Ag8B10 -0.122807 Y5Ag12B4 -0.222828 

Y1Ag9B11 -0.162586 Y3Ag9B9 -0.135916 Y5Ag13B3 -0.213093 

Y1Ag10B10 -0.14158 Y3Ag10B8 -0.170961 Y5Ag14B2 -0.214924 

Y1Ag11B9 -0.147765 Y3Ag11B7 -0.21819 Y5Ag15B1 -0.241615 

Y1Ag12B8 -0.133487 Y3Ag12B6 -0.177647 Y5Ag16B0 -0.190551 

Y1Ag13B7 -0.128847 Y3Ag13B5 -0.162134 Y6Ag0B15 -0.498344 

Y1Ag14B6 -0.10814 Y3Ag14B4 -0.175052 Y6Ag1B14 -0.515796 

Y1Ag15B5 -0.063175 Y3Ag15B3 -0.171821 Y6Ag2B13 -0.491963 

Y1Ag16B4 -0.04996 Y3Ag16B2 -0.152785 Y6Ag3B12 -0.452426 

Y1Ag17B3 -0.096811 Y3Ag17B1 -0.122044 Y6Ag4B11 -0.373413 

Y1Ag18B2 -0.066951 Y3Ag18B0 -0.119569 Y6Ag5B10 -0.235532 
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umn6 

Table S5.6. continued from previous page 
 

Y6Ag7B8 -0.21354 Y9Ag6B6 -0.316612 Y13Ag4B4 -0.303762 

Y6Ag8B7 -0.261328 Y9Ag7B5 -0.325425 Y13Ag5B3 -0.280793 

Y6Ag9B6 -0.234706 Y9Ag8B4 -0.278323 Y13Ag6B2 -0.264308 

Y6Ag10B5 -0.200091 Y9Ag10B2 -0.1542 Y13Ag7B1 -0.241924 

Y6Ag11B4 -0.253086 Y9Ag11B1 -0.186395 Y13Ag8B0 -0.265361 

Y6Ag12B3 -0.241543 Y9Ag12B0 -0.231492 Y14Ag0B7 -0.130643 

Y6Ag13B2 -0.225059 Y10Ag0B11 -0.153258 Y14Ag1B6 -0.23806 

Y6Ag14B1 -0.184065 Y10Ag1B10 -0.115374 Y14Ag2B5 -0.191829 

Y6Ag15B0 -0.209545 Y10Ag2B9 -0.207978 Y14Ag3B4 -0.251299 

Y7Ag0B14 -0.593587 Y10Ag3B8 -0.29594 Y14Ag4B3 -0.251675 

Y7Ag1B13 -0.483368 Y10Ag4B7 -0.224003 Y14Ag5B2 -0.223697 

Y7Ag2B12 -0.452962 Y10Ag5B6 -0.227757 Y14Ag6B1 -0.206108 

Y7Ag3B11 -0.403855 Y10Ag6B5 -0.266407 Y14Ag7B0 -0.262361 

Y7Ag4B10 -0.14464 Y10Ag7B4 -0.297085 Y15Ag0B6 -0.070166 

Y7Ag5B9 -0.198184 Y10Ag8B3 -0.333367 Y15Ag1B5 -0.125222 

Y7Ag6B8 -0.216947 Y10Ag9B2 -0.289264 Y15Ag2B4 -0.183806 

Y7Ag8B6 -0.300022 Y10Ag11B0 -0.238713 Y15Ag3B3 -0.192959 

Y7Ag9B5 -0.246626 Y11Ag0B10 -0.019317 Y15Ag4B2 -0.157714 

Y7Ag10B4 -0.160337 Y11Ag1B9 -0.243929 Y15Ag5B1 -0.133235 

Y7Ag11B3 -0.232814 Y11Ag2B8 -0.297688 Y15Ag6B0 -0.126888 

Y7Ag12B2 -0.201992 Y11Ag3B7 -0.300648 Y16Ag0B5 0.3710955 

Y7Ag13B1 -0.163375 Y11Ag4B6 -0.315478 Y16Ag1B4 0.1070082 

Y7Ag14B0 -0.301607 Y11Ag5B5 -0.316156 Y16Ag2B3 0.0441176 

Y8Ag0B13 -0.505091 Y11Ag6B4 -0.333374 Y16Ag3B2 0.0183147 

Y8Ag1B12 -0.416443 Y11Ag7B3 -0.342711 Y16Ag4B1 0.0154432 

Y8Ag2B11 -0.379377 Y11Ag8B2 -0.341986 Y16Ag5B0 0.0384906 

Y8Ag3B10 -0.231413 Y11Ag9B1 -0.260222 Y17Ag0B4 0.241084 

Y8Ag4B9 -0.231013 Y11Ag10B0 -0.331543 Y17Ag1B3 0.0609128 

Y8Ag5B8 -0.265072 Y12Ag0B9 -0.075956 Y17Ag2B2 0.0457896 

Y8Ag6B7 -0.35021 Y12Ag1B8 -0.234133 Y17Ag3B1 0.0437291 

Y8Ag7B6 -0.368737 Y12Ag2B7 -0.271329 Y17Ag4B0 0.0333603 

Y8Ag9B4 -0.190148 Y12Ag3B6 -0.29502 Y18Ag0B3 0.1491086 

Y8Ag10B3 -0.201702 Y12Ag4B5 -0.286178 Y18Ag1B2 0.0450083 

Y8Ag11B2 -0.223654 Y12Ag5B4 -0.323839 Y18Ag2B1 0.0563918 

Y8Ag12B1 -0.182615 Y12Ag6B3 -0.322442 Y18Ag3B0 0.0636208 

Y8Ag13B0 -0.223503 Y12Ag7B2 -0.292204 Y19Ag0B2 0.1615488 

Y9Ag0B12 -0.344179 Y12Ag8B1 -0.25607 Y19Ag1B1 0.2333899 

Y9Ag1B11 -0.287847 Y12Ag9B0 -0.319636 Y19Ag2B0 0.0730766 

Y9Ag2B10 -0.194199 Y13Ag0B8 -0.119521 Y20Ag0B1 0.2490385 

Y9Ag3B9 -0.271525 Y13Ag1B7 -0.25868 Y20Ag1B0 0.1667479 

Y9Ag4B8 -0.294756 Y13Ag2B6 -0.265022 Y21Ag0B0 0 

Y9Ag5B7 -0.294439 Y13Ag3B5 -0.243433 Y0Ag0B21 0 
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Table S5.6. continued from previous page 

Y1Ag1B19 -0.151818 Y5Ag5B11 -0.359509 Y9Ag9B3 -0.334225 

Y2Ag2B17 -0.312663 Y6Ag6B9 -0.232818 Y10Ag10B1 -0.223783 

Y3Ag3B15 -0.460768 Y7Ag7B7 -0.089846   
Y4Ag4B13 -0.461991 Y8Ag8B5 -0.258812   
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Table S5.7. Machine-learning predicted formation energy versus compositions 
for Y-Ag-Al ternary phase system 

composition energy composition energy composition energy 

Y0Ag1Al20 0.0155712 Y1Ag19Al1 -0.159679 Y4Ag0Al17 -0.362298 

Y0Ag2Al19 -0.05245 Y1Ag20Al0 -0.064501 Y4Ag1Al16 -0.400418 

Y0Ag3Al18 -0.049994 Y2Ag0Al19 -0.221541 Y4Ag2Al15 -0.451224 

Y0Ag4Al17 -0.064353 Y2Ag1Al18 -0.271077 Y4Ag3Al14 -0.502892 

Y0Ag5Al16 -0.034411 Y2Ag3Al16 -0.340574 Y4Ag5Al12 -0.481321 

Y0Ag6Al15 -0.126426 Y2Ag4Al15 -0.393407 Y4Ag6Al11 -0.475336 

Y0Ag7Al14 -0.111883 Y2Ag5Al14 -0.406939 Y4Ag7Al10 -0.431139 

Y0Ag8Al13 -0.115772 Y2Ag6Al13 -0.424131 Y4Ag8Al9 -0.451396 

Y0Ag9Al12 -0.105177 Y2Ag7Al12 -0.421069 Y4Ag9Al8 -0.419774 

Y0Ag10Al11 -0.08452 Y2Ag8Al11 -0.43227 Y4Ag10Al7 -0.392138 

Y0Ag11Al10 -0.024682 Y2Ag9Al10 -0.397738 Y4Ag11Al6 -0.338942 

Y0Ag12Al9 -0.056162 Y2Ag10Al9 -0.308157 Y4Ag12Al5 -0.323742 

Y0Ag13Al8 -0.073233 Y2Ag11Al8 -0.33956 Y4Ag13Al4 -0.274616 

Y0Ag14Al7 -0.079048 Y2Ag12Al7 -0.33319 Y4Ag14Al3 -0.29035 

Y0Ag15Al6 -0.084421 Y2Ag13Al6 -0.298898 Y4Ag15Al2 -0.272423 

Y0Ag16Al5 -0.047853 Y2Ag14Al5 -0.279838 Y4Ag16Al1 -0.240855 

Y0Ag17Al4 -0.045899 Y2Ag15Al4 -0.217802 Y4Ag17Al0 -0.197014 

Y0Ag18Al3 -0.006554 Y2Ag16Al3 -0.222041 Y5Ag0Al16 -0.439103 

Y0Ag19Al2 -0.00187 Y2Ag17Al2 -0.203791 Y5Ag1Al15 -0.44932 

Y0Ag20Al1 0.0247846 Y2Ag18Al1 -0.188188 Y5Ag2Al14 -0.486194 

Y0Ag21Al0 0 Y2Ag19Al0 -0.111048 Y5Ag3Al13 -0.501901 

Y1Ag0Al20 -0.109351 Y3Ag0Al18 -0.312731 Y5Ag4Al12 -0.500137 

Y1Ag2Al18 -0.233189 Y3Ag1Al17 -0.354613 Y5Ag6Al10 -0.45541 

Y1Ag3Al17 -0.278295 Y3Ag2Al16 -0.393276 Y5Ag7Al9 -0.463546 

Y1Ag4Al16 -0.325109 Y3Ag4Al14 -0.484137 Y5Ag8Al8 -0.443886 

Y1Ag5Al15 -0.362173 Y3Ag5Al13 -0.468813 Y5Ag9Al7 -0.404837 

Y1Ag6Al14 -0.35208 Y3Ag6Al12 -0.45697 Y5Ag10Al6 -0.398823 

Y1Ag7Al13 -0.358579 Y3Ag7Al11 -0.462469 Y5Ag11Al5 -0.365434 

Y1Ag8Al12 -0.367818 Y3Ag8Al10 -0.402107 Y5Ag12Al4 -0.321062 

Y1Ag9Al11 -0.38711 Y3Ag9Al9 -0.406039 Y5Ag13Al3 -0.323098 

Y1Ag10Al10 -0.380294 Y3Ag10Al8 -0.342975 Y5Ag14Al2 -0.29085 

Y1Ag11Al9 -0.29957 Y3Ag11Al7 -0.350848 Y5Ag15Al1 -0.244745 

Y1Ag12Al8 -0.293543 Y3Ag12Al6 -0.315625 Y5Ag16Al0 -0.184518 

Y1Ag13Al7 -0.280335 Y3Ag13Al5 -0.304155 Y6Ag0Al15 -0.477122 

Y1Ag14Al6 -0.262627 Y3Ag14Al4 -0.257188 Y6Ag1Al14 -0.508405 

Y1Ag15Al5 -0.223669 Y3Ag15Al3 -0.249791 Y6Ag2Al13 -0.506156 

Y1Ag16Al4 -0.208229 Y3Ag16Al2 -0.246346 Y6Ag3Al12 -0.50128 

Y1Ag17Al3 -0.210617 Y3Ag17Al1 -0.228064 Y6Ag4Al11 -0.495643 

Y1Ag18Al2 -0.184727 Y3Ag18Al0 -0.122467 Y6Ag5Al10 -0.441029 
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Table S5.7. continued from previous page 

Y6Ag7Al8 -0.45887 Y9Ag6Al6 -0.456408 Y13Ag4Al4 -0.351398 

Y6Ag8Al7 -0.399134 Y9Ag7Al5 -0.441116 Y13Ag5Al3 -0.34124 

Y6Ag9Al6 -0.406486 Y9Ag8Al4 -0.422017 Y13Ag6Al2 -0.345727 

Y6Ag10Al5 -0.405799 Y9Ag10Al2 -0.34469 Y13Ag7Al1 -0.36242 

Y6Ag11Al4 -0.332289 Y9Ag11Al1 -0.32731 Y13Ag8Al0 -0.304646 

Y6Ag12Al3 -0.331978 Y9Ag12Al0 -0.272951 Y14Ag0Al7 -0.340991 

Y6Ag13Al2 -0.317721 Y10Ag0Al11 -0.462641 Y14Ag1Al6 -0.356193 

Y6Ag14Al1 -0.290065 Y10Ag1Al10 -0.422301 Y14Ag2Al5 -0.304879 

Y6Ag15Al0 -0.183978 Y10Ag2Al9 -0.415217 Y14Ag3Al4 -0.297901 

Y7Ag0Al14 -0.533779 Y10Ag3Al8 -0.394716 Y14Ag4Al3 -0.320569 

Y7Ag1Al13 -0.498415 Y10Ag4Al7 -0.413661 Y14Ag5Al2 -0.294616 

Y7Ag2Al12 -0.492895 Y10Ag5Al6 -0.423575 Y14Ag6Al1 -0.284455 

Y7Ag3Al11 -0.48992 Y10Ag6Al5 -0.444861 Y14Ag7Al0 -0.262813 

Y7Ag4Al10 -0.393995 Y10Ag7Al4 -0.429697 Y15Ag0Al6 -0.294615 

Y7Ag5Al9 -0.457978 Y10Ag8Al3 -0.371379 Y15Ag1Al5 -0.284464 

Y7Ag6Al8 -0.467093 Y10Ag9Al2 -0.399777 Y15Ag2Al4 -0.265266 

Y7Ag8Al6 -0.39654 Y10Ag11Al0 -0.275404 Y15Ag3Al3 -0.262708 

Y7Ag9Al5 -0.39337 Y11Ag0Al10 -0.417059 Y15Ag4Al2 -0.268266 

Y7Ag10Al4 -0.363442 Y11Ag1Al9 -0.419276 Y15Ag5Al1 -0.237798 

Y7Ag11Al3 -0.348938 Y11Ag2Al8 -0.420091 Y15Ag6Al0 -0.157129 

Y7Ag12Al2 -0.327237 Y11Ag3Al7 -0.428981 Y16Ag0Al5 -0.168168 

Y7Ag13Al1 -0.319725 Y11Ag4Al6 -0.419608 Y16Ag1Al4 -0.144593 

Y7Ag14Al0 -0.309936 Y11Ag5Al5 -0.414385 Y16Ag2Al3 -0.14272 

Y8Ag0Al13 -0.489061 Y11Ag6Al4 -0.404279 Y16Ag3Al2 -0.143511 

Y8Ag1Al12 -0.484797 Y11Ag7Al3 -0.400521 Y16Ag4Al1 -0.115043 

Y8Ag2Al11 -0.478643 Y11Ag8Al2 -0.395536 Y16Ag5Al0 0.0191122 

Y8Ag3Al10 -0.406148 Y11Ag9Al1 -0.391907 Y17Ag0Al4 0.3310909 

Y8Ag4Al9 -0.419356 Y11Ag10Al0 -0.336094 Y17Ag1Al3 0.0199765 

Y8Ag5Al8 -0.487205 Y12Ag0Al9 -0.394787 Y17Ag2Al2 -0.034298 

Y8Ag6Al7 -0.450947 Y12Ag1Al8 -0.405155 Y17Ag3Al1 -0.034134 

Y8Ag7Al6 -0.440737 Y12Ag2Al7 -0.400923 Y17Ag4Al0 0.0494431 

Y8Ag9Al4 -0.380685 Y12Ag3Al6 -0.400226 Y18Ag0Al3 0.2789786 

Y8Ag10Al3 -0.329616 Y12Ag4Al5 -0.390903 Y18Ag1Al2 0.0328714 

Y8Ag11Al2 -0.336446 Y12Ag5Al4 -0.376731 Y18Ag2Al1 0.0026755 

Y8Ag12Al1 -0.31303 Y12Ag6Al3 -0.376789 Y18Ag3Al0 0.0443565 

Y8Ag13Al0 -0.284405 Y12Ag7Al2 -0.370883 Y19Ag0Al2 0.2709971 

Y9Ag0Al12 -0.465512 Y12Ag8Al1 -0.371063 Y19Ag1Al1 0.0288897 

Y9Ag1Al11 -0.466047 Y12Ag9Al0 -0.326838 Y19Ag2Al0 0.0806446 

Y9Ag2Al10 -0.415789 Y13Ag0Al8 -0.375565 Y20Ag0Al1 0.2253222 

Y9Ag3Al9 -0.42698 Y13Ag1Al7 -0.393771 Y20Ag1Al0 0.0833547 

Y9Ag4Al8 -0.44832 Y13Ag2Al6 -0.380507 Y21Ag0Al0 0 

Y9Ag5Al7 -0.418747 Y13Ag3Al5 -0.329343 Y0Ag0Al21 0 
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mn5Column6 Table S5.7. continued from previous page 

Y1Ag1Al19 -0.213539 Y5Ag5Al11 -0.495458 Y9Ag9Al3 -0.343722 

Y2Ag2Al17 -0.30611 Y6Ag6Al9 -0.467716 Y10Ag10Al1 -0.365691 

Y3Ag3Al15 -0.449096 Y7Ag7Al7 -0.467734   
Y4Ag4Al13 -0.495969 Y8Ag8Al5 -0.411473   
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Table S5.8. Machine-learning predicted formation energy versus compositions 
for Y-Ag-Ga ternary phase system 

composition energy composition energy composition energy 

Y0Ag1Ga20 0.0211042 Y1Ag19Ga1 -0.095905 Y4Ag0Ga17 -0.368745 

Y0Ag2Ga19 0.0027272 Y1Ag20Ga0 -0.092221 Y4Ag1Ga16 -0.381336 

Y0Ag3Ga18 -0.006898 Y2Ag0Ga19 -0.227693 Y4Ag2Ga15 -0.457291 

Y0Ag4Ga17 -0.020337 Y2Ag1Ga18 -0.237964 Y4Ag3Ga14 -0.479766 

Y0Ag5Ga16 -0.004332 Y2Ag3Ga16 -0.29364 Y4Ag5Ga12 -0.491603 

Y0Ag6Ga15 -0.02507 Y2Ag4Ga15 -0.318664 Y4Ag6Ga11 -0.478186 

Y0Ag7Ga14 -0.034982 Y2Ag5Ga14 -0.333794 Y4Ag7Ga10 -0.371358 

Y0Ag8Ga13 -0.043297 Y2Ag6Ga13 -0.301649 Y4Ag8Ga9 -0.387832 

Y0Ag9Ga12 -0.025283 Y2Ag7Ga12 -0.2875 Y4Ag9Ga8 -0.368475 

Y0Ag10Ga11 -0.003034 Y2Ag8Ga11 -0.269007 Y4Ag10Ga7 -0.330486 

Y0Ag11Ga10 0.0203859 Y2Ag9Ga10 -0.229756 Y4Ag11Ga6 -0.325742 

Y0Ag12Ga9 -0.02445 Y2Ag10Ga9 -0.205838 Y4Ag12Ga5 -0.304523 

Y0Ag13Ga8 -0.050054 Y2Ag11Ga8 -0.23053 Y4Ag13Ga4 -0.296797 

Y0Ag14Ga7 -0.046872 Y2Ag12Ga7 -0.242256 Y4Ag14Ga3 -0.309135 

Y0Ag15Ga6 -0.041329 Y2Ag13Ga6 -0.24066 Y4Ag15Ga2 -0.290666 

Y0Ag16Ga5 -0.02487 Y2Ag14Ga5 -0.213816 Y4Ag16Ga1 -0.240327 

Y0Ag17Ga4 -0.007681 Y2Ag15Ga4 -0.195921 Y4Ag17Ga0 -0.202401 

Y0Ag18Ga3 -0.016988 Y2Ag16Ga3 -0.163891 Y5Ag0Ga16 -0.342259 

Y0Ag19Ga2 -0.015169 Y2Ag17Ga2 -0.14845 Y5Ag1Ga15 -0.472213 

Y0Ag20Ga1 0.0066724 Y2Ag18Ga1 -0.107379 Y5Ag2Ga14 -0.499552 

Y0Ag21Ga0 0 Y2Ag19Ga0 -0.110863 Y5Ag3Ga13 -0.49954 

Y1Ag0Ga20 -0.163951 Y3Ag0Ga18 -0.323434 Y5Ag4Ga12 -0.517243 

Y1Ag2Ga18 -0.186709 Y3Ag1Ga17 -0.318512 Y5Ag6Ga10 -0.451163 

Y1Ag3Ga17 -0.207931 Y3Ag2Ga16 -0.346509 Y5Ag7Ga9 -0.442734 

Y1Ag4Ga16 -0.224447 Y3Ag4Ga14 -0.448893 Y5Ag8Ga8 -0.402224 

Y1Ag5Ga15 -0.252589 Y3Ag5Ga13 -0.436707 Y5Ag9Ga7 -0.351016 

Y1Ag6Ga14 -0.262674 Y3Ag6Ga12 -0.415365 Y5Ag10Ga6 -0.367526 

Y1Ag7Ga13 -0.262322 Y3Ag7Ga11 -0.386446 Y5Ag11Ga5 -0.354683 

Y1Ag8Ga12 -0.262046 Y3Ag8Ga10 -0.303041 Y5Ag12Ga4 -0.355241 

Y1Ag9Ga11 -0.243392 Y3Ag9Ga9 -0.336269 Y5Ag13Ga3 -0.336834 

Y1Ag10Ga10 -0.213732 Y3Ag10Ga8 -0.277174 Y5Ag14Ga2 -0.326735 

Y1Ag11Ga9 -0.206809 Y3Ag11Ga7 -0.301621 Y5Ag15Ga1 -0.301887 

Y1Ag12Ga8 -0.210375 Y3Ag12Ga6 -0.290233 Y5Ag16Ga0 -0.212324 

Y1Ag13Ga7 -0.205291 Y3Ag13Ga5 -0.26229 Y6Ag0Ga15 -0.5209 

Y1Ag14Ga6 -0.195662 Y3Ag14Ga4 -0.263907 Y6Ag1Ga14 -0.513599 

Y1Ag15Ga5 -0.193899 Y3Ag15Ga3 -0.252589 Y6Ag2Ga13 -0.518126 

Y1Ag16Ga4 -0.161149 Y3Ag16Ga2 -0.199023 Y6Ag3Ga12 -0.524777 

Y1Ag17Ga3 -0.14778 Y3Ag17Ga1 -0.190075 Y6Ag4Ga11 -0.544253 

Y1Ag18Ga2 -0.129401 Y3Ag18Ga0 -0.152665 Y6Ag5Ga10 -0.467141 
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Table S5.8. continued from previous page 

Y6Ag7Ga8 -0.456223 Y9Ag7Ga5 -0.361465 Y13Ag6Ga2 -0.332902 

Y6Ag8Ga7 -0.363804 Y9Ag8Ga4 -0.315006 Y13Ag7Ga1 -0.319962 

Y6Ag9Ga6 -0.374886 Y9Ag10Ga2 -0.296827 Y13Ag8Ga0 -0.26872 

Y6Ag10Ga5 -0.363784 Y9Ag11Ga1 -0.331895 Y14Ag0Ga7 -0.42546 

Y6Ag11Ga4 -0.371059 Y9Ag12Ga0 -0.301903 Y14Ag1Ga6 -0.435919 

Y6Ag12Ga3 -0.349477 Y10Ag0Ga11 -0.614238 Y14Ag2Ga5 -0.388837 

Y6Ag13Ga2 -0.34004 Y10Ag1Ga10 -0.559363 Y14Ag3Ga4 -0.352808 

Y6Ag14Ga1 -0.312595 Y10Ag2Ga9 -0.504002 Y14Ag4Ga3 -0.306125 

Y6Ag15Ga0 -0.248161 Y10Ag3Ga8 -0.488879 Y14Ag5Ga2 -0.293 

Y7Ag0Ga14 -0.63107 Y10Ag4Ga7 -0.476924 Y14Ag6Ga1 -0.309236 

Y7Ag1Ga13 -0.555172 Y10Ag5Ga6 -0.480076 Y14Ag7Ga0 -0.238415 

Y7Ag2Ga12 -0.55395 Y10Ag6Ga5 -0.44736 Y15Ag0Ga6 -0.356645 

Y7Ag3Ga11 -0.534761 Y10Ag7Ga4 -0.423717 Y15Ag1Ga5 -0.320627 

Y7Ag4Ga10 -0.464927 Y10Ag8Ga3 -0.40038 Y15Ag2Ga4 -0.310604 

Y7Ag5Ga9 -0.449368 Y10Ag9Ga2 -0.396912 Y15Ag3Ga3 -0.285855 

Y7Ag6Ga8 -0.448992 Y10Ag11Ga0 -0.294614 Y15Ag4Ga2 -0.267839 

Y7Ag8Ga6 -0.38663 Y11Ag0Ga10 -0.579954 Y15Ag5Ga1 -0.250898 

Y7Ag9Ga5 -0.367633 Y11Ag1Ga9 -0.551459 Y15Ag6Ga0 -0.137152 

Y7Ag10Ga4 -0.355922 Y11Ag2Ga8 -0.532543 Y16Ag0Ga5 -0.237073 

Y7Ag11Ga3 -0.358358 Y11Ag3Ga7 -0.500935 Y16Ag1Ga4 -0.192542 

Y7Ag12Ga2 -0.36462 Y11Ag4Ga6 -0.467401 Y16Ag2Ga3 -0.188206 

Y7Ag13Ga1 -0.342385 Y11Ag5Ga5 -0.434346 Y16Ag3Ga2 -0.189003 

Y7Ag14Ga0 -0.330834 Y11Ag6Ga4 -0.42574 Y16Ag4Ga1 -0.163729 

Y8Ag0Ga13 -0.61486 Y11Ag7Ga3 -0.40524 Y16Ag5Ga0 0.0418757 

Y8Ag1Ga12 -0.561593 Y11Ag8Ga2 -0.38675 Y17Ag0Ga4 -0.076967 

Y8Ag2Ga11 -0.543902 Y11Ag9Ga1 -0.369906 Y17Ag1Ga3 -0.126683 

Y8Ag3Ga10 -0.469833 Y11Ag10Ga0 -0.330911 Y17Ag2Ga2 -0.120487 

Y8Ag4Ga9 -0.462899 Y12Ag0Ga9 -0.560053 Y17Ag3Ga1 -0.111765 

Y8Ag5Ga8 -0.445202 Y12Ag1Ga8 -0.519488 Y17Ag4Ga0 0.0223123 

Y8Ag6Ga7 -0.400067 Y12Ag2Ga7 -0.478285 Y18Ag0Ga3 -0.064324 

Y8Ag7Ga6 -0.395419 Y12Ag3Ga6 -0.446126 Y18Ag1Ga2 -0.067532 

Y8Ag9Ga4 -0.364051 Y12Ag4Ga5 -0.393984 Y18Ag2Ga1 -0.099245 

Y8Ag10Ga3 -0.303631 Y12Ag5Ga4 -0.380117 Y18Ag3Ga0 0.0038864 

Y8Ag11Ga2 -0.338324 Y12Ag6Ga3 -0.384486 Y19Ag0Ga2 0.0225156 

Y8Ag12Ga1 -0.35148 Y12Ag7Ga2 -0.392774 Y19Ag1Ga1 -0.030434 

Y8Ag13Ga0 -0.306589 Y12Ag8Ga1 -0.370591 Y19Ag2Ga0 0.026778 

Y9Ag0Ga12 -0.60733 Y12Ag9Ga0 -0.318198 Y20Ag0Ga1 0.0202192 

Y9Ag1Ga11 -0.549752 Y13Ag0Ga8 -0.515199 Y20Ag1Ga0 0.1870537 

Y9Ag2Ga10 -0.487178 Y13Ag1Ga7 -0.457784 Y21Ag0Ga0 0 

Y9Ag3Ga9 -0.481589 Y13Ag2Ga6 -0.453292 Y0Ag0Ga21 0 

Y9Ag4Ga8 -0.451473 Y13Ag3Ga5 -0.369868 Y1Ag1Ga19 -0.144064 

Y9Ag5Ga7 -0.398824 Y13Ag4Ga4 -0.337577 Y2Ag2Ga17 -0.265272 

Y9Ag6Ga6 -0.399626 Y13Ag5Ga3 -0.349561 Y3Ag3Ga15 -0.399955 
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Y4Ag4Ga13 -0.495749 Y7Ag7Ga7 -0.412557 Y10Ag10Ga1 -0.389458 

Y5Ag5Ga11 -0.518444 Y8Ag8Ga5 -0.364018   
Y6Ag6Ga9 -0.466551 Y9Ag9Ga3 -0.356293   
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Table S5.9. Machine-learning predicted formation energy versus compositions 
for Y-Ag-In ternary phase system 

composition energy composition  energy composition energy 

Y0Ag1In20 0.0011429 Y1Ag19In1 0.026762 Y4Ag1In16 -0.29667 

Y0Ag2In19 -0.002714 Y1Ag20In0 0.025905 Y4Ag2In15 -0.27752 

Y0Ag3In18 -0.008571 Y2Ag0In19 -0.0759 Y4Ag3In14 -0.24138 

Y0Ag4In17 -0.025429 Y2Ag1In18 -0.08576 Y4Ag5In12 -0.2351 

Y0Ag5In16 -0.038286 Y2Ag3In16 -0.09848 Y4Ag6In11 -0.20595 

Y0Ag6In15 -0.031143 Y2Ag4In15 -0.15333 Y4Ag7In10 -0.20281 

Y0Ag7In14 -0.096 Y2Ag5In14 -0.15419 Y4Ag8In9 -0.14367 

Y0Ag8In13 -0.083857 Y2Ag6In13 -0.06105 Y4Ag9In8 -0.25352 

Y0Ag9In12 -0.067714 Y2Ag7In12 -0.0659 Y4Ag10In7 -0.31038 

Y0Ag10In11 -0.087571 Y2Ag8In11 -0.09276 Y4Ag11In6 -0.21224 

Y0Ag11In10 -0.078429 Y2Ag9In10 -0.10162 Y4Ag12In5 -0.2381 

Y0Ag12In9 -0.092286 Y2Ag10In9 -0.10048 Y4Ag13In4 -0.19795 

Y0Ag13In8 -0.137143 Y2Ag11In8 -0.07233 Y4Ag14In3 -0.18981 

Y0Ag14In7 -0.169 Y2Ag12In7 -0.14919 Y4Ag15In2 -0.15367 

Y0Ag15In6 -0.051857 Y2Ag13In6 -0.10505 Y4Ag16In1 -0.13752 

Y0Ag16In5 -0.017714 Y2Ag14In5 -0.0929 Y4Ag17In0 -0.11238 

Y0Ag17In4 -0.014571 Y2Ag15In4 -0.07976 Y5Ag0In16 -0.37076 

Y0Ag18In3 0.0385714 Y2Ag16In3 -0.03562 Y5Ag1In15 -0.31662 

Y0Ag19In2 0.0377143 Y2Ag17In2 -0.00548 Y5Ag2In14 -0.26448 

Y0Ag20In1 0.0048571 Y2Ag18In1 -0.02233 Y5Ag3In13 -0.29633 

Y0Ag21In0 0 Y2Ag19In0 -0.03319 Y5Ag4In12 -0.29919 

Y1Ag0In20 -0.010952 Y3Ag0In18 -0.22186 Y5Ag6In10 -0.2619 

Y1Ag2In18 -0.027667 Y3Ag1In17 -0.17871 Y5Ag7In9 -0.27076 

Y1Ag3In17 -0.045524 Y3Ag2In16 -0.16057 Y5Ag8In8 -0.28562 

Y1Ag4In16 -0.060381 Y3Ag4In14 -0.17029 Y5Ag9In7 -0.31948 

Y1Ag5In15 -0.062238 Y3Ag5In13 -0.17814 Y5Ag10In6 -0.29533 

Y1Ag6In14 -0.063095 Y3Ag6In12 -0.167 Y5Ag11In5 -0.31119 

Y1Ag7In13 -0.080952 Y3Ag7In11 -0.13286 Y5Ag12In4 -0.25005 

Y1Ag8In12 -0.08181 Y3Ag8In10 -0.09471 Y5Ag13In3 -0.2259 

Y1Ag9In11 -0.082667 Y3Ag9In9 -0.13057 Y5Ag14In2 -0.21576 

Y1Ag10In10 -0.083524 Y3Ag10In8 -0.12443 Y5Ag15In1 -0.19462 

Y1Ag11In9 -0.075381 Y3Ag11In7 -0.28929 Y5Ag16In0 -0.17748 

Y1Ag12In8 -0.069238 Y3Ag12In6 -0.15714 Y6Ag0In15 -0.42371 

Y1Ag13In7 -0.155095 Y3Ag13In5 -0.11 Y6Ag1In14 -0.41557 

Y1Ag14In6 -0.110952 Y3Ag14In4 -0.10986 Y6Ag2In13 -0.32943 

Y1Ag15In5 -0.04581 Y3Ag15In3 -0.10771 Y6Ag3In12 -0.32229 

Y1Ag16In4 -0.015667 Y3Ag16In2 -0.06057 Y6Ag4In11 -0.29414 

Y1Ag17In3 0.0034762 Y3Ag17In1 -0.07543 Y6Ag5In10 -0.291 

Y1Ag18In2 0.032619 Y3Ag18In0 -0.06429 Y6Ag7In8 -0.34871 
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Y6Ag8In7 -0.326571 Y9Ag5In7 -0.39986 Y13Ag1In7 -0.33524 

Y6Ag9In6 -0.335429 Y9Ag6In6 -0.31671 Y13Ag2In6 -0.2631 

Y6Ag10In5 -0.316286 Y9Ag7In5 -0.32257 Y13Ag3In5 -0.25095 

Y6Ag11In4 -0.288143 Y9Ag8In4 -0.26043 Y13Ag4In4 -0.20681 

Y6Ag12In3 -0.276 Y9Ag10In2 -0.28014 Y13Ag5In3 -0.22567 

Y6Ag13In2 -0.270857 Y9Ag11In1 -0.281 Y13Ag6In2 -0.25952 

Y6Ag14In1 -0.252714 Y9Ag12In0 -0.28186 Y13Ag7In1 -0.24538 

Y6Ag15In0 -0.261571 Y10Ag0In11 -0.45652 Y13Ag8In0 -0.22324 

Y7Ag0In14 -0.453667 Y10Ag1In10 -0.45038 Y14Ag0In7 -0.33433 

Y7Ag1In13 -0.427524 Y10Ag2In9 -0.41624 Y14Ag1In6 -0.28319 

Y7Ag2In12 -0.434381 Y10Ag3In8 -0.3951 Y14Ag2In5 -0.24805 

Y7Ag3In11 -0.348238 Y10Ag4In7 -0.34795 Y14Ag3In4 -0.2219 

Y7Ag4In10 -0.307095 Y10Ag5In6 -0.23381 Y14Ag4In3 -0.25176 

Y7Ag5In9 -0.348952 Y10Ag6In5 -0.25867 Y14Ag5In2 -0.20362 

Y7Ag6In8 -0.38381 Y10Ag7In4 -0.28152 Y14Ag6In1 -0.20048 

Y7Ag8In6 -0.321524 Y10Ag8In3 -0.27238 Y14Ag7In0 -0.19133 

Y7Ag9In5 -0.264381 Y10Ag9In2 -0.29324 Y15Ag0In6 -0.25929 

Y7Ag10In4 -0.266238 Y10Ag11In0 -0.28495 Y15Ag1In5 -0.27314 

Y7Ag11In3 -0.259095 Y11Ag0In10 -0.42048 Y15Ag2In4 -0.239 

Y7Ag12In2 -0.275952 Y11Ag1In9 -0.42633 Y15Ag3In3 -0.20086 

Y7Ag13In1 -0.27381 Y11Ag2In8 -0.42919 Y15Ag4In2 -0.16971 

Y7Ag14In0 -0.278667 Y11Ag3In7 -0.30905 Y15Ag5In1 -0.18257 

Y8Ag0In13 -0.439619 Y11Ag4In6 -0.2449 Y15Ag6In0 -0.13243 

Y8Ag1In12 -0.434476 Y11Ag5In5 -0.20476 Y16Ag0In5 -0.22024 

Y8Ag2In11 -0.427333 Y11Ag6In4 -0.27962 Y16Ag1In4 -0.2271 

Y8Ag3In10 -0.37919 Y11Ag7In3 -0.28648 Y16Ag2In3 -0.15195 

Y8Ag4In9 -0.371048 Y11Ag8In2 -0.30933 Y16Ag3In2 -0.12881 

Y8Ag5In8 -0.442905 Y11Ag9In1 -0.29419 Y16Ag4In1 -0.13567 

Y8Ag6In7 -0.388762 Y11Ag10In0 -0.28805 Y16Ag5In0 -0.13952 

Y8Ag7In6 -0.332619 Y12Ag0In9 -0.42543 Y17Ag0In4 -0.17419 

Y8Ag9In4 -0.252333 Y12Ag1In8 -0.35229 Y17Ag1In3 -0.14105 

Y8Ag10In3 -0.26919 Y12Ag2In7 -0.33714 Y17Ag2In2 -0.1159 

Y8Ag11In2 -0.282048 Y12Ag3In6 -0.292 Y17Ag3In1 -0.11976 

Y8Ag12In1 -0.282905 Y12Ag4In5 -0.28986 Y17Ag4In0 -0.07662 

Y8Ag13In0 -0.281762 Y12Ag5In4 -0.22371 Y18Ag0In3 -0.10814 

Y9Ag0In12 -0.447571 Y12Ag6In3 -0.29157 Y18Ag1In2 -0.131 

Y9Ag1In11 -0.483429 Y12Ag7In2 -0.28243 Y18Ag2In1 -0.05686 

Y9Ag2In10 -0.470286 Y12Ag8In1 -0.27529 Y18Ag3In0 -0.07271 

Y9Ag3In9 -0.420143 Y12Ag9In0 -0.25114 Y19Ag0In2 -0.0801 

Y9Ag4In8 -0.429 Y13Ag0In8 -0.38038 Y19Ag1In1 -0.04095 
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Y19Ag2In0 -0.02581 Y1Ag1In19 -0.02281 Y6Ag6In9 -0.273857 

Y20Ag0In1 -0.023048 Y2Ag2In17 -0.089619 Y7Ag7In7 -0.356667 

Y20Ag1In0 -0.001905 Y3Ag3In15 -0.141429 Y8Ag8In5 -0.256476 

Y21Ag0In0 0 Y4Ag4In13 -0.246238 Y9Ag9In3 -0.272286 

Y0Ag0In21 0 Y5Ag5In11 -0.272048 Y10Ag10In1 -0.297095 
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Table S5.10. Bond angles for YAg0.65In1.35olumn4 

Atom Angle (°) Atom Angle (°) 

In(1)#1-Y(1)-In(1)#2 130.308(8) In(1)#3-Y(1)-In(1)#8 86.599(18) 

In(1)#1-Y(1)-In(1)#3 49.692(8) In(1)#4-Y(1)-In(1)#8 93.401(18) 

In(1)#2-Y(1)-In(1)#3 180 In(1)#5-Y(1)-In(1)#8 86.599(18) 

In(1)#1-Y(1)-In(1)#4 65.64(3) In(1)#6-Y(1)-In(1)#8 130.307(8) 

In(1)#2-Y(1)-In(1)#4 93.402(18) In(1)#7-Y(1)-In(1)#8 49.693(8) 

In(1)#3-Y(1)-In(1)#4 86.598(18) In(1)-Y(1)-In(1)#8 49.693(8) 

In(1)#1-Y(1)-In(1)#5 114.36(3) In(1)#1-Y(1)-In(1)#9 86.599(18) 

In(1)#2-Y(1)-In(1)#5 86.598(18) In(1)#2-Y(1)-In(1)#9 49.693(8) 

In(1)#3-Y(1)-In(1)#5 93.402(18) In(1)#3-Y(1)-In(1)#9 130.307(8) 

In(1)#4-Y(1)-In(1)#5 180 In(1)#4-Y(1)-In(1)#9 49.693(8) 

In(1)#1-Y(1)-In(1)#6 93.402(18) In(1)#5-Y(1)-In(1)#9 130.307(8) 

In(1)#2-Y(1)-In(1)#6 65.64(3) In(1)#6-Y(1)-In(1)#9 86.599(18) 

In(1)#3-Y(1)-In(1)#6 114.36(3) In(1)#7-Y(1)-In(1)#9 93.401(18) 

In(1)#4-Y(1)-In(1)#6 130.308(8) In(1)-Y(1)-In(1)#9 93.402(18) 

In(1)#5-Y(1)-In(1)#6 49.692(8) In(1)#8-Y(1)-In(1)#9 114.36(3) 

In(1)#1-Y(1)-In(1)#7 86.598(18) In(1)#1-Y(1)-In(1)#10 93.401(18) 

In(1)#2-Y(1)-In(1)#7 114.36(3) In(1)#2-Y(1)-In(1)#10 130.307(8) 

In(1)#3-Y(1)-In(1)#7 65.64(3) In(1)#3-Y(1)-In(1)#10 49.693(8) 

In(1)#4-Y(1)-In(1)#7 49.692(8) In(1)#4-Y(1)-In(1)#10 130.307(8) 

In(1)#5-Y(1)-In(1)#7 130.308(8) In(1)#5-Y(1)-In(1)#10 49.693(8) 

In(1)#6-Y(1)-In(1)#7 180 In(1)#6-Y(1)-In(1)#10 93.401(18) 

In(1)#1-Y(1)-In(1) 180 In(1)#7-Y(1)-In(1)#10 86.599(18) 

In(1)#2-Y(1)-In(1) 49.692(8) In(1)-Y(1)-In(1)#10 86.598(18) 

In(1)#3-Y(1)-In(1) 130.308(8) In(1)#8-Y(1)-In(1)#10 65.64(3) 

In(1)#4-Y(1)-In(1) 114.36(3) In(1)#9-Y(1)-In(1)#10 180 

In(1)#5-Y(1)-In(1) 65.64(3) In(1)#1-Y(1)-In(1)#11 49.693(8) 

In(1)#6-Y(1)-In(1) 86.598(18) In(1)#2-Y(1)-In(1)#11 86.599(18) 

In(1)#7-Y(1)-In(1) 93.402(18) In(1)#3-Y(1)-In(1)#11 93.401(18) 

In(1)#1-Y(1)-In(1)#8 130.307(8) In(1)#4-Y(1)-In(1)#11 86.599(18) 

In(1)#2-Y(1)-In(1)#8 93.401(18) In(1)#5-Y(1)-In(1)#11 93.401(18) 
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Table S5.10. continued from previous page 

In(1)#5-Y(1)-In(1)#11 93.401(18) Y(1)#5-Y(1)-Y(1)#12 180 

In(1)#6-Y(1)-In(1)#11 49.693(8) In(1)#2-In(1)-In(1)#13 120 

In(1)#7-Y(1)-In(1)#11 130.307(8) In(1)#2-In(1)-In(1)#8 120 

In(1)-Y(1)-In(1)#11 130.307(8) In(1)#13-In(1)-In(1)#8 120 

In(1)#8-Y(1)-In(1)#11 180 In(1)#2-In(1)-Y(1)#14 147.179(13) 

In(1)#9-Y(1)-In(1)#11 65.64(3) In(1)#13-In(1)-Y(1)#14 65.153(4) 

In(1)#10-Y(1)-In(1)#11 114.36(3) In(1)#8-In(1)-Y(1)#14 65.153(4) 

In(1)#1-Y(1)-Y(1)#5 57.179(13) In(1)#2-In(1)-Y(1)#15 147.179(13) 

In(1)#2-Y(1)-Y(1)#5 122.821(13) In(1)#13-In(1)-Y(1)#15 65.153(4) 

In(1)#3-Y(1)-Y(1)#5 57.179(13) In(1)#8-In(1)-Y(1)#15 65.153(4) 

In(1)#4-Y(1)-Y(1)#5 122.821(13) Y(1)#14-In(1)-Y(1)#15 65.64(3) 

In(1)#5-Y(1)-Y(1)#5 57.179(13) In(1)#2-In(1)-Y(1) 65.154(4) 

In(1)#6-Y(1)-Y(1)#5 57.179(13) In(1)#13-In(1)-Y(1) 147.179(13) 

In(1)#7-Y(1)-Y(1)#5 122.821(13) In(1)#8-In(1)-Y(1) 65.154(4) 

In(1)-Y(1)-Y(1)#5 122.821(13) Y(1)#14-In(1)-Y(1) 93.402(18) 

In(1)#8-Y(1)-Y(1)#5 122.821(13) Y(1)#15-In(1)-Y(1) 130.307(8) 

In(1)#9-Y(1)-Y(1)#5 122.821(13) In(1)#2-In(1)-Y(1)#16 65.154(4) 

In(1)#10-Y(1)-Y(1)#5 57.179(13) In(1)#13-In(1)-Y(1)#16 65.154(4) 

In(1)#11-Y(1)-Y(1)#5 57.179(13) In(1)#8-In(1)-Y(1)#16 147.179(13) 

In(1)#1-Y(1)-Y(1)#12 122.821(13) Y(1)#14-In(1)-Y(1)#16 130.307(8) 

In(1)#2-Y(1)-Y(1)#12 57.179(13) Y(1)#15-In(1)-Y(1)#16 93.402(18) 

In(1)#3-Y(1)-Y(1)#12 122.821(13) Y(1)-In(1)-Y(1)#16 130.307(8) 

In(1)#4-Y(1)-Y(1)#12 57.179(13) In(1)#2-In(1)-Y(1)#12 65.154(4) 

In(1)#5-Y(1)-Y(1)#12 122.821(13) In(1)#13-In(1)-Y(1)#12 147.179(13) 

In(1)#6-Y(1)-Y(1)#12 122.821(13) In(1)#8-In(1)-Y(1)#12 65.154(4) 

In(1)#7-Y(1)-Y(1)#12 57.179(13) Y(1)#14-In(1)-Y(1)#12 130.307(8) 

In(1)-Y(1)-Y(1)#12 57.179(13) Y(1)#15-In(1)-Y(1)#12 93.402(18) 

In(1)#8-Y(1)-Y(1)#12 57.179(13) Y(1)-In(1)-Y(1)#12 65.64(3) 

In(1)#9-Y(1)-Y(1)#12 57.179(13) Y(1)#16-In(1)-Y(1)#12 93.402(18) 

In(1)#10-Y(1)-Y(1)#12 122.821(13) In(1)#2-In(1)-Y(1)#17 65.154(4) 
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In(1)#11-Y(1)-Y(1)#12 122.821(13) In(1)#13-In(1)-Y(1)#17 65.154(4) 

In(1)#8-In(1)-Y(1)#17 147.179(13) Y(1)#15-In(1)-Y(1)#17 130.307(8) 

Y(1)#14-In(1)-Y(1)#17 93.402(18) Y(1)-In(1)-Y(1)#17 93.402(18) 
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Chapter 6 

Exploratory synthesis in the ternary RE-Au-Ge (RE = La, Ce, Pr, Nd) 

system 

 

6.1 Introduction 

Polar intermetallic compounds, a subset of metal-rich solids, have received much interest in 

academic laboratories as well as industrial research and development settings owing to 

their complex crystal structures and fascinating physical properties. Strictly defined, polar 

intermetallics are compounds that have the ratio of valence electrons per atoms between 

1.2 ≤ (e/a) ≤ 4 whereas Hume-Rothery and Zintl phases contain 1 ≤ (e/a) ≤ 2 and (e/a) ≥ 4, 

respectively.6,130,131,133 For example, the e/a ratios for the well-known polar intermetallics 

AAu2 (A = Na, K) and AAu5 (A = K, Rb) can be calculated as 1.5 and 1.2 using 1 as the number 

of valence electrons for alkali metals and gold; 2 and 5 are considered as the number of 

anionic atoms per unit cell in AAu2 and  AAu5, respectively.6,219 Varying the e/a ratio and 

chemical composition subsequently yields a diversity of crystal structures and distinct 

chemical bonding that range from networks to clusters and even a quasicrystal.7,220 The 

structural complexity of polar intermetallics can be justified because these compounds 

contain structural and bonding features from both Hume-Rothery and Zintl type 

compounds.7 Unfortunately, there are no straightforward approaches to unambiguously 

count electrons or assign strict oxidation states in polar intermetallic phases. More 

compounds are therefore needed to unravel the intricacies of polar intermetallics, 

understand the structural tendencies, and interpret the chemical bonding behavior. 
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Ternary rare-earth (RE) transition-metal (M) germanides, RE−M−Ge, are one 

compositions space that form a large number of polar intermetallics. Ternary rare-earth 

transition metal germanides can be quickly reacted by arc-melting of the.221 The products 

crystallize easily, and numerous ternary compounds have been identified and characterized. 

Indeed, these compounds are of great interest owing to their fascinating structural 

chemistries as well as physical properties, including superconductivity (e.g., RE2Pt3Ge5, 

RE2Ir3Ge5)222, magnetocaloric effects (e.g., GdRu2Ge2)223, and complex magnetic ordering 

(e.g., RECrGe3).224 The magnetic properties stem from the interaction between the localized 

f electrons of a rare-earth atom and the d electrons of transition metal.225 However, there 

are no obvious mechanisms for controlling magnetism in these compounds, even though 

some systems like RE-Ni-Ge have a been exhaustively studied.226–228 

The exploration of the rare-earth RE–Au–Ge ternary phase space is far more limited. 

There is only one reported compound, REAuGe (RE = La-Lu, except for Pm and Eu), which 

crystallizes in space group P63mc (No. 186) with the LiGaGe-type structure.229–231 The 

[AuGe]n− anionic sublattice in this compound features a strong polar-covalent bond between 

Ge–Au, and Au–Au, generating a three-dimensional polyanionic backbone. This crystal 

structure type is common among the rare-earth gold ternaries. For example, REAuSn also 

adopts LiGaGe-type structure with a slightly smaller unit cell.146,147,150 Furthermore, 

REAu2Ge2 has been identified in some RE systems like Ce and Pr, and their magnetic 

properties were studied.232,233 CeAu2Ge2 and PrAu2Ge2 adopt ThCr2Si2-type crystal structure 

with I4/mmm space group; they also are reported to order antiferromagnetically with the 

Néel temperature 16 and 11.9K.228 The remaining rare-earth systems have not been 

extensively studied.  
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In this work, compounds in the RE–Au–Ge (RE = La, Ce, Pr, Nd) ternary phase space 

are identified though a systemic examination of these phase spaces. Ten compositions were 

prepared in each phase space, producing six new compounds adopting two different types 

of crystal structures. The synthesis and crystal structures of these new intermetallic 

compounds, La3Au3Ge and RE2AuGe3 (RE = La, Ce, Pr, Nd), are reported. In addition, 

LaAu2Ge2, which is isostructural and isotypic with the known Ce and Nd analogs, is 

confirmed.228,232 Interestingly, in the RE2AuGe3 system, the La analog forms a more complex 

crystal structure compared to the other rare-earth systems. Therefore, the crystal structural 

preference was examined using DFT calculations by comparing the total energies of the two 

crystal structure types. Further, the density of state (DOS) was calculated to indicate the 

metallic nature of these compounds, and a bonding analysis was carried out. The results of 

this work helped further the fundamental understanding of gold-containing polar 

intermetallic phases. 

6.2 Experimental 

6.2.1 Synthesis 

The starting metals, gold (splatter, 99.999%, Materion Advanced Chemical), germanium 

(powder, 99.99%, Alfa Aesar), and the rare-earth elements La, Ce, Pr, and Nd (filings, 99.8%, 

HEFA Rare Earth) were weighed out in the desired stoichiometric ratios and ground 

together with an agate mortar and pestle to form a uniform sample with a total weight of 

200 mg. The samples were pressed into 6 mm pellets using a maximum pressure of 2500 

psi. The samples were reacted using arc-melting (Centorr Furnace) under inert argon gas 

with the current around 45 A. All samples were arc-melted at least three times, including 

intermittently flipping the button to ensure homogeneity. The weight loss for each sample 
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after arc-melting was less than 2%. The arc-melted samples were then sealed in fused silica 

tubes under vacuum (10-3 torr) and annealed at 850°C for nine days. The samples were 

slowly cooled to room temperature over 24 hours. The products all had a silver luster, were 

brittle, and air-stable for approximately one week suggesting slow oxidation. The products 

were therefore handled and stored in a glovebox with an argon atmosphere (O2 < 0.1 ppm; 

H2O < 0.1 ppm). The preparation of LaAuGe3, LaAuGe2, La4Au5Ge11, LaAu2Ge, LaAu3Ge, 

La2AuGe, and La2Au2Ge was also attempted following the same synthetic procedure; 

however, the products from these reactions were all multiphase based on powder X-ray 

diffraction. Thus, these compositions were not studied further.  

6.2.2 Powder X-ray Diffraction 

X-ray powder diffractograms were collected using a PANalytical X'Pert powder 

diffractometer and Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.54183 Å) at room temperature. The samples were 

prepared by grinding the annealed ingots in the glovebox using an agate mortar and pestle. 

The fine powder was then spread on a zero-diffraction silicon plate and covered with 

Kapton® film to prevent oxidation. Le Bail refinements were carried out to check for phase 

purity and determine the lattice parameters using the EXPGUI interface for the General 

Structure Analysis System (GSAS).103,104 A shifted-Chebyshev function was used to model 

the background. All crystal structures were visualized using VESTA.112 

6.2.3 Single-Cystal X-ray Diffraction  

Single crystals for LaAu2Ge2, La2AuGe3, and Nd2AuGe3 compositions were picked from 

crushed ingots using an optical microscope. The data collection performed using a Bruker 

APEX II platform diffractometer equipped with a 4K CCD APEX II detector and a Mo Kα 

radiation source (λ = 0.71073 Å). Reflections were collected by taking three sets of 726 
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frames with 0.3° scans in ω and an exposure time of 40-50 seconds per frame at room 

temperature. The data were scaled, and an absorption correction was applied using 

SADABS.106 Structure solution and refinement were carried out using the SHELXTL program 

package (version 6.12),155 and refined by full-matrix least-squares on FO2, including 

anisotropic displacement parameters. The single-crystal data were then solved and refined 

with two domains. The results of crystal structure refinements for La3Au3Ge, LaAu2Ge2, 

La2AuGe3, and Nd2AuGe3 are given in Table 6.1, 6.2 and the refined atomic coordinates and 

equivalent isotropic displacement parameters are presented in Table 6.3. 
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Table 6.1. Crystallographic data for La3Au3Ge and 

LaAu2Ge2 collected at room temperature 

Refined formula La3Au3Ge LaAu2Ge2 

Formula mass (g mol-1) 1080.22 678.02 

space group; Z R3̅; 6 I4/mmm; 2 

a (Å) 14.04(1) 4.429(1) 

b (Å) 14.04(1) 4.429(1) 

c (Å) 6.220(5) 10.497(6) 

V (Å3) 1062.5(13) 205.90(14) 

ρcalc (g cm–3) 10.130 10.936 

absorption correction                 Empirical 

radiation                 Mo Kα 

μ (mm–1) 83.625 95.348 

θ range (deg.) 2.90- 27.56 3.88-27.32 

hkl ranges – 18≤ h≤17, 

– 14≤ k≤18,  

– 8≤ l≤7 

– 5≤ h≤5,  

– 5≤ k≤5,  

– 4≤ l≤11 

No. reflections; Rint 1690; 0.055 449; 0.0203 

No. unique reflections 539 90 

No. parameters 26 8 

R(F) for Fo2 > 2σ (Fo2) a 0.0381 0.0370 

Rw(Fo2) b 0.1055 0.0969 

Goodness of fit 1.05 1.238 

(Δρ)max, (Δρ)min (e Å–3) 3.86, – 2.55 4.26, –5.52 

a 𝑅(𝐹) = ∑‖𝐹𝑜| − |𝐹𝑐‖ / ∑ |𝐹𝑜| 

b 𝑅𝑤(𝐹𝑜
2) = [∑[𝑤(𝐹𝑜

2 − 𝐹𝑐
2)2]/ ∑ 𝑤𝐹𝑜

4]1/2 ; 𝑤−1 = ⌊𝜎2(𝐹𝑜
2) + (𝐴𝑝)2 + 𝐵𝑝⌋ where 𝑝 =

[max(𝐹𝑜
2, 0) + 2𝐹𝑐

2]/3 
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Table 6.2. Crystallographic data for La2AuGe3 and 

Nd2AuGe3 collected at room temperature 

Refined formula La2AuGe3 Nd2AuGe3 

Formula mass (g mol-1) 1385.11 703.22 

space group; Z I41/amd; 4 P6/mmm; 1 

a (Å) 4.435(5) 4.320(6) 

b (Å) 4.435(5) 4.320(6) 

c (Å) 14.935(2) 4.234(6) 

V (Å3) 281.98(7) 68.43(16) 

ρcalc (g cm–3) 8.157 17.07 

absorption correction               Empirical 

radiation               Mo Kα 

μ (mm–1) 56.34 122.819 

θ range (deg.) 3.74-27.46 4.81 - 28.66 

hkl ranges – 5≤ h≤5,  

– 4≤ k≤5,  

– 14≤ k≤18 

– 5≤ h≤5,  

– 3≤ k≤5,  

– 4≤ l≤5 

No. reflections; Rint 1261;0.0514 338; 0.0253 

No. unique reflections 100 52 

No. parameters 10 6 

R(F) for Fo2 > 2σ (Fo2) a 0.0451 0.0251 

Rw(Fo2) b 0.1054 0.0679 

Goodness of fit 1.2 1.20 

(Δρ)max, (Δρ)min (e Å–3) 2.12, –3.05 1.70, – 1.79 

a 𝑅(𝐹) = ∑‖𝐹𝑜| − |𝐹𝑐‖ / ∑ |𝐹𝑜| 

b 𝑅𝑤(𝐹𝑜
2) = [∑[𝑤(𝐹𝑜

2 − 𝐹𝑐
2)2]/ ∑ 𝑤𝐹𝑜

4]1/2 ; 𝑤−1 = ⌊𝜎2(𝐹𝑜
2) + (𝐴𝑝)2 + 𝐵𝑝⌋ where 𝑝 =

[max(𝐹𝑜
2, 0) + 2𝐹𝑐

2]/3 
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Table 6.3. Refined atomic coordinates and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters for 
La3Au3Ge, LaAu2Ge2, La2AuGe3, and Nd2AuGe3 
Compound atom Wyck. 

site 

Occ. x y z Ueq (Å2)a 

(a) La3Au3Ge        

 La 18f 1 0.2095(1) 0.0440(1) 0.26465(2) 0.0178(5) 

 Au1 18f 0.89(1) 0.4472(7) 0.0564(7) 0.1155(1) 0.0174(3) 

 Ge1 18f 0.11(1) 0.4472(7) 0.0564(7) 0.1155(1) 0.0174(3) 

 Au2 3b 0.43(2) 0 0 1/2 0.041(2) 

 Ge2 3b 0.57(2) 0 0 1/2 0.041(2) 

 Au3 3a 0.56(2) 0 0 0 0.037(1) 

 Ge3 3a 0.44(2) 0 0 0 0.037(1) 

(a) LaAu2Ge2        

  La 2a 1 0 0 0 0.0056(8) 
 

Au 4d 1 0 1/2 1/4 0.0142(6) 
 

Ge 4e 1 0 0 0.3828(2) 0.003(1) 

(b) La2AuGe3        

 La 4a 1 0 0 0 0.036(4) 

 Au 8e 0.30(1) 0 0 0.4123(2) 0.012(3) 

 Ge 8e 0.70(1) 0 0 0.4123(2) 0.012(3) 

(c) Nd2AuGe3 
  

 
    

 
Nd 1a 1 0 1/4 0.5284(3) 0.0068(5) 

 
Au 2d 0.40(2) 0.333 0.666 1/2 0.0141(6) 

 
Ge 2d 0.60(2) 0.333 0.666 1/2 0.0141(6) 

a Ueq is defined as one-third of the trace of the orthogonalized Uij tensor. 
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Table 6.4. Selected bond length [Å] for LaAu2Ge2, La2AuGe3, and Nd2AuGe3  

La3Au3Ge LaAu2Ge2 La2AuGe3 Nd2AuGe3 

La−M1 3.026(2) La−Ge 3.365(2) La−M 3.263(4) Nd−Ma 3.271(3) 

La−M2 3.059(2 La−Au 3.434(1) La−M 3.318(5) Nd−M 3.271(2) 

La−M3 3.151(2) La−Ge 4.018(5) La−M 3.324(3) Nd−Nd 4.320(3) 

La−M1 3.218(3) La−La 4.429(1) La−M 3.444(5) Nd−Nd 4.320(6) 

La−La 3.672(2) Au−Ge 2.617(2) La−La 4.345(5) M−M 2.494(2) 

M−M 3.169(2) Au−Au 3.1316(6) M−M 2.448(5) M−M 2.494(3) 

M2 −M3 3.110(2) Au−Au 4.429(1) M−M 2.584(2)   

M1 −M1 3.020(2) Ge−Ge 2.460(6)     

aM= Ge/Au 

6.2.4 Electronic and Chemical Bonding Calculations 

First-principles calculations on ordered models of La2AuGe3, including total energy 

calculations and chemical bonding analyses, were performed using the Vienna ab initio 

simulation package (VASP).117,118 The calculations used a plane-wave basis set with 

projector augmented wave (PAW) potentials,119 a cutoff energy of 500 eV, a 4×4×2 Γ-

centered Monkhorst−Pack k-point grid, and a convergence criteria of 1×10−8 eV and 1×10−6 

eV was set for electronic and structure relaxation, respectively. The chemical bonding of 

La2AuGe3 was calculated based on the crystal orbital Hamilton population (–COHP) using 

the Local-Orbital Basis Suite toward Electronic Structure (LOBSTER).156,157  

6.3 Results and Discussion 

6.3.1 Crystal Structure Solution 

The ternary RE−Au−Ge (RE = La, Ce, Pr, Nd) system was investigated by arc-melting ten 

separate compositions in each phase space. Each arc-melted sample was sealed in a fused 
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silica tube and annealed at 850°C to ensure the products are at thermal equilibrium. Figure 

S6.1 and Table S6.1 shows the phase analysis of the resulting powder X-ray diffractograms. 

Five novel compounds with the general compositions of La3Au3Ge and RE2AuGe3 (RE = La, 

Ce, Pr, Nd) were found by the inability to index the products to any known compound in the 

Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD).79 Moreover, the existence of LaAu2Ge2 was 

confirmed to crystallize analogous to the CeAu2Ge2 and PrAu2Ge2. All other compounds 

prepared could be completely indexed to known binary compounds indicating there are no 

promising ternary compounds in these samples. The crystal structures of the unknown 

products were solved by picking small single crystals small (≈15-20 μm) from the crushed 

bulk ingots using an optical microscope. The crystal structure refinement data are provided 

in Table 6.1, Table 6.2, and Table 6.3.  

 La3Au3Ge adopts a rhombohedral crystal structure with space group R3̅ (No. 148, Z 

= 6), illustrated in Figure 6.1. This compound is isostructural with the Pu3Pd4-type 

structure, where mixed Au/Ge atoms are placed on the Pd position.234 This structure type 

was also previously reported for RE3Pt4 (all RE atoms except Eu) series.235 Intensity 

statistics for La3Au3Ge (<|E2 ‒ 1|>) gave a clear indication of a centrosymmetric space 

group, R3̅. The single-crystal data was subsequently refined for the site occupancies by 

mixing Au and Ge on three crystallographic sites (Wyckoff 18f, 3b, and 3a sites). Modeling 

statistical mixing on these three crystallographic positions was necessary to accurately 

assign electron density at each position and produce reasonable atomic displacement 

parameters. Incorporating statistical mixing also yielded the nominally loaded composition.  

This crystal structure contains four crystallographic positions, with La occupying 

Wyckoff site 18f and Au/Ge (M) on Wyckoff site 18f, 3b, and 3a sites (Table 6.3). The M1 

atoms, with the general site symmetry of 1, form the puckered 12-pointed star tunnels, 
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where each of the atom is connected to two other M1 atoms. The M1-M1 contacts are 

separated by ≈3.16 Å. Figure 6.1 indicates this bonding network where the M2/M3 is 

placed in the center of the tunnel, and La atoms form puckered hexagon between the stars’ 

point. M2 and M3 atoms contain 3̅. site symmetry and form an infinite M2-M3 linear chain 

with interactions in the range of 3.11-3.15 Å. The M-M polyanionic interactions in this 

structure are longer than gold's metallic bonding.; however, they are in the range of 2.8−3.5 

Å, which are still acceptable for aurophilic contacts.236,237 The coordination environments 

around La atom, with site symmetry of 1, are 9-coordinated Au/Ge atoms with seven M1 

atoms, one M2, and one M3. Lastly, to confirm the phase purity, the calculated pattern from 

the single-crystal solved structure was compared with the powder X-ray diffraction pattern, 

Figure S6.2. 

 

Figure 6.1.  View of the La3Au3Ge crystal structure along the c axis. 12-pointed star 
tunnels of M1-M1 interactions centered with M2 and M3. Lanthanum, gold, and 
germanium are drawn as grey, yellow, and blue, respectively. 

LaAu2Ge2, as shown in Figure 6.2a, crystallizes in the body-center tetragonal space 

group I4/mmm (No. 139, Z = 2) and adopts the ThCr2Si2-type crystal structure. The well-

known ThCr2Si2-type is often described as an ordered ternary variant of the BaAl4-type 
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structure.238 This structure type contains three crystallographically independent positions, 

with La occupying Wyckoff site 2a, Au on Wyckoff 4d site, and Ge on Wyckoff 4e site. The 

structure is layered along the c axis with the edge-sharing [AuGe4], separated by the planes 

of La atoms. The effective coordination polyhedron for the germanium and gold atoms 

corresponds to a distorted tetrahedron with site symmetry 4mm and 4̅m2, respectively. The 

coordination environments around the lanthanum atoms 8-coordinated by Ge with site 

symmetry 4/mmm. The germanium-germanium separation is 2.460(6) Å. The Au-Au 

distance is in the range of 3.1316(6) Å to 4.429(1) Å. Selected bond lengths for LaAu2Ge2 

crystal structure are presented in Table 6.4. This crystal structure was confirmed by a Le 

Bail refinement of the powder X-ray diffraction patterns, Figure 6.2b, which also revealed 

the product is phase pure. 

 

Figure 6.2. a) View of the LaAu2Ge2 crystal structure nearly along a axis. Lanthanum, 
gold, and germanium are drawn as grey, yellow, and blue, respectively. b) Le Bail 
refinement of powder X-ray diffractogram of LaAu2Ge2. The measured data are shown in 

black, the fit by the gold line, and the difference between the data and the fit by the blue 
line. 
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La2AuGe3 adopts the body-center tetragonal space group I41/amd (No. 141, Z = 4) in 

the ThSi2-type structure. There are two crystallographically positions in this structure, with 

La occupying Wyckoff site 4a, Ge/Au (M) on Wyckoff 8e site. Interestingly, this is the same 

structure as the binary LaGe2 with slightly larger unit cell.239 Since gold has a larger covalent 

radius than germanium (rAu = 1.34 Å, rGe= 1.22 Å)163 the unit cell parameters for La2AuGe3 

from single-crystal X-ray diffraction are slightly larger than LaGe2 increasing by only 0.27% 

in the a/b directions whereas the c lattice parameter increases by 4.7%. Thus, it is likely 

that a solid solution is forming, meaning it is better to rewrite the composition as 

La(Au0.5Ge1.5). The coordination number of M atom is nine, and the closest atoms are three 

M atoms with one apical contact ~ 2.408(6) (Å) and two horizontal contacts of ~ 2.504(2) 

(Å), as shown in Figure 6.3a. The Le Bail refinement of the powder X-ray diffraction patterns 

indicated the major phase is indeed La(Au0.5Ge1.5) with slight impurities of unidentified 

phase, signed with “+” in Figure 6.3b. 

 

Figure 6.3. a) View of La(Au0.5Ge1.5) crystal structure nearly along a axis. Lanthanum, 

gold, and germanium are drawn as grey, yellow, and blue, respectively. b) Le Bail 
refinement of powder X-ray diffractogram of La(Au0.5Ge1.5). The measured data are shown 
in black, the fit by the gold line, and the difference between the data and the fit by the blue 

line. 
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Interestingly, changing the rare earth from La to Nd resulted in the discovery of an 

isotypic compound, Nd2AuGe3, that forms a different crystal structure. Illustrated in Figure 

6.4a, Nd2AuGe3 forms a primitive hexagonal crystal structure (P6/mmm, No. 191, Z = 1) 

with the AlB2-type structure. Based on systematic absences, the data set showed a primitive 

hexagonal lattice, and intensity statistics also (<|E2 ‒ 1|>) gave a clear indication of a 

centrosymmetric space group. The single-crystal data was refined to include site mixing 

between Ge and Au on a single crystallographic site (Wyckoff 2d site). Mixing on the 2d site 

was required to correctly describe electron density at this position. This well-known 

structure type contains two crystallographically independent positions, with Nd occupying 

Wyckoff site 1a and the (Ge/Au) statistically mixing on Wyckoff 2d site. The refined crystal 

structure contains an infinite honeycomb network formed by (Ge/Au)—(Ge/Au) 

interactions separated by 2.494(2) Å. These layers stack along the [001] direction, 

separated by 4.234(6) Å. The Nd atoms are located in the center of the hexagonal network 

with Nd—(Ge/Au) bonds of 3.271(1) Å. The phase purity and unit cell parameter are finally 

confirmed through a Le Bail refinement, shown in Figure 6.4b. The Le Bail refinement 

parameters are presented in Table S6.6.  

The crystal structures of Ce2AuGe3 and Pr2AuGe3 were also determined, but using 

powder X-ray diffraction and starting from the Nd2AuGe3 structure refinement. Table S6.6 

presents the Le Bail structural refinements for Ce2AuGe3 and Pr2AuGe3, and Figure S6.3, 

S6.4, is a plot of the refined diffractograms. Examining the crystal chemistry of these 

compounds by comparing their cell parameter and volume indicates the slight reduction in 

unit cell volume due to the decrease in rare-earth size. 
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Figure 6.4 a) View of the Nd2AuGe3 crystal structure nearly along c axis. Lanthanum, gold, 
and germanium are drawn as grey, yellow, and blue, respectively. b) Le Bail refinement of 
powder X-ray diffractogram of Nd2AuGe3. The measured data are shown in black, the fit by 
the gold line, and the difference between the data and the fit by the blue line. 
 

6.3.2 Crystal Structure Preference, Electronic structure, and Chemical Bonding 

in La2AuGe3 

Lanthanides generally adopt the same crystal structure; however, there is some exception. 

For example, EuAuGe forms an orthorhombic Imm2 space group, whereas the other REAuGe 

compounds adopt hexagonal P63mc. Interestingly, it appears a similar structure change 

occurs in the RE2AuGe3 (RE = La, Ce, Pr, Nd) series with the La composition forming a 

different structure type from the other rare-earths. Therefore, electronic structure 

calculations were employed to understand this structure preference. Since DFT fails at 

calculating the highly correlated 4f electrons present in Ce2AuGe3, Pr2AuGe3, and Nd2AuGe3, 

electronic structure calculations were only carried out on understanding the La2AuGe3 

preference. Total energy calculations were therefore carried for this composition in space 

group I41/amd and P6/mmm. Ordered models for both structures were required for these 
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calculations because the La2AuGe3 crystal structure contains a statistically mixed Au/Ge 

position. The program “Supercell”165 was employed to enumerate all possible models, which 

resulted in 28 independent structures for the I41/amd crystal structure after merging 

crystallographically equivalent models (Figure 6.5). The P6/mmm structure produced five 

different ordered models after merging similar structures (Figure S6.5). These structural 

models were each optimized using DFT, and the relative total energies were calculated. 

According to this calculation, the total energy of the tetragonal I41/amd structure (−5.2109 

eV/atoms) is more favorable than the total energy of hexagonal P6/mmm structure 

(−5.1996 eV/atom), in agreement with experimental results.  

 

 

Figure 6.5. a) The ∆E of twenty-eight ordered crystal structures generated by Supercell for 
tetragonal I41/amd space group for La2AuGe3. b) View of the lowest energy ordered crystal 
structure of La2AuGe3 with a tetragonal I41/amd space group. Lanthanum, gold, and 
germanium are drawn as grey, yellow, and blue, respectively. c) The calculated density of 
states (DOS) for La2AuGe3. The total DOS is shown by the black line, while the partial DOS is 
shown for the Au in yellow, the La states in grey, and the Ge states blue. d) Crystal orbital 
Hamilton population (–COHP) curves plotting the total average of anionic sublattice 
interaction (black lines), the average Au–Ge interactions (yellow), and the average Ge–Ge 
interactions (blue). The positive direction on the abscissa is bonding interactions, whereas 
negative values are antibonding interactions. The Fermi level is set to 0 eV. 
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Examining the density of states (DOS) for La2AuGe3 with tetragonal I41/amd space 

group, plotted in Figure 6.5c, indicates the Fermi level (EF) falling into the pseudogap, 

implying the metallic nature of La2AuGe3. Decomposing the total DOS into its component 

orbitals illustrates the Au orbitals are mainly placed in the range of –6 to –3 eV, similar to 

other polar intermetallic compounds containing gold,215,240 whereas the germanium orbitals 

are spread across the entire energy range calculated. The lanthanum orbitals fall primarily 

above the Fermi level as expected for the most electropositive element in the compound. 

The covalent-like chemical bonding was studied based on –COHP analyses using LOBSTER. 

These calculations were performed on the anionic network of La2AuGe3 structure, including 

gold and germanium interactions. As shown in Figure 6.5d, the majority of the occupied 

orbitals are bonding for the Au–Ge and Ge–Ge interactions (positive in the plot) and part of 

the occupied antibonding orbitals (negative in the plot) fall below EF. Despite a number of 

occupied antibonding orbitals, these contacts have a net positive interaction based on the 

integrated crystal orbital Hamilton populations (–ICOHP). The average Au–Ge contacts is 

0.395 eV/bond while average Ge–Ge interaction is 1.363 eV/bond, implying a majority of 

the total interactions are dominated by the Ge−Ge interaction. The Au–Au interactions in 

the La2AuGe3 crystal structure were insubstantial, suggesting no aurophilic contacts in this 

compound. Finally, La–Au and La–Ge interactions were also calculated (Figure S6.7) and 

show insignificant interaction, where the La–Ge contact (0.717 eV/bond) is more significant 

than La–Au (0.232 eV/bond) interaction.   

6.4 Conclusion 

The exploratory synthesis in the RE–Au–Ge phase space resulted in the discovery of six 

ternary compounds with the general composition with general compositions of La3Au3Ge, 
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LaAu2Ge2, and RE2AuGe3 (RE = La, Ce, Pr, Nd). All samples were arc-melted and annealed at 

850 ℃. The crystal structures were analyzed and solved using single-crystal X-ray 

diffraction analysis. La3Au3Ge crystallizes in a rhombohedral structure (space group R3̅, No. 

148, Z = 6) with a Pu3Pd4-type structure, whereas LaAu2Ge2 forms tetragonal space group 

I4/mmm (No. 139, Z = 2) and adopts the ThCr2Si2-type crystal structure. In the RE2AuGe3 

series, La2AuGe3 is isostructural with the parent structure of LaGe2 (ThSi2-type structure) 

with I41/amd (No. 141, Z = 4) space group. Interestingly, the RE2AuGe3 series (RE = Ce, Pr, 

Nd) forms the well-known AlB2-type structure (P6/mmm, No. 191, Z = 1). DFT calculations 

were performed on the La2AuGe3 compound to understand its structural preference, 

indicating the I41/amd crystal structure is both thermodynamic and dynamic stability.  
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Supporting Information 

 

 

 

Figure S6.1.  The La-Au-Ge ternary phase diagram at 850℃. The open circles indicate the 
reported ternary and binaries, while the colored circles illustrate the loaded 
compositions. Yellow circles are the compositions containing multiphases. Blue circles 
are the compositions identified by single-crystal X-ray diffraction analysis: La2AuGe3, 
LaAu2Ge2, and La3Au3Ge.  
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Table S6.1.  Loaded La−Au−Ge compositions (at.%) and results of powder X-ray phase 
analysis after annealing at 850℃ 

No. % La % Au % Ge 
Targeted 

Composition 
Products 

1 33.3 16.7 50.0 La2AuGe3 La2AuGe3 

2 20.0 40.0 40.0 LaAu2Ge2 LaAu2Ge2 

3 42.9 42.9 14.2 La3Au3Ge La3Au3Ge 

4 20.0 20.0 60.0 LaAuGe3 LaAu2Ge2 + La3Ge5 + Ge 

5 25.0 25.0 50.0 LaAuGe2 LaAu2Ge2 + La3Ge5 + Ge 

6 20.0 25.0 55.0 La4Au5Ge11 LaAu2Ge2 + Ge 

7 25.0 50.0 25.0 LaAu2Ge La14Au51 + La2Au2Ge + LaAuGe 

8 20.0 60.0 20.0 LaAu3Ge          LaAu2Ge2 + La14Au51 

9 50.0 25.0 25.0 La2AuGe           La3Ge5 + LaAu+La 

10 40.0 40.0 20.0 La2Au2Ge LaAu + La3Ge5 + LaAuGe  

 

 

 

Figure S6.2. Powder X-ray diffraction pattern (black lines) of La3Au3Ge comparing with 
calculated pattern from single-crystal X-ray diffraction (yellow lines). 
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Table S6.2. Anisotropic displacement parameters (Å2) for La3Au3Ge 

Atom U11 U22 U33 U23 U13 U12 

La 0.0272(8) 0.0142(7) 0.0117(7) 0 0 0 

Au1 0.0197(5) 0.0189(5) 0.0146(5) 0 0 0 

Ge1 0.0197(5) 0.0189(5) 0.0146(5) 0 0 0 

Au2 0.0136(15) 0.0136(15) 0.097(4) 0 0 0 

Ge2 0.0136(15) 0.0136(15) 0.097(4) 0 0 0 

Au3 0.0297(15) 0.0297(15) 0.052(3) 0 0 0 

Ge3 0.0297(15) 0.0297(15) 0.052(3) 0 0 0 

 

 

Table S6.3. Anisotropic displacement parameters (Å2) for LaAu2Ge2 

Atom U11 U22 U33 U23 U13 U12 

La 0.0052(1) 0.0052(1) 0.0063(2) 0 0 0 

Ge 0.0056(1) 0.0056(1) 0.0027(2) 0 0 0 

Au 0.0144(7) 0.0144(7) 0.0139(6) 0 0 0 

 

 

Table S6.4. Anisotropic displacement parameters (Å2) for La2AuGe3 

Atom U11 U22 U33 U23 U13 U12 

Nd 0.026(6) 0.044(7) 0.039(8) 0 0 0 

Ge 0.012(4) 0.014(4) 0.010(5) 0 0 0 

Au 0.012(4) 0.014(4) 0.010(5) 0 0 0 

 

 

Table S6.5. Anisotropic displacement parameters (Å2) for Nd2AuGe3 

Atom U11 U22 U33 U23 U13 U12 

Nd 0.0086(7) 0.0086(7) 0.0070(8) 0 0 0.0043(3) 

Ge 0.0079(7) 0.0079(7) 0.0241(9) 0 0 0.0039(3) 

Au 0.0079(7) 0.0079(7) 0.0241(9) 0 0 0.0039(3) 
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Figure S6.3. Le Bail refinement of X-ray powder diffraction data of Ce2AuGe3. The measured 
data are shown in black, the fit by the gold line, and the difference between the data and the 
fit by the blue line. 
 

 

 
Figure S6.4. Le Bail refinement of X-ray powder diffraction data of Pr2AuGe3. The measured 
data are shown in black, the fit by the gold line, and the difference between the data and the 
fit by the blue line. 
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Figure S6.5. a) The ∆𝐸 of five ordered crystal structures of La2AuGe3 in P6/mmm space 
group generated by Supercell. b) View of the lowest energy ordered crystal structure of 
La2AuGe3 with hexagonal P6/mmm space group. Lanthanum, gold, and germanium are 
drawn as grey, yellow, and blue, respectively. 
 

 

 

Table S6.7. Le Bail Refinement data for Ce2AuGe3,  Pr2AuGe3, and  Nd2AuGe3 

Formula Ce2AuGe3 Pr2AuGe3 Nd2AuGe3 

Space group; Z  P6/mmm; 1 

a (Ȧ) 4.2971(1) 4.2769(2) 4.2628(2) 

c (Å) 4.2526(3) 4.2155(3) 4.1842(3) 

Volume (Ȧ3) 578.979(1) 66.780(4) 65.846(4) 

Calculated density (g cm −3) 8.485 8.659 8.867 

Formula weight (g mol −1) 347.488 348.276 351.608 

Rp 0.1203 0.1189 0.1109 

Rwp 0.1696 0.1578 0.1637 

χ2 3.703 3.453 6.265 
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Table S6.8. Optimize- crystal structure La2AuGe3 in tetragonal space group 
 Cal. La2AuGe3 Exp. La2AuGe3 Difference % 
a (Å) 4.359 4.345 ‒0.42% 
b (Å) 4.445 4.345 ‒2.30% 
c (Å) 14.997 14.935 ‒0.43% 
V (Å3) 290.669 281.98 ‒3.08% 
 

 

Table S6.9. Atomic coordinates for La2AuGe3 in 
tetragonal I41/amd space group 
atom x y z 
Ge 0 0 0.41757 
Ge 1/2 1/2 0.91757 
Ge 0 1/2 0.66530 
Ge 1/2 0 0.16530 
Ge 1/2 0 0.33139 
Ge 0 1/2 0.83139 
Au 1/2 1/2 0.08613 
Au 0 0 0.58613 
La 0 0 0.99540 
La 0 0 0.49540 
La 0 1/2 0.25421 
La 1/2 0 0.75421 

 

 

 
Figure S6.7. Crystal orbital Hamilton population (–COHP) curves plotting the La–Au and 
La–Ge interactions in the La2AuGe3 crystal structure.   
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Chapter 7 
 

Conclusion and Future Outlook 

The research presented in this dissertation focused on the complex crystal structure of 

novel intermetallic phases and established methodologies to accelerate the discovery of 

metal-rich compounds. Understanding the crystal chemistry of metal-rich solids is of great 

interest owing to the close connection between the crystal structure, composition, 

electronic structure, and observed physical properties. Thus, the electronic structure and 

chemical bonding of every discovered intermetallic were studied in this research. Moreover, 

machine learning algorithms were created to help generate new intermetallics that have 

never been reported. Most significantly, this work has conceived new methodologies to 

combine possible approaches in solid-state chemistry, including classical synthesis, 

characterization, computation, and data-driven analysis to address the scientific need. 

 First, a systematic search of the RE–Au–Sn (RE = La, Ce, Pr, Nd) ternary phase space 

revealed the existence of a series of compounds with the general formula REAu1.5Sn0.5. 

These phases crystallize in the orthorhombic space group Imma with the CeCu2-type 

structure. Most notable in these compounds is the polyanionic backbone composed of a 

single statistically mixed Au and Sn position, which creates a puckered hexagonal bonding 

network separated by the rare-earth atoms. Ab initio calculations were then carried out to 

identify the origin of the crystal structure. Electronic structure calculations to produce the 

density of states indicated the gold 5d bands dominate the Fermi level, while the crystal 

orbital Hamilton population (–COHP) curves demonstrated Au–Au and Au–Sn interactions 

which stabilized the crystal structure. Likewise, a qualitative electron localization function 

analysis supported the existence of a polyanionic network, and a Bader charge analysis 
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implied an anionic character of Au and Sn. Lastly, the preference for these compounds to 

adopt the simple CeCu2-type structure was also determined using density functional theory 

calculations and compared to related compounds to establish a better picture of the unusual 

behavior of gold in polar intermetallic compounds. 

 The second investigation for the discovery of metal-rich materials used an ab initio 

approach coupled with a structure-search algorithm (CALYPSO) to predict the crystal 

structure of intermetallics under pressure. High-pressure synthesis and materials 

characterization is extremely arduous; therefore, employing a computational crystal 

structure predictive algorithm is a practical alternative to identify novel compounds. The 

research presented in this work indicated the existence of two compounds with the formula 

A3Ir (A = Rb, Cs) that form at high pressure by constructing convex hulls for the Rb−Ir and 

Cs−Ir binary systems. These phases were identified using a nonbiased automatic structure 

search method based on DFT accompanied by a particle swarm optimization (PSO) 

algorithm. Increasing the applied pressure above ≈10 GPa showed a favorable formation 

enthalpy (∆H) for Rb3Ir with the Cu3Ti structure type (space group Pmnm; No. 59), and Cs3Ir 

in the Ni3Ta structure type (space group P21/m; No. 11). Phonon calculations indicated that 

both compositions are dynamically stable in these structure types. Electronic structure 

calculations revealed that Rb3Ir is a semiconductor with a ≈1.3 eV band gap, calculated 

using a hybrid exchange-correlation functional, whereas the Fermi level for Cs3Ir falls into a 

deep pseudogap, suggesting poor metallic character. These high-pressure phases finally 

illustrated unusual oxidation states on the transition metal. Significantly, the charge on Ir is 

calculated to surpass −1 due to charge transfer between the alkali metal and iridium, 

implying the presence of an iridide anion at high pressure. 
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 Despite the high-fidelity of DFT computation for predicting crystal structures, state-

of-art machine-learning approaches are far more (computationally) efficient for predicting 

the existence of new phases. This dissertation presented an approach to aid the discovery of 

novel inorganic solids by combining experimental solid-state synthesis, DFT calculations, 

and machine learning. A support vector regression (SVR) algorithm was constructed to 

predict a compound’s formation energy (∆𝐸𝑓, SVR) based solely on chemical composition 

using data from 313,965 high-throughput DFT calculations. These predicted formation 

energies (r2 = 0.94; MAE = 85 meV/atom) were then utilized to construct zero-Kelvin 

convex hull diagrams and identify compositions immediately on the hull, as well as +50 meV 

above the convex hull, to capture potential compounds that are considered energetically 

unfavorable but that are still experimentally accessible. Using this methodology, four 

ternary composition diagrams, Y−Ag−Tr (Tr = B, Al, Ga, In), were explored. A particularly 

promising but unexplored region in the Y−Ag−In diagram was identified, and the ensuing 

solid-state high-temperature synthesis produced YAg0.65In1.35, which has not been reported. 

DFT calculations were finally used to determine the ordering of Ag and In as well as confirm 

the crystal structure solution since X-ray diffraction techniques failed to distinguish the 

mixing of Ag/In.  

 Finally, a systematic search of the RE-Au-Ge (RE = La, Ce, Pr, Nd) ternary phase 

space was performed by loading more than ten compositions. All compositions were 

reacted by arc-melting the elements followed by annealing at 800℃. Analyzing the products 

by X-ray diffraction indicated the existence of six novel compounds with general 

compositions of La3Au3Ge, LaAu2Ge2, and RE2AuGe3 (RE = La, Ce, Pr, Nd). La3Au3Ge adopts a 

rhombohedral structure (space group R3̅, No. 148, Z = 6) with a Pu3Pd4-type structure, 

whereas LaAu2Ge2 crystallizes in tetragonal space group I4/mmm (No. 139, Z = 2) and 
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adopts the ThCr2Si2-type crystal structure. In the RE2AuGe3 series, La2AuGe3 is isostructural 

with the parent structure of LaGe2 (ThSi2-type structure) with the I41/amd (No. 141, Z = 4) 

space group. The RE2AuGe3 series (RE = Ce, Pr, Nd), interestingly, forms the well-known 

AlB2-type structure (P6/mmm, No. 191, Z = 1). First-principles calculations were performed 

on the La2AuGe3 compound to understand this peculiar behavior of the RE2AuGe3 series. The 

results show that the I41/amd crystal structure exhibits both thermodynamic and dynamic 

stability. 

In conclusion, the research presented in this dissertation has led to the discovery of 

novel intermetallic phases and the understanding of their crystal structures through 

different methodologies. Undoubtedly, there are many research opportunities to continue 

this work. Indeed, this research has highlighted the significance of combining different 

approaches, such as solid-state synthesis, first-principles calculations, and machine-learning 

algorithms. Despite the long history of intermetallics, there are numerous unstudied phases 

in which chemists were not able to overcome experimental barriers. However, DFT 

computation and data-driven approaches hold the promise to aid scientists in identifying 

novel phases by predicting crystal structures and the formation energy of compounds. 

Employing the knowledge generated through this work will undoubtedly guide scientists to 

accelerate the discovery of novel metal-rich materials, leading in the identification of their 

exotic physical properties to fulfill scientific and industrial goals. 
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